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BAVS Annual Conference 2017 

Victorians Unbound: 

 Connections and Intersections 

Keynote Speakers 
 

Day 1:  Tuesday 22nd August 2017 at 5:45pm – 6:45pm (The Venue) 

 
 

Professor Mike Huggins 
(Emeritus Professor of Cultural History, University of Cumbria) 

 
 

‘Revising “Respectability”: Culture and Power in Victorian England’ 
 

Since the 1970s the conceptual fluidity of respectability has enabled it to be a powerful theme in 
studies of Victorian culture and society, fluidly flowing like quicksilver through discussions of morality, 
social behaviour, and images of Englishness, as well as intra-class, gender and generational divisions 
and identities. The scholarly generalities that initially allowed F.M. L. Thompson to put forward the 
academically seductive idea of a ‘respectable society’ characterized by discipline and self-restraint, 
have become increasingly become subject to re-evaluation especially through debates on the shifting 
and protean nature of identities and representations. 

So this talk offers a critical reassessment of Victorian respectability and its problematics, 
exploring some of the key questions historians are now addressing. Who were its most powerful 
proponents in Victorian society? Can we define the term? Who used it and why?  How was it 
represented and where? Where were the contexts where its power was weakest? Why have more 
modern historians been attracted to ‘respectable’ topics and themes. 

A renewed focus on respectability is timely for a number of reasons. In part it can be seen as 
a response to the cultural turn, allowing a deeper exploration of the ways respectability has been used 
in Victorian language and systems of representation, whilst exploring contested meanings and 
omissions. The social psychology of respectability has been another neglected area worthy of further 
study. Foucault’s emphasis on power, and the extent to which certain groups in Victorian society were 
able to impose their meanings and definitions of respectability, is highly relevant too. Respectability 
often carried different meanings in different cultural contexts, often concealing rather than revealing 
the Victorians’ multifaceted lives. The family and local church, for example, were places where social 
pressures were strongest for respectable compliance. But there were many contexts where these 
powers were far less strong. 
 
 
Mike Huggins is Emeritus Professor of Cultural History at the University of Cumbria. He works on 
sports history, leisure history, tourism, and the history of popular culture.  
He is a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society, a Fellow and President of the European Committee for 
Sports History, as well as sitting on the editorial consultancy boards of five peer-reviewed academic 
leisure and sports history journals in Britain, France, the USA and South America. A few of his notable 
books include Vice and the Victorians (Bloomsbury, 2015), Sport and the English 1918-1939 
(Routledge, 2006), The Victorians and Sport (Hambledon/Continuum, 2004) and, with J A Mangan, 
Disreputable Pleasures: Less Virtuous Victorians at Play (Frank Cass, 2004). 
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Day 2:  Wednesday 23rd August 2017 at 4:50pm – 5:50pm (The Venue) 

 
Professor Christopher Ricks 

(William M. and Sara B. Warren Professor of the Humanities, Boston University) 
 
 

‘“The whole heart-rending history in a single retrospective glance”: 
James Henry’s words and Virgil’s words’ 

 

An attempt at three lines of thought that might come to constitute a habitable triangle.  
First, to suggest that, despite the dangers of effrontery, those of us who markedly lack a particular 
field of scholarship may find ourselves able to profit honourably from the great scholars in the field.  

Second, to recall that James Henry (1798-1876) was one such, one of Ireland’s – and Europe’s 
– authentically independent scholars. A poet of dark wit and bright charm, he set about a lifelong 
interrogation of the Christian religion. A controversially humane doctor in Dublin, he came to travel 
through Europe, through history, through languages dead and alive, and entered upon his Twelve 
Years’ Voyage of Discovery in the First Six Books of the Aeneis (1853). The twelve years were tripled, 
and the six books became all twelve books, issuing in his astonishing compendium Aeneidea (1873-
1889). Vividly learnèd, extravagant, pertinacious inquiries into every line and almost every word of 
the Aeneid: those without Latinity should not leave these volumes to Latinists (of whom Christopher 
Ricks is not one). 

Third, Henry has a recurring preoccupation with the ways in which we are so often faced, not 
with something that has built into it a direction, but with an axis. “The further meaning of f l u e r e, 
i.e. whether the flowing signified by that word is flowing in a good sense, or in a bad, is to be 
determined by the context only – RETRO SUBLAPSA REFERRI explaining as clearly and unmistakably as 
it is possible for words to explain, that the flowing is backward, or in a bad sense”. Nothing is further 
from Virgil’s mind than . . . Truly? 
 

 

Christopher Ricks is the William M. and Sara B. Warren Professor of the Humanities at Boston 
University, having formerly been professor of English at Bristol and at Cambridge universities. He is a 
member of the Association of Literary Scholars, Critics, and Writers, of which he was president (2007-
2008). He was elected Professor of Poetry at Oxford in 2004, and is renowned both for his critical 
studies and for his editorial work. The latter includes The Poems of Tennyson (revised 1987), The New 
Oxford Book of Victorian Verse (1987), The Oxford Book of English Verse (1999), Selected Poems of 
James Henry (2002), Henry James’s What Maisie Knew (2010) and for Penguin Books Alfred Lord 
Tennyson: Selected Poems (2007). He is the author of Keats and Embarrassment (1974), The Force of 
Poetry (1984), Tennyson (1989), Beckett’s Dying Words (1993), Decisions and Revisions in T. S. Eliot 
(2003), Dylan’s Visions of Sin (2004), and True Friendship: Geoffrey Hill, Anthony Hecht, and Robert 
Lowell under the Sign of Eliot and Pound (2010). 
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Day 3: Thursday 24th August 2017 at 10:30am (The Venue) 

Professor Kate Flint 
 

(Provost Professor of Art History and English, University of Southern California, Dornsife) 
 
 

‘Dandelions’ 

The dandelion is an extremely familiar plant.  This talk explores how it disturbed Victorian categories 
– a property that it shares with many weeds.  I consider it in relation to folklore and childhood and as 
a means of teaching elementary botany; I discuss its metaphoric potential, whether as flower (sun, 
gold) or as fluffy round head of hair (transience, indiscriminate dispersal). At the core of its appeal as 
a mutable, adaptable generator of figurative language is its ordinariness and its resilience.  Drawing 
on a whole range of sources in the first part of the talk - from canonical Victorian writers, Christian 
writing for children, and advertisements, I pause to look in detail at some of Richard Jefferies’ essay 
writing, before concluding with a discussion of how some contemporary artists have recuperated the 
dandelion for ecologically-aware ends. This talk relates to a larger current project of mine, that 
examines Victorian treatments of the overlooked, the common-place, and the discarded, and that 
breaks down conventional disciplinary boundaries – and national boundaries as well – in order to 
explore interconnectedness, sustainability, and the relationship between Victorian ecological 
interests and our own. 
 

 

Kate Flint is Provost Professor of Art History and English at the University of Southern California since 
2011. Prior to this, she taught at Bristol and Oxford Universities before moving to Rutgers: The State 
University of New Jersey, in 2001. Her areas of research specialisation include Victorian and early 
twentieth-century cultural, visual, and literary history; the history of photography from its inception 
to now; women's writing, and transatlantic studies. Professor Flint's new book, Flash! Photography, 
Writing and Surprising Illumination will be published by Oxford University Press early in 2018.  She has 
also published The Transatlantic Indian 1776-1930 (Princeton University Press, 2008), The Victorians 
and The Visual Imagination (Cambridge University Press, 2000), The Woman Reader, 1837-1914 
(Oxford University Press, 1993), Dickens (Harvester, 1985). She is General Editor of the Cambridge 
History of Victorian Literature (2012). Professor Flint's new projects are (i) Sensing the Material World, 
1850-1930 (ii) Attentive Looking: the ordinary, the everyday, and the overlooked in the nineteenth 
century (iii) a long-term project on the internationalism of artistic styles in the nineteenth century. 
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BAVS Annual Conference 2017 

Victorians Unbound: 

 Connections and Intersections 

Opening Round Table Speakers 

 

Day 1:  Tuesday 22nd August 2017 at 1:20pm (The Venue) 

Edwina Ehrman 
 

(Senior Exhibition Curator, Victoria and Albert Museum) 
 

‘Unlacing the Corset: fabric, fashion and symbolism’ 
 

The corset was the subject of heated debate in the 19th century. For feminists campaigning for 
women’s rights the physical constraints imposed by corsets symbolised women’s confined lives. Dress 
reformers and doctors warned against tight-lacing and artists and aesthetes deplored the way corsets 
distorted the body’s natural form. Convention and the ‘tyranny’ of fashion were also condemned.  Yet 
in reality it seems that few women were prepared to throw off their corsets. This short paper looks at 
the material evidence provided by surviving corsets in the context of the arguments for and against 
them. 
 
Edwina Ehrman is a Senior Exhibition Curator at the V&A and a specialist in 19th century fashion and 
the history of London fashion. She is the Curator of Fashioned from Nature which will open at the 
Museum in April 2018. Her previous exhibitions include Undressed: A Brief History of Underwear and 
Wedding Dresses 1775-2014. From 2009 - 2013 she was the lead curator for The Clothworkers’ Centre 
for the Study and Conservation of Textiles and Fashion, the V&A’s fashion archive at Blythe House in 
West Kensington. Her publications include Undressed: a brief history of underwear (V&A Publications, 
2016), London Couture 1923-1975: British Luxury (V&A Publications, 2015) of which she is co-editor 
and a contributor, and Wedding Dress: 300 Years of Bridal Fashions (V&A Publications 2011, 2014). 

 

 

Dr Kate Hill 
 

(University of Lincoln) 
 

‘Disrupting Victorian Boundaries: Objects, Knowledge and Networks’ 
 

In this paper, I will think about boundaries and their solidity, or lack of it, and their inability to bind. 
Although the instinct to classify and pigeonhole was one which, it has been argued, was particularly 
strongly felt by the Victorians, we can also argue that this project  to erect boundaries was continually 
disrupted – people, things and ideas all refused to stay within the boundaries erected around them. 
This can be strongly seen in the Victorian history of museums, institutions ostensibly devoted to the 
creation of categories and boundaries between them. The tension between the building up and the 
melting away of boundaries is, I will argue, a key one for understanding the period. 
 
Kate Hill is a Principal Lecturer in the School of History & Heritage at the University of Lincoln, where 
she is also Deputy Head of School. Her research focuses on museum history, as well as the history of 
collecting and Victorian urban and cultural history more generally. Her publications include Women 
and Museums 1850-1914: Modernity and the Gendering of Knowledge (Manchester University Press, 
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2016), Britain and the Narration of Travel in the Nineteenth Century: Texts, Images, Objects (Ashgate, 
2015), Museums and Biographies: Stories, Objects, Identities (Boydell and Brewer, 2012), and Culture 
and Class in English Public Museums, 1850-1914 (Ashgate, 2005). She is co-editor of the Museum 
History Journal. 
 

 

Professor Francesco Marroni 
 

(Università degli Studi ‘G.D'Annunzio’, Chieti-Pescara) 
 

Towards an Epistemic Maze: The Victorian Novel and the Its “Shattered Limbs” 
 

At the end of the nineteenth century, the novel seems to undergo a crisis in its inability to fully 
interpret the complex dynamics of a society that suddenly appears devoid of an organising principle, 
even on the plane of philosophical thought and aesthetic theory. Nevertheless, the novelistic form 
would continue to exist in spite of the fact that in Jude the Obscure Hardy implicitly declares that it 
has come to an end. Before Hardy, George Eliot experiments the possibility of dramatizing the complex 
web of human relationships in Felix Holt and Middlemarch, where she establishes a historical and 
spatio-temporal continuity according to a positivistic view of the world. Nevertheless, Eliot’s 
conception culminates in her imaginative effort to represent “the totality of objects” (Lukács) which, 
ultimately, proposes a bourgeois version of coeval society as an organic community. Eventually, Eliot 
seems to be aware of the crisis of representation in her last novel, Daniel Deronda, whose meaning is 
centrifugal and ambivalent. The transition concerns the kind of gaze that Victorian writers project onto 
the world. After Thomas Hardy it is no longer possible to believe that the novel, as in the case of Scott, 
is able to stage any unwavering certainties. At the turn of the century, it will take a writer like Conrad 
to declare that no order is possible and that the endeavour to fictionalise the web of constantly moving 
interconnections in society has failed. Indeed, for Conrad, there remains only “the rescued fragment” 
which, in a modernist sense, calls for a new way of understanding the art of fiction by abandoning the 
illusion that phenomenal reality can be represented in all its totality, without epistemological doubts 
and ambiguities. 
 
Francesco Marroni is Professor of English Literature at Gabriele d’Annunzio” University of Chieti and 
Pescara, where he is Director of the Centre for Victorian and Edwardian Studies (C.U.S.V.E.). This was 
founded by him in 1993. He is also Editor-in-Chief of the following academic journals: Merope, Rivista 
di Studi Vittoriani (RSV) and Traduttologia. This year he has also become President of the Commision 
awarding the National Scientific Qualification (ASN) for English Languages and Literatures and Anglo-
American Studies. He is member of the editorial board of The Gaskell Society Journal (Manchester). 
His books include La verità difficile. Uno studio sui romanzi di George Eliot (1980), Invito alla lettura di 
Henry James (1983), La fabbrica nella valle. Saggio sulla narrativa di Elizabeth Gaskell (1987), La poesia 
di Thomas Hardy (1997); Spettri senza nome. Modelli epistemici e narrativa vittoriana (1997 & 2007); 
Disarmonie vittoriane. Rivisitazioni del canone della narrative inglese dell’Ottocento (2002); Miti e 
mondi vittoriani. La cultura inglese dell’Ottocento (2004); Victorian Disharmonies (Delaware University 
Press, 2010); and Come leggere “Jane Eyre” (2013). He has edited works by Georgw Orwell (1992), 
Thoman Hardy (1991, 2000), E. L. Doctorow (1993), Henry James (1994), Walter Scott (1994, 2004), R. 
L. Stevenson (2000), and Nathaniel Hawthorne (2003). He has translated into Italian narrative works 
by Washington Irving, Elizabeth Gaskell, George Gissing, G. B. Shaw, and George Eliot. He is also 
fictional writer, and has published collections of short stories, including: Silverdale (2000), Brughiere 
(2002), Il silenzio dell’Escorial (2002), Finisterre (2004), Nelle vene del tempo (2006), Il ciclista del 
Wessex (2008), and Dopo l’ultima Fermata (2010). 
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BAVS Annual Conference 2017 

Victorians Unbound: 

 Connections and Intersections 

Delegates’ Abstracts 

 

Day 1:  Tuesday 22nd August 2017 

2.40pm – 4:00pm: Panel Session A 

A 1: Celebrity (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 1) 

Emily Foster (Oregon State University), fosteemi@oregonstate.edu 

‘(Re)affirming moral boundaries: representations of fame in George Eliot's Daniel Deronda’ 

Celebrity is one of the many paradoxes of nineteenth century British culture. The celebrity individual 
is at once exceptional and relatable – an intimate stranger – who blurs the boundary between public 
and private. Scholarship on George Eliot and celebrity culture has focused on how her position as an 
acclaimed, popular author was complicated by her scandalous personal life, a situation that rendered 
her personally fascinating and exemplifies the blurring of boundaries. However, little attention has 
been paid to how Eliot represents celebrity in her fiction. Without addressing her representations of 
celebrity, we risk simplifying Eliot’s relationship with Victorian celebrity culture to her personal 
struggle between desiring acknowledgement for her work and avoiding celebrity status. 

I argue that contending with celebrity culture prompted Eliot to (re)affirm the moral 
boundaries of various types of fame. Tracing the relations between Tom Mole’s three pillars of the 
celebrity apparatus (the individual, the industry, and the audience), this paper examines how and why 
key performing figures in Daniel Deronda (1876) are located within the apparatus, focusing particularly 
on how the novel consistently relies on historically famed performers to help orient the reader. Daniel 
Deronda is the logical case study because it is Eliot’s only novel set in contemporary Victorian society 
and thus is most likely to reflect late Victorian celebrity culture. While the lack of celebrity characters 
in the present time of the novel supports Eliot’s disapproval of the celebrity individual, her use of 
comparisons to a variety of famous individuals allows for more than a critique of celebrity. This paper 
ultimately aims to show that celebrity’s inferiority in Daniel Deronda is defined through the moral 
superiority of other types of fame. 
 
Lewis Hughes (Lancaster University), l.hughes2@lancaster.ac.uk 

‘Revealing the authentic self: Victorian celebrity interviews’ 

Much of the research on the growth of the celebrity interview during the Victorian era has approached 
the topic from a wider sociological context, usually listing it as one of the many productions of the 
late-nineteenth century’s ‘New Journalism’ which focused on sensationalism and human interest 
stories in order to gain popularity among readers. 

Taking a more personal and hermeneutic approach, this paper will investigate how journalists 
deliberately attempted to produce a sense of intimacy between reader and interviewee, by analysing 
Edmund Yates’s ‘Celebrities at Home’ series from his journal, The World. Publishing its first issue on 8 
July 1874 and immediately achieving widespread popularity, The World pioneered the celebrity 
interview with its ‘Celebrities at Home’ series; beginning in 1877 it eventually conducted over three 
hundred interviews. Most instalments of the series involved a journalist visiting and taking extensive 
notes of the celebrity’s place of residence, as well as commenting on the famous individual’s 
appearance, mannerisms, eating habits and general demeanour. The paradoxical goal was to provide 
a public yet exclusive look into the life of a celebrated Victorian individual. Picking out common themes 

mailto:fosteemi@oregonstate.edu
mailto:l.hughes2@lancaster.ac.uk
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within these interviews, and how the journalist deliberately created a three-way relationship between 
interviewee, interviewer and reader, we can better nderstand the nuanced and complex way in which 
famous Victorian individuals were presented as commodities to be consumed in a growing celebrity 
culture. 
 
A 2: Architecture (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 2) 
 
Ben Moore (University of Amsterdam), B.P.Moore@uva.nl 

‘“Drawd too architectooralooral”: ambiguous architecture in Dickens’ 

This paper considers architecture in Dickens’s writing, starting from Joe Gargery’s claim that the 
Blacking Warehouse he visits in London does not come up to its likeness as portrayed in shop doors, 
since ‘it is there drawd too architectooralooral’ (Great Expectations, Ch. 26). In Joe’s 
‘architectooralooral’, architecture becomes an eruption of excess, of ornamentation which language 
cannot control, while at the same time being no longer confined to grand monumental buildings, 
instead extending to everyday warehouses and shops. Joe’s perspective counters the outlook of Mr 
Pecksniff from Martin Chuzzlewit (1843-44), for whom architecture consists of Gothic churches and 
little else, and who serves to satirise the Gothic architect A.W.N. Pugin. Joe’s comment, I suggest, 
functions as a key to Dickens’s approach to architecture, which is to undo the solidity and 
boundedness conventionally associated with the built environment, and to open up architecture to 
the non- or even anti-architectural. 

Drawing on Henri Lefebvre’s insight that space is not neutral or pre-given, but something 
produced, an outcome of social processes and conflicts, I proceed to explore the ambiguous 
significations of architecture across Dickens’s works. Often his buildings are physiognomically bound 
up with the character of those who inhabit them, as in Miss Havisham’s Satis House and Lord Dedlock’s 
Chesney Wold, both sites of stasis and haunting, while at other times they tend towards the 
labyrinthine, as with Todgers’s boarding house in Martin Chuzzlewit. In Pictures from Italy, too, 
architecture comes into question, with Venice being described as a ‘ghostly city’ and a ‘dream’ (Ch. 7). 
In conclusion, I propose that the ambiguous spatial world through which Dickens’s characters move 
should be read in context of the nineteenth century’s unsettled opposition between Gothic and 
Classical design. 
 
Elena Rimondo (Università Ca' Foscari, Venezia), elena.rimondo@gmail.com 

‘Architects unbound: restoration and building in Thomas Hardy's A Pair of Blue Eyes and A 
Laodicean’ 

During the Victorian Age the clash/encounter between the impulse to normalisation and the 
aspiration towards modernisation tended to coalesce around architecture. The fierce debates about 
the most suitable style(s) of architecture, on the one hand, and about the necessity to move away 
from the architecture of the past, on the other,  are symptomatic of the polarisation characterising 
the Victorian society. The desire for  stability and normalisation expressed itself in two ways: first, in 
the eagerness to make ancient and new buildings conform to a standardised style; second, in the 
intensive work devoted to ancient artefacts in terms of study, record and restoration. Yet even this 
aspect reveals the ambition characterising the Victorians, as the Gothic Revival is in itself a new style 
of architecture, dissimilar from its historical models. At the same time the Victorian age was 
characterised by the extensive use of new materials and the building of innovative works of 
engineering. 

The aim of this paper is to use architecture as a means to illustrate how the  two impulses 
charactering the Victorian age are only apparently in opposition. In particular I will make reference to 
two novels by Thomas Hardy (who had been an architect and church restorer prior to devoting himself 
to novel-writing): A Pair of Blue Eyes (1873) and A Laodicean (1881). Both novels deal with a medieval 
building to be restored (a church in the former and a castle in the latter) and feature an architect as 

mailto:B.P.Moore@uva.nl
mailto:elena.rimondo@gmail.com
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protagonist (Stephen Smith and George Somerset respectively). The motif of architecture and the 
topic of restoration underpin a discussion on the wider issue of the “quest” for creativity  in an  age 
obsessed by the ubiquitous and sometimes awkward influence of the past. 
 
Harry Willis Fleming (Independent Scholar), harrywillisfleming@gmail.com 

‘A boundless “I”: the view from R. C. Lucas's Tower, 1854-1883’ 

The artist and turriphile Richard Cockle Lucas (1800-1883) has been remembered for forging a 
Leonardo and marrying a fairy. This distorting vision, juxtaposed with his protean versatility and 
originality, makes Lucas an awkward subject for historiography to get a hold on. Lucas was a 
multidisciplinary, multimedia artist: a sculptor who was also a printmaker, photographer, model 
maker, architect, performer, and writer. From 1854, at Chilworth near Southampton he constructed 
two idiosyncratic Towers, each as his home, studio, gallery, and observatory. Here a major shift 
occurred in his practice: the placing of himself within the subject matter of his art, together with a 
preoccupation with notions of selfhood, mentality, and consciousness. 

This paper examines specifically what Lucas saw, perceived, and experienced in the view from 
the top of his Tower(s). It shows how Lucas’s sight lines were expansive and transcendent, extending 
far beyond the bounds of what might be considered empirically verifiable or even rational. Through 
the disciplinary perspectives of cultural history and the history of architecture in its broadest 
formulation, the paper addresses cross-cutting themes of space and spatiality, nature, creativity, and 
the occult. In conclusion, it places the unbound dyna mics of Lucas’s view within his broader hybrid 
art/life project, which was an extraordinary attempt to comprehend and unfasten the metaphysics of 
self. This research finding is valuable not only as a key to understanding Lucas, a significant and 
transitional creative figure, but raises important questions about the dialectics between space, body, 
and mind in the nineteenth century. 
 
A 3: Biography (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 10) 

Gordon Tait (University of Hull), g.tait@2012.hull.ac.uk 

‘Biographical silence and the working-class poet: the case of Joseph Skipsey, Robert Spence Watson, 
and W. B. Yeats’ 

In her poem ‘Cartographies of Silence’, Adrienne Rich warns that silence should not be taken as an 
indication “of absence”. Instead, it implies the existence of “a plan rigorously executed” acting to 
supress the liminal and the powerless. This ‘plan’ becomes a conspiracy of silence that exists in the 
unquestioned orthodoxies surrounding those in possession of significant volumes of, what Pierre 
Bourdieu termed, cultural and social capital. The silence is only broken when those at society’s fringes 
engage with the culturally powerful; at this point of intersection, ‘lost’ voices become heard and 
legacies are created. 

Despite being doubly disadvantaged by his peripheral location and social class, the 
Northumbrian working-class poet Joseph Skipsey was more fortunate than most. Becoming friendly 
with the lawyer, Quaker, and Freemason Robert Spence Watson, Skipsey’s legacy was secured in a 
biography written by Spence Watson who was not satisfied for his friend “to become a mere memory”. 
In this, however, Spence Watson’s voice, endorsed by his cultural and social capital, becomes an 
unquestioned orthodoxy in itself; the biography becomes a site of social control where power 
structures exist in perpetuity. 

However, a recently discovered letter from W. B. Yeats to Joseph Skipsey, and its absence from 
the biography, begins to destabilise this orthodoxy. Focussing in particular on this previously hidden 
intersection with Yeats, this paper examines the social network Skipsey was able to construct at the 
end of the nineteenth century. In doing so, it questions the silences that exist in the biography, 
exposing the ‘plan rigorously executed’ in its creation. ‘Unbound’ from unquestioned orthodoxy, 
Skipsey’s liminality is lessened and he is brought closer to the centre of Victorian literary culture.  

mailto:harrywillisfleming@gmail.com
mailto:g.tait@2012.hull.ac.uk
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Emily Bowles (University of York), emily.bowles@york.ac.uk 

‘Unbinding Dickens: biofiction and biography’ 

The Battle of London Life: or, Boz and His Secretary was the first fictional account of Dickens’s life to 
be published. Appearing in 1849 with six illustrations by George Sala (who would later contribute to 
Household Words and All The Year Round), The Battle of London Life is a kind of biofiction – perhaps 
even fan fiction – that shows Dickens moving from the ‘Ideal’ to the ‘Natural’ in his writing, all because 
of the influence of his amanuensis, a police detective in disguise. One of the most recent reimaginings 
of Dickens as a character is the video game Assassin’s Creed: Syndicate (2015), in which the player 
meets and completes tasks for Dickens in a digitally rendered Victorian London. Separated by more 
than one hundred and fifty years, the earliest fictional representation of Dickens and the last 
nevertheless have key aspects in common: both create imagined, heightened moments that are 
presented as formative to the author, inspiring characters and plots and challenging what we know 
about the biographical Dickens. The Battle of London Life and Assassin’s Creed diminish Dickens’s own 
skills of observation by focusing on very literal, external inspiration, while other twentieth and twenty-
first century representations, such as This Side Idolatry (1928) and Girl in a Blue Dress (2008), have 
moved towards created conversations and scenes that seek to do justice to Catherine Dickens and 
Ellen Ternan. By comparing a cross section of the fictional Dickenses of the nineteenth, twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries, from the first binding of Dickens’s life into the book of The Battle of London Life 
to the unbinding of the biographical Dickens from Dickens the character in diverse forms and contexts, 
this paper argues that these fictional Dickenses push back against Dickens’s public image and 
posthumous reputation while reflecting contemporary concerns surrounding authorship, genius and 
celebrity. 
 
Amber Regis (University of Sheffield), a.regis@sheffield.ac.uk 

‘The DNB unbound’ 

A Dictionary of National Biography, be it in sixty volumes or six hundred, can never be 
complete. It may come to an end, but complete, in the sense in which Gibbon’s History is 
complete, it can never be. 

—The Speaker, 23 November 1901. 
 

In June 1900 the Lord Mayor of London hosted a dinner to celebrate the publication of the sixty-third 
and final A-Z volume of the Dictionary of National Biography. During speeches, John Morley described 
the dictionary as ‘the most enduring and one of the most important literary monuments of the time 
in which we lived.’ This utterance, reproduced in the DNB’s official advertising, was the apotheosis of 
a reputation actively cultivated by Sidney Lee, the dictionary’s second editor. It has proved singularly 
tenacious, colouring praise and censure alike. For Virginia Woolf in 1928, looking back upon a project 
begun under the editorship of her father, Leslie Stephen, the monumental DNB seemed at odds with 
the vitality of lived, subjective experience: ‘The true length of a person’s life, whatever the Dictionary 
of National Biography may say, is always a matter of dispute.’ 

This paper will re-think and trouble the DNB as a static monument to Victorian lives and 
Victorianism. The appearance of five additional volumes between 1901 and 1904—three 
supplements, an index and errata—served to make and unmake the dictionary, reconstituting its 
boundaries and revealing its ineluctable contingency and incompleteness. DNB staff worked tirelessly 
to correct and complete the text, but their goal remained illusory, impossible. This paper will read the 
bibliographic history of the DNB in the early twentieth century, alongside evidence of use in copies 
held by the University of Sheffield, to consider what happens when a literary monument cannot be 
kept within bounds (or within bindings, in the case of the Sheffield DNB volumes). 
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A 4: Performing Genders (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 4) 

Gemma Outen (Edge Hill University), outeng@edgehill.ac.uk 

‘Fanny Forsaith: editing gender boundaries’ 

This paper will introduce Fanny Forsaith and examine her with reference to editorial and gender 
boundaries and transgressions. It will consider to what extent she worked across several social reform 
movements, for apparently respectable and non-respectable causes and how her femininity and 
reputation were affected. 

Fanny Forsaith was a prominent member of the Women’s Total Abstinence Union and editor 
of their journal, Wings (1892-1926). Temperance has been considered a stereotypically respectable 
movement and one in which women were permitted to work, as an extension of their moral duty to 
family and country. However, Miss Forsaith was also the secretary of the British, Continental and 
General Federation for the Abolition of State Regulation of Vice and worked with Josephine Butler on 
The Dawn (1888-1896). These two movements, temperance and social purity, are seemingly 
incompatible when examined with regard to respectable middle-class femininity. This paper will 
examine these movements and Forsaith’s contributions in both, drawing conclusions about the nature 
of female journalistic and editorial work.  

Through a case study of Miss Fanny Forsaith, this paper will also consider gender boundaries 
associated with female reform workers in the late nineteenth century and to what extent women 
undertaking work in the feminine public sphere were subject to gendered criticism. This paper will 
draw on Wings, The Dawn and The Shield, alongside census records and additional journalistic work 
to consider the construction and crossing of editorial, journalistic, and gender boundaries.  
 

Sarah Green (University of Oxford), sarah.green1@cantab.net 

‘Community, tradition and aesthetic experience in Lionel Johnson's representations of sexuality’ 

Lionel Johnson’s sexuality has attracted much attention over the years, from his erstwhile friend W. 
B. Yeats’s assertion that sex was something ‘about which he [Johnson] knew nothing’, to more recent 
claims concerning his homosexuality. This paper argues that, while Johnson’s actual sexuality is 
historically irretrievable, nevertheless both his published work and his letters suggest a lifelong 
engagement with sexual themes, in which sexuality is worked into thinking about the artistic life, or 
the life lived according to aesthetic principles. I begin by finding in Johnson’s early correspondence 
(especially a group of letters not previously available to criticism) a frank and varied approach to 
sexuality, which is nevertheless combined with a sustained attraction to personal celibacy. This 
celibacy, I argue, was consistently associated by Johnson with a range of values: community through 
both time and space; tradition and order; and a theory of aesthetic experience in which separation of 
the sensuous from the sensual allowed the aesthete a broad base of experience without infringing 
personal morals. Celibacy therefore entailed for Johnson a peculiar mixture of the breaking and 
maintaining of boundaries that would not now be readily associated with sexual abstention. By 
drawing attention to the place of sexuality in Johnson’s network of values, I hope to move the debate 
concerning his sexuality beyond the boundaries of binary sexual orientation (hetero/homosexual), and 
to suggest that late nineteenth-century sexuality needs to be understood in far more complex terms. 

 
Katie Baker (University of Chester), katie.baker@chester.ac.uk 

‘From fallen woman to businesswoman: the radical voices of Elizabeth Gaskell and Margaret 
Oliphant’ 

This paper will explore the ways in which Elizabeth Gaskell and Margaret Oliphant embodied an 
important space in nineteenth-century literature. Both women were wives, mothers, and successful 
writers and both managed to use their skills as authors to negotiate and even influence, changing 
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attitudes to women in the nineteenth-century. This paper will explore how Gaskell and Oliphant used 
their familial, domestic experiences to write in ‘radical’ ways which were designed to educate and 
inform their young female readership. Their voices were radical not only because they did not shy 
away from discussing topics such as female sexuality and choices for women in their writing, but also 
because of the subtle ways they managed to have that discussion while also remaining within the 
boundaries of Victorian notions of propriety. 

This paper will argue that while both writers shared a forward-thinking, modern approach in 
their representation of women and their experiences, they also shared the need to remain within the 
constraints of nineteenth-century ideas of ‘respectability’ in order to maintain their income as 
professional authors and the status quo of their personal lives. Using examples from Gaskell’s and 
Oliphant’s writing, I will show the feminist strategies of both writers, neither overtly attempted to 
break through socially-constructed boundaries, but nevertheless their messages were covertly 
powerful and influential to the young women who read it. As a result of working within externally 
imposed restraints, both authors cautiously constructed their radical ideas throughout their careers. 
By remaining ‘respectable’ women, committed to the importance of ordinary, everyday life and its 
representation in literature, this paper will show that both authors were free to challenge the 
established order and promote a feminist agenda without censure.  
 

A 5: Spectacle and Empire (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 7) 

Devin Dattan (University of York), dld504@york.ac.uk 

‘Picturing conflict: the late-Victorian response to A. H. Savage Landor's China and the Allies’ 

The Boxer War of 1900 straddles the Victorian and Edwardian periods and, much like the Second Boer 
War with which it overlaps, threatened Victorian conceptions of the world and their place in it. It was 
a decidedly imperial conflict and demonstrated the extent to which Western imperial powers- and 
their new imperial ally Japan- were willing to cooperate to maintain their hegemonic position. A. H. 
Savage Landor, an artist and adventurer who had become famous for his accounts of adventure in 
Japan and Tibet, was present during the conflict as a freelance correspondent. Savage Landor’s 
account of the campaign, China and the Allies, combined war reporting with history and ethnography. 
Running to more than 800 pages and containing 250 illustrations- including photographic plates, full-
colour plates, and in-text sketches- it was an impressive, costly tome. It was also a controversial one, 
condemned for its inclusion of photographs of the dead and dying. His account presents an image of 
war generally masked in the accounts of Victorian war correspondents, both in his inclusion of graphic 
photographs and in his detailed descriptions of common practices like looting. This paper will argue 
that Savage Landor’s work challenged a society that was perfectly willing to accept the monumental 
slaughter wrecked by the new machine guns but unready to process the physical realities their 
technological progress had unleashed. Analysing the textual and photographic content of China and 
the Allies in conjunction with newspaper reviews of the work will help to develop a better 
understanding of the final years of Victorian society, exploring the effects of unbound imperial and 
technological ambition. 
 
Peter Yeandle (Loughborough University), P.Yeandle@lboro.ac.uk 

‘“The day-to-day drama of a far-flung war”: the spectacle of the Boer War (1899-1902) in print and 
performance culture’ 

The Boer War (1899-1902) has been called the ‘first modern media war’ with good reason. Several 
important studies have demonstrated the vital role of the illustrated press in disseminating 
information to a public thirsty for up-to-the-minute news. Indeed: witness the rush of the press to 
publish war correspondents’ accounts and to illustrate events through cartoon, artists’ impressions, 
and photographs. Newspapers sought not only to convey knowledge, but also to influence public 
opinion – to the extent that several political historians argue that the jingoism unleashed by war 
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reporting meant the general election of 1900 (the so-called ‘Khaki’ election) could conceivably be 
described as a referendum on foreign policy. We know the Conservatives and Unionists won. 
However, we also know from a variety of contemporary accounts that the press was only one factor 
in the creation of patriotic fervour in response to the war (especially around the reliefs of sieges at 
Mafeking, Kimberley and Ladysmith). These accounts cite the theatres, the music halls – and other 
arenas for mass spectacle and entertainment – as crucial to the promotion of patriotism. The vast 
array of performance industries in turn of the century London propagated popular imperialism far 
more widely than print culture alone. By undertaking a tour of London’s performance venues, indoors 
and out, this paper tests out two ideas: first, that the immersive experience of performance culture 
itself merits analysis as a vital genre of broadcasting; second, that the study of the interrelationships 
of print and performance cultures enables us to think about the abstract concept of patriotism from 
within the context of histories of emotion. 

 

Madeline Boden (University of York), mb900@york.ac.uk 

‘The mobilised gaze: Frederick Leighton painting on the Nile’ 

When not occupied by the presidential duties of the Royal Academy or involved in most corners of 
Victorian society, the artist Frederic Leighton (1830-1896) could usually be found in the Middle East, 
his holiday destination of choice for over four decades. Though the scholarship tends to ignore his 
time ‘off’, Leighton was a prolific traveller across the Ottoman Empire and North Africa during the 
foundational period of what has become Britain’s relationship with the Middle East today. 

In 1868, Leighton travelled to Egypt and cruised the Nile during a moment when its waters 
were undeniably political and a means of Imperial expansion. In November, the Prince and Princess of 
Wales opened the Suez Canal – creating a direct route to Britain’s colonial crown jewel, India. Earlier 
that month the first Thomas Cook package holiday tourists arrived in Cairo, making Egypt the first 
mass tourism destination for Britons. Leighton’s response to this key moment in Anglo-Egyptian 
relations was a series of paintings, made from his boat, looking on to the banks of the Nile. This paper 
will explore the ways in which mobility and travel by water influenced Leighton’s gaze. Furthermore, 
it will interrogate how Leighton responded to Egyptian labour and its relationship to Imperial 
expansion – from the perspective of the men who worked on his boat and the field workers he saw 
on the banks. These paintings also act as networked subjects amongst a growing body of ‘Nile images’ 
produced by fellow artists-travellers such as Edward Lear, Owen Jones, and David Roberts. 
Comparatively, however, Leighton’s images emerge as far more nuanced scenes that engaged with a 
lived experience of Egypt, as opposed to a commercialised and touristic idea of a ‘holiday on the Nile’. 

Away from London’s art world, Leighton operated as a flaneur of the Maghreb, engaging with 
the tropes of the imperial picturesque but ultimately moving beyond them, creating imagery that 
registered the connections and intersections of a country becoming increasingly more politically, 
culturally and socially complex. 
 
A 6: Criticism and Readership (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 9) 
 
Angharad Eyre (Queen Mary, University of London), angharad.eyre@gmail.co.uk 

‘Elizabeth Gaskell unbound: how a non-conformist Victorian woman could be a literary pioneer’ 

In established Victorian hierarchies, Elizabeth Gaskell inhabited an unenviable position. As a woman 
in the mid-Victorian period she was theoretically restricted to the domestic sphere; as a Unitarian non-
conformist she was part of a disliked and legally circumscribed group. Despite these restrictions, 
though, Gaskell was able to live a life of religious and literary activity, form connections and travel 
with other literary celebrities of the day, and write the innovative literary biography of Charlotte 
Brontë. 
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In this paper I will argue that Gaskell’s life and achievements were made possible by a 
dissonance in Victorian conceptions of gender, which can be seen most clearly in the figure of the 
female missionary. The female missionary of the early and mid-nineteenth century changed 
Victorians’ definitions of femininity and, moreover, was an identity that all religious women could take 
on. Women’s domestic virtues became their qualification for active religious work that could take 
them far beyond the boundaries of the home, such as foreign and ‘home’ mission work, teaching, and, 
significantly, writing. Religious tracts, female missionary biographies, and even religiously-inspired 
novels all became acceptable genres for women writers, as long as they continued to display their 
virtuous domesticity.   
With reference to her correspondence, I will argue that Gaskell experienced this coexistence of 
advancement for women with their enduring domestic identity as an uncomfortable dissonance, 
especially from her position within the Unitarian community. However, as can be seen in her novels 
and pioneering biography, this dissonance could inspire great creativity, with Gaskell negotiating and 
re-defining ideas of gender by creating strong women characters and unapologetically presenting 
Charlotte Brontë as an artist as well as a woman. In Gaskell’s hands, the dissonance within Victorian 
conceptions of women ultimately led to the advancement of both women’s writing and the genre of 
literary biography. 
 
Eleanor Dumbill (Loughborough University), e.dumbill@lboro.ac.uk 

‘The invisible Trollope: the marginalisation of Frances Eleanor Trollope in modern criticism’ 

Frances Eleanor Trollope’s biography of her mother-in-law, Frances Milton Trollope, begins “forty 
years ago, any list of Englishwomen of Letters would have been held to be strangely incomplete 
without the name of Frances Trollope. Fashions change; reputations fade; books are forgotten.” 
122 years later, the same argument can be made about Frances Eleanor Trollope. Fashions change 
again, new reputations fade and the cycle continues. 

Trollope wrote twelve novels and was described by The Athenaeum as “in the first rank of 
living English novelists.” If the modern reader knows of her at all, it is likely within rigid structures 
and hierarchies – as a woman writer, a writer of periodical fiction, a member of the Trollope family, 
or the sister of Charles Dickens’s mistress. 

This paper begins with an examination of modern criticism’s tendency to frame Trollope 
as liminal, citing biographies of the Trollope family, surveys of the literary field and twentieth-
century feminist projects of rehabilitation.  

I then move on to discuss contemporary reviews of her work in The Athenaeum, The 
Saturday Review and The British Quarterly. I use Trollope’s letters and her novel A Charming 
Fellow, which when serialised in All The Year Round carried her name, to argue that she was far 
from a liminal figure during her lifetime. Whilst her work certainly exists within classifying systems, 
these are productive and positive, targeting works towards appropriate audiences, for example, 
rather than marginalising.  

I argue that the boundaries within which we now view Frances Eleanor Trollope are 
posthumously created by a codifying impulse that centres writers who possess and express greater 
degrees of cultural capital. By including previously peripheral figures such as Trollope in the 
Victorian canon, we greatly increase our capacity to comprehensively understand the cultures 
within which they worked. 
 
Andrea Selleri (University of Warwick), Andrea.Selleri@warwick.ac.uk 

‘Victorian criticism between the brows’ 

Victorian criticism spanned an ample range of levels of cultural authorisation. At the top, we find books 
and essays by the likes of Matthew Arnold or Cardinal Newman, leading articles in top journals such 
as the Fortnightly Review, and the ex-cathedra pronouncements of Oxbridge professors; at the 
bottom, anonymous reviews in little-known magazines. Much modern scholarship has tended to 
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reiterate this hierarchy between high-brow and middle- or low-brow critical sources by adopting 
different methods for studying each: thus, high-brow criticism tends to be part and parcel of 
intellectual historiography, which sets out to analyse the intellectual content of its sources and relate 
it to neighbouring intellectual discourse formations; whereas the lower-browed forms of criticism 
tend to be discussed in the context of materialist analyses, in which any intellectual content in the 
sources takes a back seat to the examination of the material contexts surrounding their publication. 

In this paper I wish to propose a thesis and advance a suggestion. The thesis is that there are 
a number of perhaps surprising continuities and resemblances between high-brow and middle- and 
low-brow specimens of Victorian criticism, which are explainable by assuming the existence of 
complex patterns of influence “between the brows” which are at present not fully understood; I shall 
exemplify this by giving a brief presentation of the vagaries of the notion of “the author” in the period, 
showing how ideas “trickled down” and practices “trickled up”. The suggestion, which follows from 
the thesis, is that a renewed consideration of how high-brow and middle- and low-brow critical 
practices interacted, as opposed to using different methods for dealing with each, could yield a 
considerable explanatory gain for the study of Victorian literary culture. 
 
A 7: Design (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 3) 

Katie Carpenter (Royal Holloway, University of London), katie.carpenter.2010@live.rhul.ac.uk 

‘“Nothing could be more useful in the kitchen than this valuable invention”: an analysis of kitchen 
gadgets made by Follows and Bate Ltd, c. 1860 onwards’ 

In the late 1860s, Frederick William Follows founded agricultural company Follows and Bate, in 
Gorton, Manchester. Later, they began producing domestic technologies for the preparation of food 
and the cleaning of kitchen equipment, which were pitched as ‘labour-saving’ devices. Most of these 
gadgets clamped onto the kitchen table, and included orange-peel slicers, mincers, and knife cleaners. 
The company continued to manufacture such technologies until it was absorbed by another company 
in the 1930s.  

This paper is based on a material culture and gendered analysis of surviving objects made by 
Follows and Bate. Objects have been consulted from the Museum of Science and Industry, 
Manchester, and private collections. The records of Follows and Bate are lost, but an eclectic body of 
supporting primary sources has been pieced together using advertisements, patents of invention, and 
recipe books. Whilst labour-saving technologies ultimately did not liberate women from the home, 
this paper puts the objects themselves at the centre of analysis to illuminate our understanding of the 
experience of domestic technology in everyday life.  

I argue that household gadgets represent an intersection between industrial and technological 
innovation, and the daily life of the middle-class housewife and the domestic servant. As technologies 
of these sorts began to enter the home from the 1850s period, women were faced with new 
challenges that did not fit into traditional Victorian ideologies about gendered and classed behaviour. 
Inventors such as Follows insisted that in order to successfully master domestic technologies, women 
must appropriate methods and behaviours traditionally associated with working-class industrial 
labour. Thus, this paper illuminates the connections and parallels between women’s use of technology 
in the middle-class home, and working-class men’s work with machinery. 
 
Alizée Cordes (Clermont-Auvergne University), Alizee.cordes@gmail.com 

‘Gothic Revival wallpaper: an unclassified Victorian object’ 

At the heart of the Gothic Revival movement, itself being a strict and organised movement with its 
rules and was, was born an unclassified objet: the Gothic Revival wallpaper. Born from a mix of 
comfort, convenience and easy fabrication.  
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Augustus W.N. Pugin, the ‘creator’ of the Gothic Revival used this hybrid for his own interior 
decorations, for himself and his clients. His wallpapers had to follow principles, flat and ‘real’, while 
breaking another one. Wallpapers were not from the Middle Ages and were industrial artefacts. 

This paper would like to explore the challenges brought by this object in the 19th century, and 
how the principles created by Pugin remained un-followed by most wallpaper designers. Rules were 
invented and respected as shown in the well-known ‘Museum of Horrors’ of 1852-53 created by Henry 
Cole in which Gothic inspired wallpapers featured heavily in the ‘Bad design’ section. Researching 
Gothic Revival helps questioning the boundaries and borders created at the time and how they were 
these rules were challenged.  

The paper would focus on the creation for this hybrid object and its creation from an artisanal 
object to an industrial object created by manufacturers around the UK (Crace, Holland & Sons etc.). 
Wallpapers were left ‘unbound’ and each manufacturer could re-invent the object and its style, re-
inventing the Gothic Revival movement as well, no strict rules seem to have been respected. The 
National Archives and its Registered Designs give an interesting insight in the study of the Gothic 
Revival wallpapers and the different styles used by manufacturers. This research allows Victorian 
researchers to rethink the system of classification and categorisation of decorative arts in Victorian 
homes. 
 
4:20pm – 5:40pm: Panel Session B 

B 1: Networks (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 1) 

Timothy Gao (University of Oxford), timothy.gao@magd.ox.ac.uk 

‘Networking The Newcomes: William Makepeace Thackeray and parasocial interaction’ 

“The habit of revising old characters is so strong in Thackeray,” wrote G. K. Chesterton, “that Vanity 
Fair, Pendennis, The Newcomes, and Philip are in one sense all one novel. Certainly the reader 
sometimes forgets which one of them he is reading.” From Vanity Fair in 1848 to The Adventures of 
Philip in 1862, William Makepeace Thackeray created a literary and media object then unique to 
himself and (arguably) to Anthony Trollope: a fictional network of plots, characters, and settings that 
spanned multiple novels and over years of serialisation. In Thackeray’s later novels, old friends return 
obsessively to new instalments and stories, reintroduced as neighbours or schoolmates or in-laws of 
new protagonists, or in the case of Arthur Pendennis, even assuming the role of narrator. Chesterton, 
who points out this feature to criticise it, notes how Dickens generally refrained from such an 
“indiscretion or act of sentimentalism”. 

This paper examines the relationship between Thackeray, his readers, and his characters as a 
parasocial phenomenon. A term originally coined by psychologists of mass media to describe the one-
sided but intense connection of consumers to celebrities, television actors, and talk show hosts, 
parasocial relationships have since become a major research area for social scientists interested in the 
surprising similarities between mediated and ‘real’ relationships. Within the context of recent debates 
about the appropriateness of comparing Victorian literary seriality to television, I argue that the 
parasocial is one useful way to explore historical reading experiences with a concept abstracted from 
modern media. As Thackeray himself questioned, “Madmen, you know, see visions, hold 
conversations with, even draw the likeness of, people invisible to you and me. Is this making of people 
out of fancy madness?” If not “madness” or “sentimentalism”, how else can we describe the bond 
between Victorians readers and recurring figures like Pickwick, Pendennis, and Mrs Proudie? 
 
Karin Koehler (Bangor University), k.koehler@bangor.ac.uk 

‘“The poet's passion and the postman's lot”, or, how is a poet like a postman?’ 

A decade before Hardwicke Rawnsley (1851-1920) co-founded the National Trust, he published 
Sonnets at the English Lakes (1881). One sonnet traces the speaker’s reflections ‘On seeing a Telegraph 
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wire and pillar-post below Wordsworth’s house’. The speaker notes the incongruity of the ‘grim letter-
post’ (l. 7) below the picturesque cottage, but concludes that the presence of two modern 
communication networks by the house of the late Poet Laureate is a fitting coincidence. Rawnsley 
turns the postal service, which forges connections and intersections between otherwise separate 
parts – geographical and social – of British society (and beyond), into an emblem for the poetic project 
of ‘The man whose sympathy to concord wrought/ The poet’s passion and the postman’s lot’ (ll. 12-
13). 

Taking Rawnsley’s poem as its starting point, my paper explores textual and conceptual links 
between poets and postmen in the Victorian imagination, interrogating how and why postal and 
poetic labour became metaphors for one another. I will consider poems by Rawnsley, Thomas Dunn 
English, John Critchley Prince, and Edward Capern which provide support for Kate Thomas’s claim that 
in the nineteenth century ‘the postman and the poet were more easily mistaken for each other than 
the twenty-first century reader might imagine’, since ‘both—through the texts they put into 
circulation—enable a reader to experience correspondence with someone or something outside 
themselves, to imagine themselves in another place or time, or to feel the feelings of somebody else’ 
(2012, 22). Through my reading of these poems, I seek to show that some poets self-consciously 
responded to, and modelled their own labour upon, the postal service’s supposed capacity for 
fostering sympathy, understanding, and communal feeling across social and geographical distance.  
Works Cited: 
Rawnsley, Hardwicke D., Sonnets at the English Lakes (London: Longmans, Green, & Co,  

1881). 
Thomas, Kate, Postal Pleasures: Sex, Scandal and Victorian Letters (Oxford; New York:  

Oxford University Press, 2012). 

 

B 2: Objects (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 2) 

Pandora Syperek (Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art), pandora.syperek.09@ucl.ac.uk 

‘Feathered gems: hummingbirds and gender in the Natural History Museum’ 

My paper considers the unique implications for gender held by the display of hummingbirds in the 
Natural History Museum, London. Following John Gould’s death in 1881, the British Museum 
purchased the famous ornithologist’s collection of 62 cases full of brightly coloured taxidermied 
hummingbirds. The gilded cases boasted an illustrious history tracing back to their initial display for 
the Great Exhibition in 1851. Commonly compared to jewels, almost insectile in their behaviour, 
geographically restricted to the Americas and comprising their own classification, hummingbirds were 
viewed as distinct from other birds. At the same time, they were at the centre of evolutionary debates, 
specifically regarding Charles Darwin’s theory of sexual selection. Gould and others maintained a 
theological explanation for the brilliant beauty of male hummingbirds, while Darwin argued their 
colourful plumage had evolved in response to female preference, a notion that upset Victorian gender 
norms. Meanwhile, female humans appropriated the birds’ jewel-like feathers, wings and entire 
bodies for the purposes of fashion. Here I consider this transgender and trans-species problem 
suffered by the ‘feathered gems’ in the context of their display in the Natural History Museum. Unlike 
the ostensible naturalism of the British bird groups, dioramas which promoted heteronormative ideals 
of the nuclear family, the hummingbirds in Gould’s cases were arranged with an emphasis on 
individualism, exoticism and aestheticism. Set against Darwin’s challenging theory (sexual selection 
was rejected even by some of Darwin’s closest supporters) and the ubiquity of ‘feather fashions’, but 
also other avian avatars, particularly within Aestheticism, Gould’s cases signal how hummingbirds’ 
metaphorical associations of excess and pleasure present an alternative gender model within 
Victorian natural history and display culture – one that goes beyond, say, the female vanity associated 
with the peacock feather, approaching more closely the sexual ambiguity of the dandy. 
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Leonard Driscoll (Uppsala University), leonard.driscoll@engelska.uu.se 

‘Invented things: H. Rider Haggard's archaelogical paratexts’ 

Ancient artefacts fascinated H. Rider Haggard. Such artefacts gained greater prominence in the late 
nineteenth century, as archaeologists advanced new methods for their excavation and classification. 
Haggard followed these innovations closely, and responded by developing a number of strategies for 
the representation of archaeological objects in his own fictional narratives. The most striking of 
these—a facsimile reproduction of a fictional Egyptian potsherd (a prop Haggard manufactured 
especially for this purpose), which was appended as a paratextual preface to his novel She (1887)—
provides the focus for this paper. The importance of this archaeological paratext has long been 
underestimated, and it is often omitted from later editions of the novel. This paper examines this 
paratext in the light of a specific strand of contemporaneous archaeology and thereby shows that far 
from being incidental, the facsimile of the potsherd fulfils a central function in the thematic and formal 
mechanics of the novel. 

Centrally, this paper will argue that Haggard mimicked the approaches of Biblical and Homeric 
archaeology. These approaches to archaeology sought to establish connections between the material 
record and well-known quasi-historical texts, and consequently paid great attention to both the 
illustrative and evidential potential of archaeological objects. As a result of the work of Biblical and 
Homeric archaeologists, readers of Haggard’s novel would recognise the modes by which events and 
places described in texts were linked to objects in contemporary museum exhibitions. This paper will 
show that Haggard’s archaeological paratext expresses this new relationship, arguing that his 
foregrounding of the connection between fictional objects and their actual material counterparts 
expresses a contemporary interest with the validation of literary texts through visible, tactile 
materiality. In its conclusion, the paper will suggest that while Haggard’s adoption of the forms and 
concerns of Biblical and Homeric archaeology bolsters the verisimilitude of his own novel, it also 
reveals a number of contradictory impulses within archaeological attempts to order the material 
world along textual lines. 
 

B 3: Unexpected Histories (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 10) 

Rosemary Mitchell (Leeds Trinity University), r.mitchell@leedstrinity.ac.uk 

‘The past laugh: Victorian historical comedy as a radical alternative form of history-writing’ 

The Victorian period saw the establishment of history-writing as a peculiarly authoritative mode of 
explaining the world and human experience, one enjoying the prestige still assigned to religious 
interpretation, and increasingly also to scientific analysis.  The publication of primary sources, the 
professionalization of the discipline, the growth of popular historical publications and representations, 
the development of the heritage industry, the emergence of historian ‘stars’ such as T. B. Macaulay 
and A.J. Froude, and the rise of narratives of nation and national institutions: all combined to 
foreground historical writing as a mode of defining, advancing, and classifying the Victorian world.  
This paper will argue that the Victorian historical comedy is an important, under-appreciated, and 
under-explored mode of historical and historiographical exploration.  Rather than simply affording 
light relief and amusement for its readers – serving as a safety valve which allowed reassertion of the 
status quo - it challenged historical preconceptions and traditional interpretations of events and 
individuals.  Additionally, it could invite readers not only to re-evaluate hegemonic narratives, but also 
to interrogate the methodological and epistemological bases of Victorian historiographical modes 
themselves. Key examples of Victorian historical comedy include parodies of historical literatures by 
W.M. Thackeray, the prose and poems in R.H. Barham’s The Ingoldsby Legends (1837) and Gilbert 
A’Beckett’s The Comic History of England (1846-48), illustrated by John Leech, as well as a wealth of  
material in Punch and other comic periodicals and magazines. Using a couple of case-studies from 
these publications, this paper will demonstrate that the Victorians’ use of historical comedy was in 
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fact a very serious matter, intended to challenge and destabilise the authority of the Victorian 
historical text – and thus a classic example of the ‘Victorians Unbound’. 
 
Helen Kingstone (Leeds Trinity University), h.kingstone@leedstrinity.ac.uk 

‘“The historical novel was born”: periodical reviews of a genre unbound’ 

Historiography and the novel both claim their authority from a mimetic ability to represent ‘truth’. But 
are these the same kind of truth? What do we mean when we use this word?  
In this paper, I will show how during the nineteenth century, these two narrative forms underwent a 
tussle for pre-eminence, and how prevalently it was conducted through competing claims to express 
general, rather than merely particular, truths. 

Ever since Aristotle’s assertion that ‘poetry tends to express universals, and history 
particulars’, the respective allocation of these qualities has been under dispute. However, this binary 
was complicated by the rise and fall of a genre that was hailed as a perfect way to challenge genre 
boundaries: the historical novel. In an 1845 review, for example, Scott’s countryman Archibald Alison 
describes Waverley as having been ‘given to the world in July, 1814. From that moment the historical 
novel was born for mankind’. Here, the genre takes on messianic qualities. However, before long 
reviewers began to use this hybrid form to redefine and re-erect boundaries between history and 
fiction. I will chart the genre’s changing reception in periodical reviews through the century, and the 
changing expectations placed upon it as History and English Literature established footholds as 
nascent academic disciplines. 

Finally, key players’ assertions about their disciplines’ remit, including the ‘boundary-working’ 
declarations of historians J. R. Seeley and William Stubbs, and the 1921 Newbolt Report that claimed 
English Literature as the ‘keystone’ of school education, demonstrate how far the two subjects had 
moved apart – and even swapped positions – by the end of the period. Historians claimed scientific 
objectivity largely by rejecting the ‘philosophic history’ of an earlier era, in favour of archival and 
microscopic particularity. English Literature, meanwhile, asserted its educational value as a repository 
of profound and universal truths. 
 
Josh Poklad (Leeds Trinity University), 0905403@leedstrinity.ac.uk 

‘Placing products in the past: advertising and the end of history’ 

When exploring Victorian representations of the past, scholars have largely focussed their attention 
on such things as historical literature, graphic art, architecture, exhibitions and museums. Yet 
representations of history were also a characteristic feature of late nineteenth-century advertising, a 
site thus far unexplored in this respect – strangely, given that ‘commercial histories’ pervaded the lives 
of a far greater proportion of the population than did any other mode of history-telling. In this paper, 
I seize upon the significance of historical representation in advertising, demonstrating its social 
implications and its effects on traditional historical narratives, particularly on narratives of progress. I 
show that by historicising the commodity, advertising concealed the real historical foundations upon 
which capitalism was built. In its transformation of all cultures throughout space and time into 
commodity cultures, advertising was used to situate the commodity as the prime ‘mover’ of history 
and position consumer society as the logical ‘endpoint’ of Whig narratives of progress. I show that, in 
essentially collapsing notions of history and progress by fetishizing them and indicating their 
conclusion, commercial histories had profound effects on the intellectual, cultural, and social crises 
that characterised the fin de siècle era. Furthermore, by proclaiming commodity culture as an ‘end of 
history’, advertisers could gain ownership of the concept of history itself, allowing them in turn to 
propagate new notions of ‘progress’ based entirely on consumerist principles. 

 

B 4: Spiritualism (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 4) 
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Ángela Dan (Universidad de Málaga), acalleyadan@gmail.com 

‘Playing with (in)visibility, (non-)existence and transgression: lesbian desires under the mask of 
spiritualism’ 

The (in)visibility of supernatural events in the nineteenth century in conjunction with the prominent 
presence of Victorian shadows have contributed significantly to neo-Victorian writers’ desires to speak 
about the unspeakable. Sarah Parker or Louisa Hadley have found in nineteenth-century spiritualism 
a source, a tool and a vehicle to explore homoerotic sexuality. Nevertheless, what was hidden behind 
a typical Victorian middle-class house is deeply worthy of analysis: lesbian servants. The act of exerting 
power and taking advantage of their relegated and invisible position turns them into perturbing 
spectral presences that materialise into characters playing with (in)visibility, manipulation and 
transgression. Homosexual maids have now manipulated both history and story in behalf of neo-
Victorian novels. Fictional works like Sarah Waters’ Affinity (1999) present (de)humanised and 
discriminated characters transgressing social, physical and sexual boundaries, to such an extent that, 
at some point, they exert the omnipotent force and presence of ghosts. After reconstructing the (non-
)existence of lesbian relationships, it is now essential to understand how both the spectral metaphor 
and spiritualism may be proved to function as ways to materialise the excesses resulting from the 
process of crossing boundaries. What neo-Victorian novelists do by giving voice to homosexual 
characters is to correct the mistakes of the past and to recreate those versions of history that were 
excluded, including housemaids and using Victorian spiritualism as a liberator of repressed desires. 
 

Akira Suwa (Cardiff University), SuwaA@cardiff.ac.uk 

‘Unbinding lesbian desire: metatextual space and utopia in Sarah Waters's Affinity’ 

This paper considers the way Sarah Waters’s neo-Victorian novel Affinity unbinds a queer utopian 
space which liberates two lesbian characters’ voices from the patriarchal system in which they are 
confined. The narrative of Affinity consists of a compilation of Margaret and Selina’s diaries each of 
which covers different time periods. Margaret’s diary on the one hand expresses her suffering from 
the disciplinary system of surveillance at home as well as her queer desire for Selina. On the other 
hand, Selina’s almost impersonal record of her life as a spirit medium emphasises her suppressed and 
powerless position in society. By juxtaposing Margaret’s entries filled with hopes for the fulfilment of 
her lesbian desire for Selina with Selina’s practical record of séances, Waters interweaves Margaret 
and Selina’s narrative voices to create a metatextual space which exists outside of the novel’s 
epistolary narrative form. This metatextual space reveals both of them as the victims of patriarchal 
confinement, and proposes a queer utopian space where their union can be delivered.  

Through this metatextual space created in Affinity, Waters allows the reader to see the 
Victorian past through a contemporary filter. Waters invites the reader to discover traces of Margaret 
and Selina’s queer utopian vision which is never materialised within the narrative, which not only 
strengthen the reader’s sense of connectedness to the past but also diversify the way the reader 
perceives the present. The narrative structure of Affinity unbinds Margaret and Selina’s lesbian desire 
for the reader, so that we can take over their queer utopian imagination where they left off, revising 
our perception of the past and the present. 
 
B 5: Travel 1 (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 7) 

Jenny Holt (Meiji University, Tokyo), nbwys817@yahoo.co.uk 

‘Beyond the Treaty Limits': breaking cultural boundaries in Isabella Bird's Unbeaten Tracks In Japan’ 

In 1878, Isabella Bird obtained a passport to travel through the interior of Japan, which was still mostly 
untouched by the industrialization underway in urban centres. Foreigners in Japan were not permitted 
to go beyond the boundaries of certain ports and tourist areas specified by the 1858 Treaty of Amity 
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and Commerce, but exceptions were made for individuals such as Bird, who intended to travel for 
“health, botanical research, or scientific investigation.” Thus, Bird set out to study the interior, 
mapping the human geography of places no foreigner had ever visited. A keen social reformer, 
sometime nurse and amateur botanist, she recorded precise details about every town and village she 
visited, commenting on population size, housing, sanitary conditions, medical facilities and public 
morality, as well as cataloguing flora and fauna. 

However, while Bird initially depicts herself as an agent of modernity, recommending solutions 
to social problems and dispensing medication for common ailments, her own physical and 
psychological boundaries come constantly under challenge. Even as she scrutinizes life in Japan, she 
is herself subjected to scrutiny by its population, from the police who record her every movement, to 
villagers who poke holes in screens to watch her bedtime routine. As she records her observations on 
the people, they observe and comment upon her, forcing her to question her own authority as an 
upper class, European Christian. During this process, Japan challenges Bird’s preconceptions of the 
boundaries between human groups, forcing her to reconsider her notions of the “civilized” and the 
“savage”, and her belief in Christianity as the only route to salvation. 

In this paper, I will show how Bird’s journey emerges as a process not of creating stable 
classifications and demarcations, but of breaking down ethnic and cultural boundaries, and of 
questioning the assumptions on which “scientific” exploration was based. 
 

Raffaella Antinucci (Università degli Studi di Napoli ‘Parthenope’), 
raffaella.antinucci@uniparthenope.it 

‘Re-imagining Iceland: literary connections and intersections in mid-Victorian travel writing’ 

For many centuries Iceland has been represented, geographically as well as culturally, at the margins 
of the Western world and culture, as an island of ice and fire, a land of extremes surrounded by the 
treacherous waters of the Norwegian and Arctic Seas. As such it partakes with other northern 
European countries of the characteristics that in the past defined the category of “borealism”, and 
have more recently been reformulated within the cultural notions of  “nordicity” (Hamelin 1979) and 
“arcticality” (Pálsson 2002). While the first European explorers to the island were mainly interested in 
the country’s exceptional geology and natural phenomena, from the 1830s a wave of British visitors 
set sail to Iceland in search of their cultural and specifically literary roots. Thanks to the publication of 
saga literature into English in the central decades of the nineteenth century, Iceland came to epitomize 
the birthplace of northern values, hence the very cradle of Western civilization. 

Travel literature written by Victorian seafaring artists, writers, and “saga(wo)men” during the 
century testify to this shifting fashioning of the country and its landscape, which went hand in hand 
with the changing representations of the dangerous voyage across the North Atlantic Ocean. After a 
brief discussion of the cultural ‘idea(s) of Iceland’ and the Icelandic journey, the paper draws from 
various Victorian travelogues in order to investigate to what extent the descriptions and narrative 
accounts of the passage north reflect this cultural dynamics. In particular, the analysis focuses on Lord 
Dufferin’s Letters from High Latitudes (1857), a travelogue that marked a watershed in the 
phenomenon of Victorian Icelandophilia, inaugurating the era of ‘leisure travel’ to the island and 
influencing the (lesser known) accounts of later travellers such as Anthony Trollope and Jemima 
Blackburn. 
 

Justin Livingstone (Queen’s University Belfast), J.Livingstone@qub.ac.uk 

‘Rewriting exploration: imperial travellers in Africa and the expeditionary novel’ 

While the developments of the nineteenth century resulted in a smaller world – a new compression 
of time and space – there were areas of the globe that remained relatively ‘unknown’. On the African 
map there were places yet to be discovered, ‘blank spaces’ to be filled in according to the protocols 
of European knowledge. However, the Victorian culture of exploration was not just concerned with 
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discovering new worlds; it was also concerned with discovering the world anew. ‘Discovery’ was often 
a ‘rediscovery’, which sought to ‘know’ already familiar places through disciplined scientific and 
cartographic methods (Kennedy 2013). 

Crucial to the culture of exploration were the books that travellers wrote on their return. A 
major geographical publication was an integral means of authenticating one’s status as an ‘explorer’. 
Indeed, observational records were so vital to expeditionary travel that the exploration of Africa has 
been described as a ‘literary event’ (Driver 2013). Yet, although scholars have scrutinised field notes, 
diaries and travelogues, another literary product of exploration has been ignored. From the late 1860s, 
a number of celebrated explorers of Africa experimented with writing fiction. While these individuals 
– including Henry Morton Stanley, Samuel White Baker, and Verney Lovett Cameron – contributed 
bestselling expeditionary narratives, they wrote novels as an alternative means of narrating the travel 
experience. This paper aims to assess this phenomenon in the context of late-Victorian imperialism. 
By reading their neglected literary output as a means of reaching new audiences, mediating new 
geographical knowledge, and reimagining cultural encounters, it interrogates the political purposes 
underlying this turn to fiction.  
 

B 6: Thomas Hardy 1 (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 9) 

Sara Lyons (University of Kent), s.n.lyons@kent.ac.uk 

‘Thomas Hardy's The Woodlanders (1887) and the classification of brains’ 

In Thomas Hardy’s The Woodlanders (1887), the gentleman scientist Edred Fitzpiers contracts to 
procure of the brain of the servant woman Grammer Oliver upon her death, so that he may dissect it 
and probe the mystery of its abnormal size. Grammer Oliver’s peasant materialism initially seems 
compatible with Fitzpiers’ scientific world view, but her bargain soon comes to feel Faustian to her: 
she worries that the brain she was happy to treat as a commodity and scientific specimen may in fact 
be the locus of her soul. 

The Woodlanders has been justly celebrated as the work in which Hardy’s embrace of the 
implications of both Darwinian evolution and late nineteenth century neurobiology is fully registered 
in his practice as a novelist. In this context, the Grammer Oliver episode reflects the novel’s wider 
concern with how scientific materialism comports with folk traditions in contemporary rural England. 
Yet Grammer Oliver’s belated qualms about her soul attest not merely to the tenacity of supernatural 
belief in Hardy’s Wessex. The fact Grammer Oliver sells her brain ostensibly to science but more truly 
to gratify the whim of a bored aristocrat makes the transaction appear akin to prostitution, or as a 
peculiarly grotesque form of droit du seigneur. This paper will suggest that the allegory of class 
domination submerged in the episode illuminates the logic of Hardy’s deepening scepticism about the 
value of formal education, a scepticism central to The Woodlanders but which finds its fullest 
expression in Tess of the d’Urbervilles (1891) and Jude the Obscure (1895). I will argue that these three 
novels respond to the growing late nineteenth century tendency to conceptualise intelligence as a 
material, heritable entity, at once a product of evolution and open to objective measurement and 
statistical classification.  More broadly, I will explore why Hardy was receptive to the sociobiological 
arguments of thinkers such as Herbert Spencer and Francis Galton but did not share their faith in the 
ideal of meritocracy.  
 

Emily Ennis (University of Leeds), e.s.b.ennis@leeds.ac.uk 

 ‘“[T]rippers with kodaks looking over the hedges”: Thomas Hardy, the amateur photographer and 
the boundary between art and life’ 

In a letter to his editor Hermann Lea on 12 November 1904, Thomas Hardy commented on a recent 
‘unpleasant experience’ in which ‘a few days earlier, when, on a private walk to [his family home] [he] 
was […] Kodaked by some young men who were on the watch’. Apparently unaware of the privacy 
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Hardy required as a celebrity author, the literary fans and amateur photographers encroached upon 
his private time as well as his private space.  

This paper explores Hardy’s complex relationship with the rise of popular photography at the 
end of the nineteenth century. Hardy saw photography as the ultimate tool of transgression: it 
obscured the boundary between public and private life, particularly the lives of celebrity authors; it 
obscured the boundary between representation and reality, with its potential to capture everyday life 
with apparent objectivity; and it obscured the boundary between the Author/Artist and the common 
photographer. Drawing on Hardy’s biographical writings – namely his correspondence, particularly 
with his literary editors, but also his (auto)biography and diary entries – as well as his non-fiction prose, 
I explore how Hardy’s personal experiences with photography caused him to critically reconsider his 
role and artistic duty as an author. For him, the new visual tool represented a lack of artistic vision – 
a vision he compares to religious enlightenment – which is historically bestowed upon the figure of 
the author. Instead, as a proposed technology of the everyman, photography threatened the very 
nature of artistic production in favour of direct reproduction of the external world. I propose that 
Hardy deliberately contrasts his identity as an author and artist against that of the amateur 
photographer in order to better define his professional role. However, despite his resistance to the 
new medium, in attempting to realise his beloved Wessex, there was no better visual tool. 
 

Roger Ebbatson (Lancaster University), rebbatson@outlook.com 

‘(Un)binding the sheaves: labour, selfhood and change in Tess of the d'Urbevilles’ 

This paper will examine the ways in which, in Hardy’s novel, Tess, emerging from the ‘bounded’ and 
protective landscape of the Vale of Blackmore to be exposed, in the ‘thick darkness’ of the Chase, to 
rape by Alec d’Urberville, foreshadows and mirrors the collapse of agrarian society in the late-
nineteenth century. Whilst the subsequent harvest-scene of binding the sheaves at Marlott gestures 
towards a process of social and personal recovery further elaborated at Talbothays Dairy, the overall 
trajectory of the novel is towards the unbinding of social cohesion in the agricultural crisis of the Great 
Depression which culminates in the dairymaids’ suffering at the ‘starve-acre place’ of Flintcomb-Ash. 
The paper will thus argue that the pattern of vicissitude, recovery and tragedy in Tess’s career refracts 
and embodies the larger cultural and social disjunction entailed by the ‘unbinding’ of the communal 
socius of field-labour. This historic process may be theorised with reference to Tönnies’ classic 
distinction between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft, where the former defines a society in which 
‘human beings are bound together in an organic fashion’ in a formation designated by Tönnies as 
‘reciprocal binding sentiment’. In addition to consideration of agrarian hardship and the collapse of 
the culture of the folk, the paper will also focus on the characterisation of the heroine in the light of 
Freud’s postulate, in Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920), that the psychic system  becomes incapable 
of ‘binding the amounts of excitation’ as a result of trauma. Whilst Tess, however, succeeds at 
Talbothays in accomplishing a psychological binding and healing which, in Freudian terms, allows the 
pleasure principle to predominate, the countervailing ‘compulsion to repeat’ which patterns the entire 
text stages and enacts the dialectic between the pleasure principle and the death instinct which will 
come to a head at Stonehenge. In Freud’s argument ‘the pleasure principle seems actually to serve 
the death instincts’, and here it issues in what Freud terms ‘wilful fantasy’ which is fatally shattered 
by Angel’s marital rejection of the heroine. The novel is thus to be read as an internal struggle between 
the life and death instincts which symptomatically affect both the career of the heroine and the folk-
culture which she tragically embodies. It will be argued that the novel speaks to the ‘unbinding’ of 
rural society at this juncture under the impress of the nascent ‘administered world’. 
 

B 7: Anthropology and Eugenics (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 3) 

Bruno Bower (Independent Scholar), bruno.bower@oriel.oxon.org 

‘Galton, Grove, Watson, and the missing links in Victorian social networks’ 
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In Hereditary Genius (1869), the book that would set its author down the path to eugenics, Francis 
Galton introduced the ‘Appendix to Musicians’ by stating that a “friend” had supplied the list of 120 
musicians, “who appeared to him to be the most original and eminent upon record.” There are no 
surviving documents which shed any concrete light on who the anonymous contributor might have 
been, but there is a plenty of circumstantial evidence to suggest that the source was (Sir) George 
Grove, the eventual editor of the Dictionary of Music and Musicians. The connections between Galton 
and Grove, including both correspondence and published collaborations, have never been noted in 
any of scholarly the literature on either figure.  

Grove was not the only (probable) contributor to Hereditary Genius. Galton stated outright 
that his data for the ‘Oarsmen’ and ‘Wrestlers of the North Country’ sections had been supplied by 
the solicitor, politician, and author Robert Spence Watson. As with Grove, Watson is absent from 
almost every account of Galton’s life, in spite of an even greater contribution to Hereditary Genius and 
(according to the Pearson, the only biographer to mention him at all) a closer personal friendship.  
This paper will outline some possible reasons behind the omission of Grove and Watson from Galton’s 
history. Particular attention will be given to the way Galton attempted to shape his scientific self-
image through his autobiography, the text that has since become the primary source for scholars 
researching his life. The question of who else might be missing from Galton’s history also serves as a 
springboard for a larger discussion regarding the value of social networks for understanding Victorian 
intellectual life.  
 

James Green (University of Exeter), jag218@exeter.ac.uk 

‘The descent of woman: evolutionary perspectives in Rhoda Broughton's Not Wisely, But Too Well’ 

Contemplating the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, the grandiose exhibition space that was both testament 
to and instructive in the ‘advancement of civilization’, the protagonist of Rhoda Broughton’s Not 
Wisely, but Too Well (1867), Kate Chester, is prompted to make the following wry observation: 
‘Marvellous pitch of civilisation for us to have attained […] we must come soon to the highest pinnacle 
we are to reach, one thinks sometimes, and then begin to retro- grade’. Taking as its cue this and other 
statements of retrogressive potential, this paper frames Broughton’s work within the evolutionary 
discussions prompted by Charles Darwin’s landmark study On the Origin of Species (1859). In contrast 
to perennial claims that the novel— like other examples of sentimental sensation fiction—makes little 
or no engagement with the intellectual contexts of its period, I argue that Not Wisely, but Too Well 
should be understood as a vital intervention within efforts, made throughout the 1860s, to relate 
‘Darwin’s hypoth- esis’ to the evolutionary placement of human beings. Specifically, Broughton’s novel 
subverts the progressive teleology with which evolution remained associated, emphasizing its nihilistic 
and retrogressive propensities in a way that is closer to Darwin’s ‘bleaker’ vision of change. I claim that 
this response is given urgency by the problematic position of women vis-à-vis evo- lutionary discourse, 
and that Broughton begins in Not Wisely, but Too Well to elucidate more female-centric notions of 
‘progress’ in a post-Darwinian framework. By doing so, she antici- pates, and yet remains distinct from, 
the New Woman writers who were to do this later in the century. Ultimately, this paper contributes 
to the ongoing recovery of a writer who was, in her own time, hailed as meriting future scholarly 
attention, and it does so by claiming that she offers us further, compelling intersections between 
literature and science in mid-Victorian Britain. 
 

Niyati Sharma (University of Oxford), Niyati.sharma@wolfson.ox.ac.uk 

‘Race and the anthropological unconscious in Grant Allen's Calee's Shrine (1886)’ 

This paper examines the layered model of the unconscious and its relationship with race present in 
Grant Allen’s novel Kalee’s Shrine (1886). Perched between different disciplines such as anthropology, 
biology, physiology and literature, Grant Allen not only crossed several disciplinary boundaries but 
also brought that sensibility to bear on his fiction. Failing to make a mark as a scientific commentator, 
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he turned to literature to make ends meet. Allen’s imperial gothic novel Kalee’s Shrine depicts an 
English woman Olga, who grows up in India, and returns to England only to morph into the Indian 
Goddess Kalee during states of trance. While the genre of the imperial gothic novel conventionally 
depicted a supernaturalized, occult unconscious, Allen’s novel is marked by a distinct attempt to 
scienticize the workings of the unconscious itself. The paper argues that, in Kalee’s Shrine, Allen 
imposes an anthropological understanding of ‘unconscious memory’ (conceptualized by Herbert 
Spencer) on to Olga’s condition. Debates surrounding ‘unconscious memory’ in this period were 
centred around the following questions—how did behavioural traits/habits get passed on 
‘unconsciously’ from one generation to another? Were these traits biologically inherited or absorbed 
from the environment? The paper argues that Allen uses Kalee’s Shrine to intervene in this debate 
surrounding ‘use-inheritance’ in an imaginative manner and ends up tackling questions of race and 
heredity. By drawing on the notion of ‘unconscious memory’, Allen destabilizes racial hierarchies as 
he shows that ‘savage’ traits are not innate but determined by the environment. The paper further 
argues that not only does Allen use a comparativist anthropological framework to subvert the 
savage/civilized distinction in the novel but he also exploits the emphasis on the environment in 
shaping the unconscious to launch a critique of the imperial enterprise. 

 

 

Day 2:  Wednesday 23rd August 2017 

C 1: Progress and Progressive Movements (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 1) 

Jonathan Memel (University of Exeter), jonamemel@gmail.com 

‘The National Education League: progress and exclusion in liberal discourses of education’ 

Education was the process by which the Victorian belief in progress was realized. The unprecedented 
expansion of schools and universities characterized the century’s drive for ‘advancement, progress, 
innovation’ to which this conference draws our attention. Following J. S. Mill’s call to abandon 
convention, education also brought about a ‘challenging of established order’. 
However, a set of exclusionary classifications lurked beneath these otherwise progressive discourses 
on education.  Education was used to differentiate different kinds of people and disparate areas of 
the country, whether between rural and urban or workers and thinkers. This paper will focus on texts 
produced by the National Education League (NEL), a nonconformist pressure group instrumental to 
the passing of the 1870 Education Act, in order to understand this troubling aspect of Victorian 
discussions around education. In their urge for progress and reform, these liberal campaigners drew 
on unpleasant stereotypes of those lacking education, the franchise, and other rights. From the 
distance of the major cities, where the education acts were conceived, the interests of peripheral 
culture could be ignored and derided as inferior. In his book The Struggle for National Education 
(1873), for example, the politician John Morley interwove arguments for the extension of educational 
reforms with disparaging references to rural workers. Morley lamented the English poor for their lack 
of education and for not talking ‘articulately’ or expressing themselves ‘instructedly’.1 Such texts allow 
us to better understand the conflicting drives that, as this paper will argue, lay at the heart of the 
Victorian passion for education. 
 

Ingrid Hanson (University of Manchester), ingrid.hanson@manchester.ac.uk 

‘Victorian socialist “bibles” and the twentieth-century peace movement’ 

                                                           
1 John Morley, The Struggle for National Education (London: Chapman and Hall, 1873), p. 116. 
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On 24th October 1917, Conscientious Objector Frank Westrope, imprisoned in Wormwood Scrubs, sent 
his wife a rather rambling prose poem about the South Downs, noting that it was ‘a pale, watery 
imitation of something in “Towards Democracy”’, Edward Carpenter’s long poem of 1883. Fenner 
Brockway, editor of the Labour Leader, also a Conscientious Objector, later wrote that to young 
socialists of his generation ‘Towards Democracy was a bible’. The same designation was used by Vera 
Brittain in her 1933 memoir of the First World War, Testament of Youth, for Olive Schreiner’s 1883 
Story of an African Farm; extracts from the book – ‘the strange little novel which had become our 
Bible’ –form part of her account of the experiences that led eventually to her own pacifism. While 
both Schreiner and Carpenter wrote influential anti-war essays and articles, this paper will consider 
the ways in which their fiction and poetry, along with fellow-socialist William Morris’s work – also 
described by contemporaries as biblical – was read, appropriated, rewritten or, significantly, 
excerpted in the private and public writings of pre-World War Two political pacifists.  

I will argue that in the marginal physical and textual spaces occupied by those opposed to war, 
these earlier works functioned as biblical not only in the influence of their narratives but also in their 
formative but fragmented familiarity through repetition, quotation, and interpretation. Circulating in 
letters, songbooks, the autograph books of Conscientious Objectors, handwritten magazines and the 
occasional published book, fragments and extracts created a palimpsestic communal identity that 
contrasted with mainstream narratives of patriotism and challenged the ideas of nation-love and 
effective sacrifice on which those narratives depend. 
 
Lucy Hartley (University of Michigan), lhartl@umich.edu 

‘Progress and poverty: redefining the working class’ 

The title of my paper is borrowed from Arnold Toynbee’s two lectures on 'Progress and Poverty’ 
(posthumously published in 1884), which were, in turn, a critique of Henry George’s popular book on 
remedies for poverty. I want to explore the significance of Toynbee Hall, the first university settlement 
in Britain established by Canon Samuel Barnett in Whitechapel, London, in a locale famously described 
as ‘outcast London.’ The name is not inconsequential for, apparently, Henrietta Barnett came up with 
the idea to honor Arnold Toynbee. My aim is to offer an account of how Toynbee Hall formed the 
structure for a radical social movement, one that took shape around education and recreation and 
was shaped by a commitment to alleviate the conditions of the poor. Drawing on archival material, I 
will examine the range of activities at the Hall – lectures on art, literature, and historical learning as 
well as classes in vocational and practical training (and much more) – in order to consider the relation 
of progress to poverty. To be clear: the Barnetts’s effort to educate the poor by ‘settling’ university 
students from Oxford and Cambridge in Whitechapel was not devoid of cultural elitism; equally, their 
social scheme to equip educated men with experience of the conditions in the East End and so fit them 
for public service was not far from cultural colonialism. However, I take my lead from Craig Calhoun’s 
claim that ‘the idea of progress informs a misunderstanding of the relationship of tradition and 
resistance to social change.’ Thus I shall argue that detailed study of Toynbee Hall, and its architects 
Samuel and Henrietta Barnett, challenges the now standard accounts of progress in the final third of 
the nineteenth century in Britain by redefining the working class. What will become evident is a shift 
from class-in-itself to class -for-itself, or, in other words, from a categorization of the poor in relation 
to production to focused attention on the means through which the poor might organize themselves. 
 
C 2: Painting: Reframed and Unframed (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 2) 

Naoko Asano (University of the Sacred Heart, Tokyo), naokoasano89@gmail.com 

‘“Then to the elements/be free, and fare thou well!”: Ariel unbound in Millais's Ferdinand Lured by 
Ariel (1849-50)’ 

This paper is an attempt to highlight John Everett Millais’s Ferdinand Lured by Ariel (1849-50) as 
liberation from conventional representations of The Tempest. Strikingly Pre-Raphaelite as it appears, 
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Ferdinand still falls into the category of Victorian fairy genre along with works by Robert Huskisson 
and Richard Dadd; yet, Millais’s representation of Ariel contradicts other preceding and contemporary 
fairy paintings which depict “graceful human pigmies” (Hunt, 1905, 399). Moreover, it echoes and 
encapsulates the qualities of the spirit initially elaborated in Shakespeare’s language. 

Ferdinand is a crucial painting in the longstanding career of the artist: It is one of the first 
Shakespearean works by Millais in his whimsical, Pre-Raphaelite style and demonstrates the elaborate 
depiction of nature through its careful, meticulous observation. Furthermore, it remains the first and 
last fairy painting the artist had ever conceived. Exploring the preceding and contemporary works of 
the relevant genre and the theatrical representations of The Tempest Millais might have seen, we will 
first set Millais’s representation in the Victorian context. The focus will then move on to the details of 
Millais’s Ariel and subordinate sprites and clarify the difference between the pictorial representations 
of Millais and his contemporaries and the theatrical representations. Simultaneously, following the 
transition in his own representations of Ariels from a fair, blonde figure in the initial sketch to a 
translucent figure in stark green in the final format, we will prove that the subtle qualities of Millais’s 
ethereal subjects are the result of the gradual amalgamation of his imagination and Shakespeare’s 
text. Just as Shakespeare’s Ariel is liberated from servitude to Prospero at the end of the play, so 
Millais’s Ariel is unbound from the shackles of the conventional dancer-like figure in the visual 
representations. 
 

Michaela Jones (Royal Holloway, University of London), michaela.jones.2010@live.rhul.ac.uk 

‘Recreating fifteenth-century Florence in nineteenth-century London: the tempera revival and the 
Renaissance’ 

The nineteenth century witnessed what has been described by Allen Staley as ‘a renaissance of the 
Renaissance’. The influence of the Renaissance was visible in the writings of figures such as John 
Ruskin and Vernon Lee, and in the art of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood and the Arts and Crafts 
Movement. At the end of the century, a new generation of artists attempted to engage with and 
define the Renaissance for themselves. 

Tempera, which is made by mixing egg yolk with pigments, was the medium most often used 
before the ‘discovery’ of oil painting. It was revived at the end of the nineteenth century by a small 
group of British-based artists, who included Christiana Herringham, Joseph Southall, Marianne Stokes, 
and Walter Crane. These artists believed that a return to tempera would help them to achieve ‘true’ 
craftsmanship. In 1899, the movement was given a new impetus when Herringham published her 
translation of Cennino Cennini’s Il Libro dell’Arte, which included notes on her own experiments with 
the medium. The treatise (originally written around 1400), is a detailed account of early Italian painting 
techniques, and includes instructions on preparing panels, grinding pigments, and gilding. 
Herringham’s translation was used as a guide by these modern tempera artists, and led to the 
founding the Society of Painters in Tempera in 1901. 
This paper will examine how the tempera revival built on earlier nineteenth-century debates 
surrounding the Renaissance and demonstrate how this group of artists translated a medieval medium 
for the late nineteenth century. By employing a close visual analysis of their works, it will uncover how 
they attempted to replicate the values they believed were central to early Renaissance art and 
demonstrate how these artists sought to reinvent the Renaissance in their own image. 
 

Paweł Stankiewicz (John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin), pstankiewicz91@gmail.com 

‘“My people have something to tell you”: multimodality in Anthony Rhys's paintings’ 

"My People Have Something to Tell You”: 
Multimodality in Anthony Rhys’s Paintings 

The aim of the following presentation is to analyse and interpret Anthony Rhys’s paintings in the 
context of the theory of multimodality, Roland Barthes’s concept of image and relationship between 
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Victorian themes and contemporary times. The hypothesis that is sought to be tested is that Rhys’s 
paintings are inherently multimodal and that such an analysis may result in providing a new insight 
into Neo-Victorian art.  

The first part of the presentation will put forward some general information concerning the 
author and his collections. Subsequently, the paper will proceed to providing a definition of 
multimodality based on ideas of Gunther Kress, Theo van Leeuwen, Ruth Page and John A. Bateman 
in order to supply necessary theoretical background for further analysis of the paintings.  

The second part of the paper is devoted to analysis of some Rhys’s works taking into 
consideration not only the paintings themselves but also the texts and videos accompanying them. 
The whole enquiry is based on the theory of multimodality and on Barthes’s ideas proposed in his The 
Rhetoric of Image (1964) to highlight the relationship between the image and the text. The analytical 
part of the study is focused strongly on presenting how the images are conveying their message and 
giving voice to the oppressed figures in the paintings.  

Finally, the study refers Rhys’s works to Neo-Victorian art. It seems that the artist combines 
image, text and video in one whole to give voice to the oppressed and to uncover the marginal of the 
19th century. Given these points, it appears that the paintings highlight our relationship with the 
Victorian period by moving beyond verbal and visual aspects blending both of them into one whole. 
As a result, it seems safe to argue that the aforementioned ideas tie in with the ones proposed by 
Neo-Victorian critics such as Mark Llewellyn, Louise Hadley and Diana Schiller who have pointed out 
that one may only ever speak of Neo-Victorian art when it is creative reinterpretation and revision of 
the 19th century, which leads to conclusion that contemporary world is nothing but a continuation of 
the Victorian period. 
 

C 3: Sensation (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 10) 

Katherine Mansfield (Cardiff University), mansfieldkm@cardiff.ac.uk 

‘The female writer: redefining the boundaries of sensation fiction in Florence Wilford's Nigel Bartram's 
Ideal (1868)’ 

While novels such as Wilkie Collins’ The Woman in White (1859), Ellen Wood’s East Lynne (1861) and 
Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret (1862) have traditionally shaped critical understanding 
of Sensation fiction, the emergence of lesser known authors and texts are forcing the boundaries of 
the genre to be redefined. Florence Wilford’s Nigel Bartram’s Ideal (1868) is one such example. A little-
known sensational Künstlerroman, Nigel Bartram’s Ideal explores a woman’s struggle to align her 
literary ambitions with social expectations of femininity. An important figure of New Woman 
literature, the fictional female author gives voice to women’s experience as she enables the writers to 
‘re-enact autobiographical dilemmas’ (Heilmann, 1996: 205) they themselves faced and that Ann 
Heilmann identifies as a defining feature of the later genre. Yet, as this paper will seek to argue, 
Wilford’s novel serves to confuse Heilmann’s definition of New Woman fiction by providing an 
exploration of the internal struggle to marry intellectual and socially acceptable womanly values 
alongside sensationally-standard plot devices. However, whereas in Sensation and New Woman 
fiction the protagonist is usually shown to fail in their literary aspirations, Wilford’s novel breaches the 
conventions of both genres in that both Wilford and Marion are rewarded with success in their literary 
project of self-liberation. Nigel Bartram’s Ideal will consequently be used to explore the intersection 
between Sensation and New Woman fiction in relation to the inclusion of a fictional female author.  

This paper will further suggest that Wilford’s novel pre-empts Olive Schreiner who in a letter 
in 1889 stated that ‘it is not against men we have to fight but against ourselves within ourselves’. I will 
argue the novel’s metafictional strategy makes its readers reflect on the internal identity crisis women 
who opposed social and gender hierarchy had to face, and subsequently demonstrates the power of 
writing to overcome this conflict. 
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Gregory Brennen (Duke University), gregory.brennen@duke.edu 

‘Unbinding the family in the Victorian sensation novel’ 

A rich tradiCon of Foucauldian criCcism has helped Victorianists to understand how the novel funcCons 
as a disciplinary and normalizing insCtuCon, especially in the ways that it produces and defends the 
family. This paper explores the extent to which the Victorian sensaCon novel disrupts the convenConal 
understanding of the relaConship between novel and family. On or about 1860, an epidemic of 
sensaCon ficCon swept the BriCsh literary world. Typically published serially, these novels feature 
sensaConal plots centering on fraud, murder, and deadly secrets. Most importantly, in stark contrast 
to domesCc ficCon’s investment in the self-sustaining domesCc space, the sensaCon novel presented 
the family as a site of violence and instability. 

Victorian commentators almost immediately diagnosed sensaCon ficCon as an uncontrollable 
epidemic rapidly infecCng the literate populaCon. To put it differently, sensaCon ficCon was 
understood as a biopoliCcal problem in that its reproducCon and distribuCon, like those of infecCous 
diseases and the birth rate, posed a problem on the scale of the populaCon. SensaCon ficCon 
reached—or exposed—the enormous new audience that Wilkie Collins dubbed the “unknown public.” 
In so doing, the sensaCon novel ruptured the tradiConal family with which the novel had been so 
powerfully associated. As I will demonstrate through a reading of Collins’s The Woman in White, the 
sensaCon novel converts the individuated reader sheltered by the family into the massified subject of 
the so-called unknown public. In order to address this problem of populaCon, the sensaCon novel 
produces a newly unbound, networked family. In the process, the novel itself comes to produce an 
open network rather than a self-enclosed world. 
 

C 4: Sex, Sexiness, Sexlessness: Problems of Eroticism in Victorian Classical Forms (Constance 
Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 9) 

Inspired by the overt sexual connotations of the conference title, “Victorians Unbound,” this panel 
seeks to expose problems of eroticism—expressed, explicit, repressed—in images and objects of the 
nineteenth century which respond to, reuse, or reinvent classical sources; our use of “classical” forms 
is conceived here not as merely antique or ancient works but also works (text, sculpture, painting) 
based in classical principles, including Renaissance and neo-classical works. These three papers will 
each challenge the idea of an artist’s biography as an argument for form; by problematizing the 
eroticisms in art produced by the sexual Other—here, a lesbian, a gay man, and a non-monogamous 
theology student-cum-painter—these papers seek to question the conception of sex, sexuality, 
sexiness, and sexlessness as both (or either) inherent to the Other and absent from the object. This 
approach allows the object to be treated seriously on its own terms first, while simultaneously 
understanding that the Other produced the object we look at with serious and scholarly intentionality. 
Rather than presuming a biographical answer for the eroticism or de-eroticised form and content of 
these works, or attempting to map modern theories of sexual development or experience on to them, 
these papers prioritize a re-examination of the formal conditions which are seen to express eroticism 
or sexuality. The artist’s relationships to classical forms will be problematized and explored, especially 
how these are connected to the erotics of the works and how classical forms could be seen as 
simultaneously sexed and unsexed, erotic and sexless, problematizes the systems of reference and 
the sexual intelligence of these works. Instead of separating sexualized or erotic objects and images 
from art qua art or an intellectual, aestheticist art, these papers seek to expose the multivalent 
eroticisms of these works. 
 

Melissa Gustin (University of York), mlg519@york.ac.uk 

‘Fifty Shades of Gay: Harriet Hosmer’s early sadistic eroticisms and the Classical female nude’ 
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Harriet Hosmer’s 1853 ideal bust, Daphne, is frequently interpreted as an early expression of Hosmer’s 
proto-feminist, emancipatory vision of neoclassicism, a rejection of the male gaze, and nominally 
refers to a vague concept of fifth century BCE sculpture. I will propose instead that Hosmer’s time 
spent in Rome should be considered as prime factors in the references she chose to make in her 
sculpture, and that these formal references create a dynamic interplay—if not tension—between the 
antique and the modern, the classical and the anti-classical, and the avowed purity and clear eroticism 
of the object itself. Instead, this paper will show that Hosmer’s engagement with Winckelmann’s 
construction of the “high” style in art guided her choice in classical references for Daphne,and that 
this choice—as well as a strategic avowal of rejection against the anti-classical Bernini and his version 
of the same subject—led to a work of sculpture with a profoundly perverse set of formal conditions 
and a sadistic subtext. A clear formal reliance on the Wounded Amazon type, balanced against the 
spectre of Bernini’s Apollo e Dafne, builds a matrix of eroticized female; the warrior virgin Amazons 
are penetrated by male weapons, Bernini’s tender-fleshed and fleeing nymph is prodded by her own 
woodenness, and Hosmer’s maiden is so tightly trussed in her laurel wreath that she resembles a 
voluptuous Christmas turkey, presented breast-first for carving. Rather than draw the mythical veil of 
purity across the Daphne, this paper seeks to show that there was no such veil to begin with, and that 
the woman who John Gibson described as the best sculptor of breasts he knew was in fact modelling 
a highly perverse, sexualized image. 
 
Rebecca Mellor (University of York), rjim500@york.ac.uk 

‘Bacchic Delights? Re-examining the eroticism of the androgynous male body in the work of Simeon 
Solomon pre-1873’ 

The work of Simeon Solomon, often overlooked and marginalised by contemporary scholars, has been 
largely examined with reference to his biography. His early promise as one of the most talented 
students of the Royal Academy, cut short by his trial and conviction of 1873 of homosexual indecency 
in a public lavatory, meant his work has been viewed through the veil of scandal and sexual 
promiscuity. Solomon’s depiction of men has therefore been discussed in terms of his own libidinal 
interest in male physical intimacy. He is credited with having created the sexualised male counterpart 
to the Pre-Raphaelite ideal female beauty developed by Rossetti. While Solomon’s homosexuality is 
an undeniable influence on his work, when engaging with his art itself directly a more complex picture 
seems to emerge. Solomon’s depiction of the androgynous body, usually assumed to be male, reflects 
his relationships and growing awareness of the classical, particularly ancient Greek, understanding of 
male sexuality. Therefore, it can be argued that the effeminate male nude acts as a representation of 
intellectual/emotional/spiritual desire and internal reflectivity beyond physical objects of lust, as 
evidenced through his approach to classical pagan subjects. 

While this argument has been taken in previous scholarship with regards to his post-trial work, 
this paper argues that elements of intellectual, egalitarian love are also visible in some of his earlier 
public paintings by analysing his use of the androgyne in his two Bacchus paintings dated to 1867. This 
paper aims to demonstrate that Simeon Solomon’s early androgynous images of Bacchus are not 
simply reflections of his erotic desire but also express his understanding of the perceived intellectual 
nature of homosexual and homosocial love of classical societies. 
 

Katherine Hinzman (University of York), kmh538@york.ac.uk 

‘Days of Creation, Figures of the Mystery: A theology of incarnation in the androgynous eroticism of 
Edward Burne-Jones’ 

The blatant, and yet ambiguously gendered, nudity of Edward Burne-Jones’s painting of Phyllis and 
Demophoon (1870) sparked outrage that led to his resignation from the Old Watercolour Society and 
long travels to Italy in the 1870s; however, this was not the first controversial painting he had shown 
at the Old Watercolour, and neither would it be his last to cause uproar. Upon his return, he created 
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yet more paintings that both confused and inspired fellow Victorians—with an added blend of 
Michelangelo and Botticelli’s Renaissance classicisms—images like The Days of Creation (1877) 
displayed a similar disregard for gender distinction that disturbed critics and excited the growing 
numbers of Aesthetes. However, the contemporary focus on the sex, or rather, the sexlessness, of the 
paintings—seen both positively and negatively—has often led to a problematic simplification of our 
historical understanding of Burne-Jones’s eroticized, classicized forms. Rather than explicit 
expressions of either homosexual or heterosexual desire—a highly sensual art for art’s sake—I argue 
that Burne-Jones’s blurring of gender norms in potentially erotic paintings can be connected to his 
deep understanding of metaphysical theology. His passions for the controversial High Church 
Tractarian Movement, during his youth in Birmingham and his studies at the University of Oxford, may 
seem an unusual source for these erotic images; however, as we shall see, the doctrines of the 
Incarnation underlined by thinkers like John Henry Newman are foundationally concerned with 
showing how the Word was made Flesh. It is this particular strain of thought, related to creation 
narratives promoted and sustained by the Oxford Movement, that can be seen to inform the unusual, 
almost always problematic, expression of the erotic in the flesh of Burne-Jones’s often divinely 
beautiful figures. 
 

C 5: Colonial Spaces (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 7) 

Briony Wickes (King’s College London), briony.wickes@kcl.ac.uk 

‘“Hans, the bird that hates Buonaparte”: ostriches, agency, and settler-colonial governance in Olive 
Schreiner’s The Story of an African Farm (1883)’ 

In 1887, a review of Olive Schreiner’s The Story of an African Farm (1883) in The Spectator magazine 
apologised to its readers for its delayed notice of “this very remarkable book”, but offered the excuse 
that the novel’s title and appearance had promised little besides “the rearing and management of 
bullocks and ostriches”. Other reviewers voiced similar concerns. Whilst they believed African Farm 
to be a “bold-speaking” and “refreshing” text, with the potential to incite political change, they feared 
that the “average reader” would “let the book alone”, deterred by the title and the cover that 
appeared to suggest “colonial statistics rather than romance […] and something to do with ostrich-
farming”. 

In contrast to these early reviewers, this paper will argue that Schreiner’s depiction of ostriches 
and ostrich farming is integral to the social and political concepts that underpin her work. African Farm 
has long been identified as a text that participates in the burgeoning feminist and ‘anti-colonial’ 
movements of the late nineteenth century, yet the intersection between power and species in the 
novel has not yet been considered. Drawing on Foucauldian biopolitics and recent theorisations of 
power, as well as on work in the field of Victorian animal studies, I argue that Schreiner’s 
representation of ostriches mediates contemporary notions of governance in the colonial space. 
These flightless yet hard-working “companion” birds prove both to be a resistant force against 
domination and a model of ideal kinship, enabling the reader to think beyond the bounds of the 
human and to imagine alternate forms of agency, in keeping with some of the most pressing concerns 
at the fin-de-siècle. 
 

James Watts (University of Bristol), jw16180@bristol.ac.uk 

‘Flora Shaw's journalistic career and the boundaries of Empire’ 

The journalist and ‘Crusader for Empire’ Flora Shaw at once transgressed the boundaries of Victorian 
female propriety and upheld them. As a female journalist she travelled the British Dominions in 1892-
3 and reported back in a series of letters on their general condition, commenting on aspects ranging 
from the prospects of mining in Witwatersrand or sheep-shearing in Queensland to the native 
question in South Africa and the best places to settle in. Aided only by introductions from The Times 
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meeting and interviewing figures such as the Boer President Kruger and reporting back on the 
Dominions to London. My paper looks at how Flora Shaw explored the peripheries of Empire and 
attempted to present it to her affluent audience as simply an extension of the Empire. Her attitude to 
the native question and the role of the British race in colonising and building new Englands in the 
Dominions all placed her in a position to influence and react to how the empire acted both as a spur 
to modernisation and a buttress of the established order. In touring the empire in this way Shaw 
contributed to the debate around the definition of the place of the White Dominions. Shaw’s 
prominence in making this tour and reporting for The Times, and on her return becoming colonial 
editor and becoming the first woman to present to the Royal Colonial Institute, helped to redefine the 
place of women in society and work. Flora Shaw’s gender and her prominence as Colonial Editor of 
The Times, make her a unique prism through which to view the widening of female participation in 
journalism in the 1890s and debates around the ‘New women.’ 
 

Juan-Jose Martin-Gonzales (Universidad de Málaga), jjmg@uma.es 

‘Cultural haunting and the trace of the Colonial Other in Arthur Conan Doyle's short fiction’ 

In Home Truths: Fictions of the South Asian Diaspora in Britain (2002), Susheila Nasta argues that “the 
arrival in Britain of several generations of black and Asian 'immigrants' in the period following 
decolonization and Independence was not simply the residue of the end of Empire, it was the 
culmination of a long but hidden relationship, a relationship that has persistently been written out of 
the nation's political, cultural and literary histories” (Nasta 3). In light of this statement, this paper 
aims at tracing the presence of the Colonial Other in late-Victorian culture via a reading of Arthur 
Conan Doyle’s “The Black Doctor” (1898) and “The Brown Hand” (1899). These under-read tales 
provide a constructive counterpoint to widespread and far more popular late-Victorian narrations of 
reverse colonization such as Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897) or Richard Marsh’s The Beetle (1897), which 
exemplify the “brutally abjected, demonized or stereotyped” treatment of race in nineteenth-century 
English literature (Daileader 75). This paper is informed by literary-historical excavations into black 
British history such as Antoinette Burton's At the Heart of Empire: Indians and the Colonial Encounter 
(1998), Rozina Visram's Asians in Britain: 400 Years of History (2002) and Peter Fryer's Staying Power: 
The History of Black People in Britain (1984). Additionally, I draw upon Kathleen Brogan's concept of 
'cultural haunting', in which “the individual's or family's haunting clearly reflects the crisis of a larger 
social group”, to delve into issues of ethnicity, race and exoticism out of “a poorly documented, 
partially erased cultural history” (Brogan 2). Ultimately, I argue that, although the tales under analysis 
must necessarily be framed within Western representation of the Colonial Other and they evince 
traces of Edward Said’s model of Orientalism, they conversely provide a more benign portrayal of the 
presence of diasporic collectives on Victorian Britain, more aimed at representing issues of 
integration, transculturation and diaspora rather than contamination and invasion. 
References: 
Burton, Antoinette. At the Heart of Empire: Indians and the Colonial Encounter. Berkeley and London: U of 
California P, 1998. 
Brogan, Kathleen. Cultural Haunting. Ghosts and Ethnicity in Recent American Literature. Charlottesville and 
London: U of Virginia P, 1998. 
Conan Doyle, Arthur. “The Black Doctor.” 1898. Tales of Terror and Mystery. By Conan Doyle. Ohio: Summit 
Classic P, 2012. 
---. “The Brown Hand.” 1899. The Great Keinplatz Experiment and Other Tales of Twilight and the Unseen. By 
Conan Doyle. Ohio: Summit Classic P, 2012. 
Daileader, Celia R. Racism, Misogyny and the Othello Myth: Inter-Racial Couples from Shakespeare to Spike Lee. 
Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2005. 
Fryer, Peter. Staying Power: The History of Black People in Britain. London: Pluto P, 1984. 
Nasta, Susheila. Home Truths: Fictions of the South Asian Diaspora in Britain. Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2002. 
Visram, Rozina. Asians in Britain: 400 Years of History. London: Pluto P, 2002. 
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C 6: The Brontës (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 11 & 12)Jungah Kim (Sogang University), 
myjungah92@hotmail.com 

‘Nomadic narrative in Charlotte Brontë's Villette’ 

In this paper, I explore Charlotte Brontë’s Villette from a posthumanist perspective, analyzing the 
manner in which the novel’s nomadic narrative “unbinds” the world-making forces of the Victorian 
Bildungsroman by transnationalizing the formation of the protagonist’s character and by decentering 
the figure of the human in the process. Calling into question Amanda Anderson’s influential 
cosmopolitan reading of the novel as Lucy Snowe’s search for a “detachment of her own,” I draw upon 
Rosi Braidotti’s notion of “nomadic theory” to shift focus from Anderson’s humanist register to a 
posthumanist perspective invested less in the ideas of human reason and agency and more in 
questions of affective interrelations, necropolitics, and ecological sustainability. In exploring Lucy 
Snow’s process of “becoming woman” and embracing a “minoritarian” fractured, nomadic 
subjectivity, the novel opens up the potential of imagining a form of posthumanist cosmopolitanism 
that moves beyond provincial, Eurocentric notions of humanist agency and begins to consider the 
relationship between bios (human) and zoe (nonhuman) at the center of fictional world-making. 
Analyzing the novel’s nomadic narrative, which crosses national boundaries, focuses on socially minor 
characters and decenters the figure of the human, I attempt to rethink the form of the Victorian 
Bildungsroman not simply as an anthropocentric process of ego-formation but more as a manner of 
world-making that also examines relations among humans, animals, the environment, and even the 
supernatural.   
 

Emma Butcher (University of Hull), erbutcher@googlemail.com 

‘Unbinding the Branwell Brontë Myth’ 

‘’I know only that it is time for me to be something when I am nothing” - Branwell Brontë, 1847. 

Compared to his famous sisters, Branwell Brontë’s talents have been largely overlooked. Biographies 
and adaptations of the Brontës’ lives paint the Brontë brother as the degenerate failure of the family, 
who hindered his sisters’ happiness and creativity. My research seeks to re-evaluate Branwell’s role 
within the Brontë family unit, bringing to the fore his instrumental role in the collective Brontë 
imagination. This paper argues that the Brontë Parsonage acted as a form of creative think tank, and 
that Branwell Brontë, along with his sisters, showed a promising, raw genius that should be 
acknowledged within Brontë studies. 

I will discuss key examples of Branwell’s writings, and demonstrate that his techniques and 
content are an important source for understanding the creative development of the Brontë family as 
a whole, and that his war narratives in particular are an important source for understanding the 
changing nature of military writing in the early nineteenth century. It is this paper’s hope that future 
scholars will consider Branwell’s creative contribution as a useful and worthwhile area of study in the 
fields of literature, history and war studies.   
 

C 7: Scientific Discourse (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 3) 

Megan Nash (University of Sydney), megan.nash@sydney.edu.au 

‘Eyes on the page: the science of vision and the visual phenomenon of reading in Dickens's weekly 
magazines’ 

The Victorians’ expanding interest in visual culture and technology was one registered in the pages of 
Charles Dickens’ Household Words (1850-58) and All the Year Round (1859-70). These weekly 
periodicals featured numerous articles on the science of vision, whose focus ranged from technologies 
like the microscope, the telescope and the camera, to theoretical concepts like colour-blindness and 
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polarisation. While Dickens’ fascination with optical devices has often been noted,2 there has as yet 
been no systematic examination of the scientific theories and developments reported in his 
magazines. This paper thus aims to read these articles in order to build a more detailed picture of 
Dickens’ understanding of visual science, and to consider how this may have informed his novels. 
Dickens’ knowledge of the subject has some more apparent manifestations, such as the explicit and 
repeated depiction of optical instruments in his books, as well as the pronounced visual sensibility of 
his prose. However, it also seems to inform Dickens’ approach to the text as a visual object. In an 
illuminating scene from Dombey and Son (1846-48), in which he has one of his characters 
unobtrusively instruct the reader where they should direct their eyes on the page, Dickens 
demonstrates his understanding of the bounded nature of visual attention and the phenomenological 
experience of reading. 
 

Anoff Cobblah (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor), acobblah@umich.edu 

‘Play, work, and the boundaries of the scientific life in Charles Darwin's Autobiography’ 

In his Autobiography, Charles Darwin asserts that after he opened his first notebook related to the 
Origin of Species in 1837, he never ceased working on it for the next twenty years.  Such a claim of 
unceasing labor was in line with the Victorian belief that the indefatigable scientific worker was the 
ideal figure of objectivity.  The professionalization of nineteenth-century science depended in part on 
the construction and defense of a boundary between scientific work and scientific play, and the 
distinction between the two was often invoked to separate amateurs from professionals, popularizers 
from practitioners, and pseudoscience from science.  However, as professional science was being 
defined through the renunciation of play, Victorian biographies and autobiographies about and by 
scientists were also disclosing accounts of the childhood and adult play of scientists, and connecting 
these accounts to their subjects’ scientific discoveries.  In this essay, I focus on Darwin’s Autobiography 
to argue that the understudied genre of Victorian scientific life writing relies on these accounts of play 
to define the scientific life: the performed identity of the man or woman of science which serves as 
an ideal for others to emulate.  I demonstrate Darwin’s interest in the narrative functions of play and 
work and suggest that his autobiography preserves details of his play, despite the risks entailed to his 
credibility, in order to construct two conflicting, but coexisting, narratives of the development of the 
‘man of science.’  In the first, the genius child-scientist’s play naturally develops into scientific 
discovery.  In the second, the developing scientist must overcome his youthful playfulness to embrace 
the industrious life of a ‘man of science.’  Together, these two narratives model acceptable scientific 
lives for readers, even as their differences suggest that the activities relevant to the scientific life 
include more than scientific work. 

 

Susan Walton (University of Hull), susan@walton.karoo.co.uk 

‘Missionaries as “citizen scientists”: the useful sleuthing of the Rev. James Sibree in Madagascar’ 

Sally Shuttleworth’s major project, ‘Constructing Scientific Communities: Citizen Science in the 19th 
and 21st Centuries’ is shining a spotlight on the myriad contributions to scientific knowledge made by 
amateur enthusiasts through their independent studies.3 The proliferation of journals and learned 
societies allowed such researchers to share their discoveries, and ensured that the expanding 

                                                           
2 See Susan Horton, “Where They Having Fun Yet? Victorian Optical Gadgetry, Modernist Selves,” in Victorian 
Literature and the Victorian Visual Imagination, eds. Carol T. Christ and John O. Jordan (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1995); Helen Groth’s chapter on Dickens and magic lanterns in Moving Images: Nineteenth-
Century Reading and Screen Practices (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2013); Nancy A. Metz, “Science in 
Household Words: ‘The Poetic...Passed into Our Common Life’,” Victorian Periodicals Newsletter, vol. 11 (1978): 
121-133. 
3 See Journal of Victorian Culture 20.2 (2015): 246-254 
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disciplines of science were not the preserve of specialists. Building on this theme, I look in this paper 
at the remarkable contributions made to a variety of scientific disciplines by the Rev. James Sibree 
(1863-1915), a missionary from Hull, who spent fifty years working in Madagascar on behalf of the 
London Missionary Society. 

Throughout the years that Sibree was connected with Madagascar, he took every opportunity 
to explore, record, map and describe the many wonders of this then largely unknown island. No one 
title is sufficient to embrace the range of his investigations. Sent in 1863 as an architect-missionary to 
design four Memorial Churches in Antananaviro on the sites where Malagasy Christians had been 
martyred, Sibree was fascinated by the unusual culture, terrain, vegetation and animals he discovered 
there. In his many articles, lectures, and books, he was keen to communicate what he had discovered, 
and to a wide audience.  

Sibree was particularly proud to have founded in 1875 a scholarly journal, the Antananaviro 
Annual. Aware that other missionaries were engaged in similar studies to his own, this provided a 
permanent record of ‘any journeys … to new or little-known parts …; together with papers on the 
philology, traditions, natural history, botany, geology, and physical geography of Madagascar’.4 Its 6 
volumes (1875 –1900) laid the foundations for Malagasian studies. He also believed that it altered 
perceptions of missionaries: ‘[it] has helped to increase the respect felt by the outside world for 
Christian missionaries and their work, by showing that … they also do what is in their power to 
promote the scientific knowledge of the countries where they labour’.5 Sibree was a Victorian truly 
‘unbound’, with interests roaming far and wide. The Royal Geographical Society in 1892 honoured him 
with the Back Award, for  his ‘laborious work on Madagascar’ and in 1896 the zoologist Forsyth Major 
named a newly discovered lemur after Sibree: cheirogaleus sibreei. 

 
C 8: Screening the Victorians (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 14 & 15) 

Saverio Tomaiuolo (Cassino University), s.tomaiuolo@unicas.it 

‘Remembering Dickens: David Copperfield on Italian television’ 

David Copperfield (1850-51) is a novel about memory, and about its power not only to evoke and 
stimulate a reflection on the past, but also to meditate upon it through the ability that memory has to 
construct a series of strikingly visual images of bygone times. As many scholars have noticed, David’s 
childhood and adult life are recollected by the narrator as moving scenes and shots, according to a 
peculiarly pre-cinematic technique. Furthermore, Dickens’s decision to use a first-person narration  
enhances the power of the (male) gaze to offer a narration of the past and a depiction of the past by 
means of a “point of view shot”, or a “subjective camera”. This is the reason why this novel has 
attracted the interest of various directors working for television and cinema, coming from different 
countries.  

As foreseeable, the BBC has made David Copperfield a constant presence in its show schedule, 
since Dickens’s text – reputed as THE quintessential Dickensian (and Victorian) novel – may be seen 
as an occasion to meditate in nostalgic terms on the past history of his characters, and of the whole 
nation as well. Nevertheless, despite the obvious cultural, linguistic and historical differences, the 
Italian version of David Copperfield, directed by Anton Giulio Majano and broadcast on the Italian 
Public Italian Broadcasting Company R.A.I. in 1966, stimulates similar reflections on the issue of 
(national) memory, and on the necessity to remember the past in order to build up the real or ideal 
values of the present. 

 

 

                                                           
4 James Sibree, Antananaviro Annual 1, vol. 1, 1875. Introduction. 
5 James Sibree, ‘Sketch of Literary Work undertaken in England and Madagascar’, p. 5. SOAS, CWM Madagascar, 
Sibree, Personal Box 2. 
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Daný Van Dam (Independent Scholar), vandamhd@cardiff.ac.uk 

‘Adaptations unbound from the source: Summerscale's The Suspicions of Mr Whicher, McKay and 
Edmondson's film adaptations, and the (dis)connected sequels’ 

In 2008, Kate Summerscale published The Suspicions of Mr Whicher. Based on the 1860 Road Hill 
House murder case, the book provides a meticulously researched and very readable account of the 
time following the murder of Saville Kent, the three-year-old son of Samuel Kent and his second wife 
Mary. The central figure is the titular Jack Whicher, one of the original members of Scotland Yard’s 
detective branch, established in 1842. Summerscale’s book received much attention and won the 
2008 Samuel Johnson prize for best non-fiction book. In 2011, an ITV adaptation by Neil McKay and 
Helen Edmundson was broadcast. Around the same time, several other new detective series aired 
with much success, while films and series catering to a more general interest in everything Victorian 
also abounded. Perhaps hoping to profit from this renewed, neo-Victorian version of Victorian 
detective fever, three sequels to The Suspicions of Mr Whicher were broadcast in 2013-2014: The 
Murder in Angel Lane, Beyond the Pale and The Ties That Bind. This paper considers the relation 
between Summerscale’s book, the initial adaptation and the three later TV movies about detective 
Whicher. It looks at the ethics of adapting historical narratives and then adopting the newly created 
material as a basis for further adaptations which play fast and loose with the factual-historical 
dimension of the source-text. Appropriating a historical character like Whicher “opens up new 
possibilities but also new ethical dimensions” as it blurs the distinction between “lives lived and lives 
created” (Mark Llewellyn, “Neo-Victorianism: Ethics and Aesthetics”, 2009). This paper, then, uses 
Summerscale’s novel and its adaptation and sequels as an example to look at the ethics of adaptation 
and their relation to neo-Victorian texts (written, filmic and other) more broadly. 
 

10:40am – 12:00am: Panel Session D 

D 1: Penny Dreadfuls, Terrors, and Popular Culture in Early-Victorian London: The Networks of 
Edward Lloyd (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 1) 

This panel is devoted to the world of Edward Lloyd who created a publishing empire in early Victorian 
London, producing cheap fiction and other works for a working-class audience.  Lloyd's authors 
introduced figures such as Sweeney Todd and Varney the Vampire (who anticipated Dracula by fifty 
years) to a public eager for gothic terror and sensation.  Lloyd's Weekly Newspaper became the first 
paper to sell a million copies in 1896.  Edward Lloyd was therefore a major entrepreneur who shaped 
Victorian popular culture (and our own) profoundly.  The papers in this panel come from the first ever 
book to explore Lloyd and his publishing networks. 
 

Sarah Lill (Independent Scholar), Sarah.lill@hotmail.com 

‘“The Father of the Cheap Press”: Edward Lloyd's Innovations in Print and Publishing’ 

Over the course of his lifetime Edward Lloyd published everything from comic valentines and penny 
story books to serialised novels and record-breaking newspapers. He made the bold decision to hire 
William Carpenter as the editor of his newspaper at the height of the Chartist movement, but also 
gained a reputation for publishing salacious and sensational criminal tales. The prodigious and varied 
nature of this collection facilitates a number of different interpretations of Lloyd and his works, seeing 
the publisher as a radical reformer, politically diluted, a shrewd business man or eternal plagiarist; all 
of which are enlightening but cannot fully account for Lloyd's intervention into the market. Instead, I 
would suggest these works give us a potent insight into how Lloyd was formulating his signature style 
in the burgeoning press and the changing face of print in the mid-nineteenth century. The literature 
Lloyd produced at this time was not just a product of this expansion, but the very agent of change. 
Lloyd was a fastidious reader of the signs of the times and a keen chronicler of public taste, through 
his works we gain an insight into not only what Victorian audiences did read, but also what they 
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wanted to read. His works were as eclectic as his readers' interests and serve to remind us that those 
interests, in the nineteenth century as today, cannot be pigeonholed as easily as we'd like. 
 

Brian Maidment (Liverpool John Moores University), B.E.Maidment@ljmu.ac.uk 

‘Lloyd's Songbook and the Songster Tradition’ 

Edward Lloyd’s series of reciters and songbooks from the later 1840s are marked by considerable 
bibliographical obscurity. The entire project was published in a matching serialised monthly eight page 
format and then re-packaged into volumes. Each monthly issue had a wood engraved illustration on 
its opening page. The full project seems to have included two volumes of ‘reciters’ (Lloyd’s Reciter 
issued in volume form in December 1846 and Lloyd’s Illustrated Reciter, Comic and Sentimental from 
1847); The Songs of Charles Dibdin: Naval and Miscellaneous, also 1847; three volumes of Lloyd’s 
Songbook followed by a Lloyd’s Illustrated Songbook for 1849. As each volume of the Songbook offered 
‘upwards of four hundred songs, duets, glees, &c, &c.’ then anyone purchasing the seven volumes at 
sixpence each would have an encyclopaedic resource of recitations and song texts at hand for 
relatively little cost. 

Lloyd was joining a long list of publishers from the 1820s on who had launched long-lived part 
issue series of song texts, but few had pursued the possibility with such coherence and focus, and few 
had brought a new purpose and innovative market awareness to the project. Perhaps the only 
comparable previous publication was the three volume Universal Songster published by Sherwood 
and Jones in 18261-7 which had used the sophisticated comic wood engravings of George and Robert 
Cruikshank to repackage the theatre and supper room songs, sentimental broadside lyrics and 
traditional oral ballads that floated around in popular consciousness into a form that could be sold to 
a relatively genteel readership in pursuit of diversion and, perhaps, a resource for home 
entertainment. In practice The Universal Songster seems to belong more to the library shelf than to 
the realm of popular performance of whatever kind. Twenty-five years on, Lloyd’s Songbooks signalled 
a similar dialogue between the oral and aural vernacular and tasteful diversionary reading and 
domestic pastimes, but with a different conclusion. The central aim of Lloyd’s various series of reciters 
and songbooks was to re-purpose vernacular culture as domestic entertainment by editing out the 
urban edginess of public supper room and broadside literature thus establishing a canon of parlour 
literature.  
 

Anna Gasperini (NUI Galway), A.GASPERINI1@nuigalway.ie 

‘“Nicely Boiled and Scraped”:  Medicine, Radicalism, and the “Useful Body” in a Lloyd Penny Blood’ 

In 1844 and 1847 respectively, Edward Lloyd reprinted in volume version “at the request of a large 
number of its readers” (James and Smith 87), the first and second series of Manuscripts from the Diary 
of a Physician. Nowadays virtually unknown, this penny blood, originally issued in weekly instalments 
in Lloyd’s Penny Sunday Times (James and Smith 87) and probably penned by the formidable and 
elusive James Malcolm Rymer, lasted for tow series. This, together with the decision of such a 
businessman as Lloyd to produce a volume edition, are a testament to the success of the series among 
its own readership. 

Besides these remarkable features, Manuscripts stands out among other specimens of the 
genre because of its peculiar theme: the adventures of a doctor. Besides engaging in very un-doctor-
like activities such as fighting foes and saving damsels in distress, the physician also participates in 
resurrectionism. This activity was at the centre of political discussion in the first part of the century, 
and ultimately contributed to the passing of the controversial Anatomy Act in 1832. The Act dictated 
that all the "unclaimed" bodies should go to the anatomy schools to be dissected, in order to train 
surgeons-to-be in human anatomy. However, the label of "unclaimed" basically coincided with "poor", 
inflicting a further wound to the less fortunate portion of the population, which also constituted part 
of the readership of Lloyd’s papers. 
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It is worth noting that the radical response to the Anatomy Act was peculiarly inhomogeneous: 
while some radicals perceived the law as an injustice, others came to espouse the scientific purpose 
of anatomy. As a consequence, radical opposition to the Act was ineffective. 
Manuscripts from the Diary of a Physician merged the sensationalism that was the trade-mark of Lloyd 
penny bloods with the radical ideals of self-improvement promoted in his publications; however, I 
would argue that the resurrectionism-related episodes also reflected the division in the radical 
response to the Anatomy Act. In my paper, I will examine the episode titled "The Long Subject", in 
which the titular physician is involved in the clandestine exhumation of a poor man. I will outline what 
perspective the episode offers on resurrectionism and dissection. In so doing, I will formulate a 
hypothesis on the intention behind the attempt of a series published originally in a Lloyd's paper to 
tackle the issues of resurrectionism and anatomy. 
 

Rohan McWilliam (Anglia Ruskin University), rohan.mcwilliam@anglia.ac.uk 

‘Sweeney Todd and The Chartist Gothic: The Politics of Popular Fiction in the 1840s’ 

Scholarship is only now catching up with Louis James’ Fiction for the Working Man (1963) by taking 
seriously the categories of melodrama, romance and the gothic in shaping working-class culture. In 
the 1840s, more readers were likely to read James Malcolm Rymer’s Ada the Betrayed (published by 
Edward Lloyd) than consult a radical tract.  Much popular literature was undoubtedly conservative, 
apolitical or populist in a harmless way.  I contrast this with the mode I call the ‘Chartist Gothic’, where 
fiction and romance became components of the radical imagination, where radicals could move easily 
from fiction to reportage to political action and developed a way of seeing that made sense of the 
social order.  There was a rapport between radicalism and some forms of print culture (and embryonic 
forms of what we would now call ‘mass culture’).  This article analyses compares the output of Edward 
Lloyd's stable with the radical journalist and bestselling George W.M. Reynolds in order to bring out 
the complexities of popular fiction in the age of the Chartists.  A populist form of liberal-radicalism ran 
through many of Lloyd's publications; by contrast, Reynolds (and contemporaries such as Ernest Jones 
and Thomas Frost) constructed a structure of feeling which drew upon the radical resonances of 
popular culture and provided a form of cultural capital for working-class people during the era of the 
'Condition of England question'. 
 

D 2: Connections and Intersections: The Victorian Photograph Album Unbound (Constance Stewart 
Hall, Teaching Room 2) 
 

The Victorian Photograph Album Unbound 
By the 1860s, the compilation and exhibition of photographic albums became a fashionable 
occupation of aristocratic Victorian women, and later on this practice became more popular, and 
albums were increasingly to be found on the tables of middle-class drawing rooms.  Studying them 
emerged as a popular form of social entertainment.  Encouraged by Queen Victoria who is reported 
to have amassed over 100 albums, women throughout Europe and America began to take up the 
pastime.  In A Short History of Photography Walter Benjamin noted, “In the coldest places in the house, 
on consoles or gueridons in the drawing room, they were most likely to be found: leather covered 
with metal latches and gilt-edged pages as thick as a finger on which the foolishly draped or 
embellished figures were distributed.”   

Although the nineteenth-century photograph album has been examined by a number of 
scholars, this four-paper panel scrutinizes photographic subjects not usually covered by such 
investigations.  In their individual presentations, Jane Hamlett and Shelagh Mary Ward interrogate the 
role family pets played as subjects in photographs.  Margaret Denny looks at sitters whose pose, props 
and presentation push the boundaries of what might commonly pass for the staid portraiture of the 
era while Katherine Rawling explores the lesser-known topic of psychiatric portraiture.    
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Together the papers consider alternative meanings and representations revealed in the Victorian 
photographic album.  The papers propose to answer such questions as what does the photographic 
album disclose about Victorian life?  Are we able to discern the tastes, habits, desires, fears, and 
proclivities of the Victorians from these collected photographs?    
 

Jane Hamlett, Lesley Hoskins and Rebecca Preston, Royal Holloway, University of London, 
Jane.Hamlett@rhul.ac.uk 

“Pets in Victorian Family Photograph Albums”  

The inclusion of dogs posed great technical challenges to early studio photographers, often leading to 
results likely to disappoint those who had commissioned them. The conventions of studio 
photography rarely accommodated the bond between animals and sitters until the latter decades of 
the period, although an owner's desire to be photographed with their dog, disclosed aspects of their 
self- or group-identity. Indeed, disadvantages diminished with advancing technology and refinement 
of technique, and the added dimension of dogs to portraits featuring individuals, couples, families, 
friends and colleagues frequently allowed sitters to express aspects of their own personality and 
relationships, which would otherwise have remained concealed. Studio portraits with dogs were a 
charming but often isolated addition to any album, but studied collectively enable exploration of the 
development of studio portraiture and representations of different gender, class and family groups 
and how they confirmed or subverted usual artistic interpretations.  This paper is lavishly illustrated 
with work of British studio photographers from the 1860 to 1900, drawn from the author's personal 
collection of over 3,000 Victorian photographs. These chart a journey from artifice to authenticity, 
dismal failure to delight. 
 

Shelagh Mary Ward (Leeds Trinity University), shelaghmaryward@aol.co.uk 

‘Unleashed: Victorian studio portraits with sitters and dogs’ 

The inclusion of dogs posed great technical challenges to early studio photographers, often leading to 
results likely to disappoint those who had commissioned them. The conventions of studio 
photography rarely accommodated the bond between animals and sitters until the latter decades of 
the period, although an owner's desire to be photographed with their dog, disclosed aspects of their 
self- or group-identity. Indeed, disadvantages diminished with advancing technology and refinement 
of technique, and the added dimension of dogs to portraits featuring individuals, couples, families, 
friends and colleagues frequently allowed sitters to express aspects of their own personality and 
relationships, which would otherwise have remained concealed. Studio portraits with dogs were a 
charming but often isolated addition to any album, but studied collectively enable exploration of the 
development of studio portraiture and representations of different gender, class and family groups 
and how they confirmed or subverted usual artistic interpretations.  This paper is lavishly illustrated 
with work of British studio photographers from the 1860 to 1900, drawn from the author's personal 
collection of over 3,000 Victorian photographs. These chart a journey from artifice to authenticity, 
dismal failure to delight. 
 

Margaret Denny (Independent Scholar), mhdenny0005@gmail.com 

‘On being Victorian:  what the photographic portrait reveals’ 

From the earliest daguerreotypes to later photographic processes, portraiture captivated the 
Victorians.  In part, the new medium granted expanding audiences an opportunity to preserve their 
existence in the world at an affordable price.  With the introduction in the mid 1850s of paper prints 
mounted on card stock termed cartes de visite and later cabinet cards, the portrait emerged 
ubiquitous.  Inexpensive and vastly reproducible, portraits on paper were collected, exchanged, and 
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assembled in photographic albums to be shared with one another.  This paper considers a sampling 
of nineteenth-century portraiture to reflect what these photographs tell us about the Victorians.  It 
attempts to decipher the performance of the subject before the camera.  It argues that these 
portrayals corresponded to changes in photography and more broadly shifts in politics, cultural and 
society itself.  The evidence raises a number of questions:  For the sitters, what influenced their 
presentation, aside from the fact that new technologies made posing for the photographer easier?  
How did ones attire or props reflect the sitter’s psyche?  In what way did the institutions of fine arts, 
magazine illustration, theatre, and fashionable mode on display in department stores and arcades 
impact the outcome?  Still many questions remain unanswered.  Who were the portraits intended 
and/or what crossed the sitter’s mind when posing for his or her portrait?  Importantly, when 
considering this material evidence, these photographs are what people saved—what they considered 
a special portrayal of their loved ones, family members or themselves.   
 

Katherine Rawling (University of Warwick), katherine_rawling@yahoo.co.uk 

‘The Medical Case Book as Photograph Album: Patients, Portraits, People’ 

1839 marked the beginning of the ‘Photographic Age’. Medical practitioners were quick to take up the 
new technology by integrating the camera into clinical practice and asylum administration and by the 
late-nineteenth century, being photographed was a common experience for many patients. One 
obvious but under-studied result of this was the creation of medical case books stuffed with 
photographs of patients. This paper examines the case books from one psychiatric institution, 
Holloway Sanatorium, Surrey, to explore the use and meaning of photography in the Victorian 
psychiatric institution. The case books will be viewed through the broader concept of the photograph 
album. By considering the medical case book in terms of a photographic album, it will be argued that 
these documents occupy a crossover space between the need to challenge order and maintain 
structure, between standardization and individuality. The medical case book is an organized and 
restricted space but also a productive, creative, and experimental one, as doctors and photographers 
explored different ways of using the camera in the asylum with varying results. The influence of 
conventional photographic practices is clear to see in medical case books, and impacted on both how 
to take and display photographs. Case books reveal a tension between order and disorder and provide 
insight into the relationship between innovation and use of new technology on the one hand and the 
need for rational standardization and convention on the other.  
 
D 3: Women Reading (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 9) 

Kayleigh Betterton (Birkbeck, University of London), kbetterton@live.co.uk 

‘“The enemies of books.. Women--folk [in] a man's library”: female bibliophiles and bibliophilic spaces 
in fin-de-siècle male literary culture’ 

‘Women bibliophiles! I know not of two words that clash more when finding themselves together’ 
declared Octave Uzanne in 1889 and despite the rise in female readers in the latter half of the 
nineteenth century, by the fin-de- sie`cle, female book collectors were still few and far between. Often 
perceived as a turning point in bibliophilic history, the fin-de-sie`cle saw the social profile of the book 
collector change. No longer were they depicted as the reserved and studious collector who spent 
hours laboriously searching through bookshops, but they had become the ‘wealthy man, educated 
and with fine taste’. But that was just it, they were predominantly men.  

At a time when women were reading more than ever, it seems odd that female book 
possession was relatively low. With the rise of The New Woman and a better-educated generation of 
women, it would seem likely that the female bibliophile would soon follow. And so what was it that 
prevented these women from possessing, owning and collecting books? Why did the amount of 
female bibliophiles in this era, when compared to that of men, pale in significance? Through an 
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examination of the bookshop, the lending library and the private library, this paper analyses both the 
public and private spaces of bibliophilia. It considers how each of these spaces impacted on the way 
in which women collected books and attempts to argue that it was the politics of space that governed 
the private sphere, as opposed to the public sphere, that played the principal role in discouraging 
women from purchasing and collecting books. 
 

Amelia Yeates (Liverpool Hope University), yeatesa@hope.ac.uk 

‘Binding spaces: space and place in nineteenth-century images of women readers’ 

In The Gentleman’s House: or How to Plan English Residences (1871), Robert Kerr wrote that a library 
should be ‘essentially a private retreat ... for a man of learning’ but ‘at the same time the ladies are 
not exactly excluded’. In dealing with the issue of reading spaces, and women’s access (or lack of) to 
those spaces, the text is representative of key concerns in discourses surrounding women’s reading 
practices in the nineteenth century. In the visual arts, the woman reader was a popular trope, with 
depicted reading locations including public and domestic libraries, parlours, marginal and interstitial 
places such as attics, corners and window seats, public spaces such as the beach or the train carriage 
and liminal spaces such as gardens. Readers were pictured alone, amongst strangers or with friends 
or family, reading a range of texts. This paper will examine the locations in which women readers were 
pictured in nineteenth-century art and explore the ways in which they were bound by such spaces or, 
conversely, transgressed potentially confining reading spaces and their boundaries. The paper will 
explore the depiction of space and place in relation to textual discourses about women’s reading and 
concomitant themes such as sexuality, education, class, religion and domesticity, examining the way 
in which women readers might be considered both bound and ‘unbound’ in, through and by their 
reading spaces. 
 
Ceri Hunter (University of Oxford), ceri.hunter@mansfield.ox.ac.uk 

‘Women's books unbound: reading the imagined library’ 

The Women’s Library at Compton Verney House in Warwickshire is not a library. It is a collection of 
imitation books mounted around a doorframe. Thought to have been installed c. 1860, the Library is 
distinctive because all its ‘books’ are by female authors. From Sappho to George Sand, Erinna to EBB, 
a wide range of women writers from the Western world are represented.  

Nineteenth-century imitation books are usually seen as the epitome of ‘vulgar owning without 
reading’.6 At their worst, they are bad taste; at their best, the source of good jokes (the Puckish puns 
of Dickens’s study, for example). The Women’s Library invites us to read them in a different way. A 
statement of a female canon, it promises to reveal something about Victorian attitudes to women’s 
reading and writing. But how can we ‘read’ books which don’t exist? In this paper, I will share my 
exploration of different methodologies.  

Archival research has unearthed a fascinating narrative of Compton Verney connections with 
the Bluestockings, from the eighteenth to the nineteenth century. I will suggest that this narrative 
opens up the possibility of interpreting the Women’s Library as a gesture of literary reception. But 
what happens if, instead of reading beyond the imitation book spines, we instead to read around 
them? In the second half of the paper, I will draw on Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space (1958) to ask 
whether we may better recover the affective capabilities of the Women’s Library if we seek to 
reimagine it within the space of the nineteenth-century boudoir. Can the Women’s Library help us 
understand why Eliot chose to make the books of Dorothea Casaubon’s boudoir ‘like imitation books’? 
 

                                                           
6 Leah Price, How to Do Things with Books in Victorian Britain (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2012), p. 

84. 
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D 4: Decadent Spaces / Pleasurable Places (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 7) 

Joanne Knowles (Liverpool John Moores University), J.Knowles@ljmu.ac.uk 

‘Health and pleasure combined: the 19th-century pleasure pier as cultural intersection’ 

‘Health and pleasure combined’: the 19th-century pleasure pier as cultural intersection John Walton, 
Judith Flanders and other scholars have documented the rise of what is now regarded as the 
‘traditional’ British seaside holiday during the 19th century, due to combination of factors arising from 
industrialisation and further developing in line with the subsequent social changes it brought about. 
While the social history of the 19th century seaside holiday has thus been documented, particular 
cultural aspects of the experience, tied to its architecture, have been far less extensively explored. 
One such aspect is the seaside pier – a distinctively Victorian construction (in a number of ways), since 
it became popular in the first decades of Victoria’s reign, yet had virtually ceased construction by 1910. 
Piers offered a distinctive experience in allowing holidaymakers to occupy a liminal position, being 
offshore and close to the water while staying safely remote from it, and this forms part of the 
enjoyment of promenading and of partaking in the entertainments that, post-1860, became an 
increasingly important part of a pier’s attractions. This paper would examine representations of 
seaside piers, and their importance as part of the holiday experience, as found in commercially-
focused pamphlets and guidebooks about particular seaside resorts. These would include guides to 
resorts such as Blackpool, Weston-Super-Mare and the Isle of Wight, with the aim of exploring the 
importance of being on the waterside alongside the competing appeal of entertainments and other 
attractions. The paper will trace key themes that emerge from analysis of guidebooks and tourist 
literature, which connect the seaside’s early establishment as a place to restore health with 
subsequent attention to pleasure, displays of taste and concerns over national and regional identity. 
 

Joseph Thorne (Liverpool John Moores University), jothorne3@gmail.com 

Decadences on the fringe: marginality and boundary-crossing in the fin de siècle’ 

In the late nineteenth century, decadent writers and artists were preoccupied with the concept of 
marginality. Adopting the intersecting arterial spaces of the city allowed them to position themselves 
at thresholds without binding themselves to a concrete space. It was for this reason that they idealised 
figures like the flaneur, an individual who walked the city streets observing the comings and goings of 
those around him without connecting with mainstream society. In many of his Yellow Book 
illustrations, Aubrey Beardsley was to depict the flaneuse, the flaneur’s female counterpart, as a 
radically independent figure. Decadents interested in the voyeuristic possibilities of flanerie inhabited 
urban locations and made them into cosmopolitan, marginal spaces. When they adopted such 
locations, they sought to blur the boundaries of public and private in order to achieve liminality. 
Cosmopolitanism is key to unpicking the late-Victorian decadents’ self-imposed marginality. Its 
connection with fringes and boundary crossing was a fundamental aspect of what had attracted the 
decadents to marginality; they therefore self-consciously highlighted their non-English ancestry by 
aligning themselves with foreign artistic movements as a cosmopolitan statement. This was a definite 
attempt to separate themselves from the bourgeois, John Bull nationalism which had come to 
characterise much of late-Victorian national discourse. Beardsley’s illustrations for Aristophanes’ play 
Lysistrata, I will argue, enact this fascination with intersecting cultures. By fusing the artistic traditions 
of ancient Greece with those of Japan, Beardsley demonstrates biculturalism in action. Such 
cosmopolitan ideologies placed the decadents on the boundaries of English society, giving them the 
freedom to criticise its mores from a remove. Perhaps most importantly, decadent marginality created 
social networks that fused ideas of community and individuality. Self-identifying as marginal figures 
gave decadents the freedom to form connections amongst others on the fringes. 
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Giles Whiteley (Stockholm University), giles.whiteley@english.su.se 

‘Cosmopolitan space: traversing London with Oscar Wilde’ 

Taking up Julian Wolfreys’s suggestion that Wilde’s London is primarily psycho-geographical (1996), 
this paper responds by situating the topography his texts within the historical and spatial context of 
late nineteenth century cosmopolitan London. The significance of such an approach is twofold: it 
serves both to problematize the critical heritage (e.g. Brown 1995) which has tended to read Wilde’s 
cosmopolitanism as primarily a Kantian intellectual project rather than a product of his embodied 
experience of London, and it serves as an important case-study to help think-through the ways in 
which fin de siècle writers incorporated the insights of realist literary representations of the city in an 
aesthetics of space which anticipates modernism. 

Using the critical insights of Lefebrvre (1974) to suggest a more engaged treatment of the city 
at work in Wilde’s writing, this paper will focus primarily on ‘Lord Arthur Savile’s Crime (1887) and The 
Picture of Dorian Gray (1890/91), showing how Wilde constructs a London full of ‘curious effects’, to 
consider what is at stake in this representation of the city in the late nineteenth century. Focusing on 
the ways in which Wilde locates his action at loaded locations, such as Cleopatra’s Needle, what 
becomes apparent is the way in which the questions of politics and the revolutionary consistently 
underwrite his representational space, a cosmopolitanism based upon deconstructing national 
boundaries (and demonstrating how the fin de siècle city itself deconstructs discreet borders), so that 
London is figured variously as ‘bric-à-brac’ and as an art work which is constitutively ‘foreign’, 
containing alterity within it. The paper shows the way in which seemingly ‘stock’ imagery deployed in 
Wilde’s representation of the city may in fact be read as part of a wider and complex engagement with 
both the politics and the aesthetics of space. 
 

D 5: Charles Dickens 1 (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 11 & 12) 

Sara Murphy (New York University), sem2@nyu.edu 

‘Bleak House and queer domiciles: Dickens's domesticities’ 

The novels of Charles Dickens have frequently seemed to critics to sustain the fantasy of the 
patriarchal family; novel after novel appears to recuperate or contain political and economic conflicts 
into a sphere of heteronormative relations.  A closer look, however, (or perhaps a kind of "surface" 
reading) reveals something more complex. In many of Dickens' novels, family units are constituted 
through varying sorts of contingent affective associations: from Oliver Twist  to Bleak House to Little 
Dorrit to Great Expectations and on to Our Mutual Friend, households comprised of kin, friends, 
benefactors, and foundlings are constituted, dissolved, and reconstituted. Adults are referred to as 
"children," while children carry responsibilities normatively associated with adults. Angles of desire 
are obtuse and unruly. Fathers are failed, delusional, or drunk; mothers are powerful, uninterested in 
domesticity, absent, or angry; non biological relatives assume parenting roles.  We might contend that 
the drive of many of Dickens' narratives is, indeed, to straighten out these unruly domesticities, to 
affirm the heteronormativity of the secure private sphere,  a sustaining model long associated with 
the logic of the realist novel. Yet so many of Dickens' novels, in fact, do not conclude in this way--or, 
if they appear to do so, the security of this model of domestic kinship is haunted by secret histories, 
strange power relations, and alternative affective investments.  Think, for instance,  of Amy Dorritt, 
withholding her knowledge of Arthur's family connection to her own sad history, as the two head off 
into the sunset; or the peculiarity of John Jarndyce's wedding gift to Esther and Woodcourt, a sunny 
little house nonetheless named after his own trauma-trailing manor.  

Through a discussion of examples from several of Dickens' novels, this paper explores the 
proposition that while the novels frequently bind their plots with conventional bonds, they also 
interrogate questions of kinship and the power of various forms of affective bond. 
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Claire Wood (University of York), cew113@york.ac.uk 

‘Commemorating Dickens’ 

Speaking to the conference’s themes of transmission and legacy, this paper explores the tensions 
between Dickens’s attempts to author and authorise his own commemoration, and the ways in which 
this process was reinforced, supplemented and sometimes subverted by an unruly body of 
commemorative verse produced by admirers. 

From the start of his career, Dickens was interested in how he would be remembered. This 
desire is clear in his experiments with autobiography and determined efforts to shape his public image 
(Carr, 1985; John, 2010). It surfaces in the anxiety shared by several of his protagonists about being 
misremembered after death and the recurrent motif of characters instructing others to remember 
them as different to or better than they really are. Most powerfully, Dickens used his will as an 
instrument to control posthumous commemoration, stipulating that he not be made ‘the subject of 
any monument, memorial, or testimonial whatever’. Despite Dickens’s request, his death inspired 
numerous poetic tributes on both sides of the Atlantic. I will approach this corpus via the long-running 
‘Poetical Tributes to Charles Dickens’ series that appeared in each issue of the Dickensian from 1905 
to 1918 and gathered together tributes to Dickens during his lifetime, memorial verses from a range 
of publications in 1870, and a growing number of contemporary compositions. Collectively this 
curated series serves to honour Dickens’s memory by demonstrating his enduring impact on famous 
writers (Swinburne, Thackeray) and the common man, and in different corners of the world. 
Individually, however, the memorial tributes are a curious mix: some adopt traditional elegiac forms, 
while others pay homage in acrostic; in several the celebrated figure is barely recognisable, although 
many make a virtue of weaving characters and quotations into the verse. ‘Dickens’ is dubiously rhymed 
on a number of occasions. 

This paper builds upon previous explorations of Dickens’s afterlife through close attention to 
the ‘Poetical Tributes’, identifying key tropes and images and tracing them back to the mythology that 
Dickens cultivated and forwards in terms of their influence on our idea of ‘Dickens’ today. 
 

Shannon Russell (John Cabot University), shannon@sweetliferoma.com 

‘Edith Unbound: How a slave becomes a woman in Dombey and Son’ 

Building on scholarship on transatlantic connections, this paper considers the ways in which the 
interests and rhetoric of Frederick Douglass and Charles Dickens overlap.  The paper begins with a 
consideration of the sensational nature of Douglass’s lecture tour of Ireland, England and Scotland in 
1845-1847 when he was a fugitive slave worried about recapture in America, in relation to Dickens’s 
own tour in America a few years earlier and the “agony” Dickens suffered in terms of critical reception 
of American Notes and Martin Chuzzlewit. Informed by Rosemary Bodenheimer’s observation that 
Dickens was a “magpie” who “knew himself through others” in this paper I want to show that in the 
late 1840s, Dickens identified imaginatively with Douglass on a personal and professional level, that 
he borrowed from Douglass’s account of his life story as a slave to construct his own autobiographical 
fragment, and that he also used elements of Douglass’s narrative to tell the story of Dombey and Son, 
the novel that emerges in that period. I read this novel’s conception as a renewed attack on the issue 
of slavery, but also a considered meditation on the problems of mastery and slavery in his society, 
particularly in relation to women.  While never meeting face to face, I argue that these two men saw 
in each other a man and a brother, on a number of different levels and that they shared similar views.  
Dickens’s continuous suppression and revelation of those links in his personal and fictional narratives 
is suggestive of an imaginative querying of the rigidity of racialized boundaries. 

 

D 6: Bodily Transformations (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 3) 

Michael Craske (Queen Mary, University of London), m.j.craske@qmul.ac.uk 
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‘“Music that shone from the word”: Respectable Swinburne, the Royal College of Music, and the 
sound of decadence’ 

Managing to transcend both the immorality and republicanism associated with their author, 
Swinburne’s lyrics, if not the man, firmly became part of the establishment on 2 May 1894. But it was 
music, not poetry, that allowed this ‘official’ transformation to take place. As part of the State Opening 
of the new building of the Royal College of Music in Kensington, ‘Music: An Ode’ (performed by the 
college’s orchestra and choir and scored by Charles Wood after the college had commissioned the 
words from Swinburne) heralded the building’s inauguration – followed as it was by the Prince of 
Wales’s opening declaration, a trumpet flourish, and an artillery salute in Hyde Park. 

This was not an isolated moment of ‘respectability’. The 1890s saw Swinburne’s poems turned 
into songs that premiered at the Queen’s Hall Proms and into choral masterworks that filled the Royal 
Albert Hall, with leading composers demonstrating a musical interest in Swinburne that lasted well 
into the next century. Yet, at the same time, marginal composers were starting to use the lyrics of 
Poems and Ballads, First Series, Swinburne’s earlier and most notorious collection of 1866, to create 
experimental and transgressive works that explored different ideas and moods. The musical 
Swinburne was, therefore, a contradiction. In one world, he was a pillar of the establishment, but in 
another, he was being re-worked into a decadent and potentially proto-Modernist force. 

This paper will examine episodes of Swinburne’s musical respectability, set them alongside his 
‘decadent’ appearances in the works of less well-known composers, and try to account for the 
contradiction. It will also give a broader view of Swinburne’s considerable – and virtually unstudied – 
relationship with composers during his career. 
 

Neil MacFarlane (Independent Scholar), nmacfa01@mail.bbk.ac.uk 

‘“His double chin, his portly size… So healthy”: from benevolent corpulence to oppressive fatness in 
Tennyson's poetry’ 

In ‘The Miller's Daughter’ of 1832, the ‘wealthy miller’ with ‘His double chin, his portly size/…So full of 
summer warmth, so glad,/ So healthy, sound, and clear and whole’ anticipates the corpulent hero of 
Pickwick Papers (1837) who is ‘like another sun’, and given to ‘sunny smiles’. 
I suggest that the so-called brunonian medicine of Dr John Brown, which is central to the argument of 
Clark Lawlor in his Consumption and Literature: The Making of the Romantic Disease (2007), can 
partially account for the linking of corpulence and benevolent heat-generation in early Tennyson and 
early Dickens. In the Elements of Medicine (1795), Brown had categorised ‘obesity’ as ‘sthenic’, an 
over-heated or ‘phlogistic’ state. 

But from the mid-1840s, Tennyson’s food plenitude imagery reverses, from benevolence to 
oppression. He strangely quotes Proverbs in ‘The Golden Year’ (1846): ‘Cry, like the daughters of the 
horseleech, "Give,/ Cram us with all"; and I suggest this is echoed in the more explicitly negative leech 
image of ‘Maud’ (1854): ‘that old man, now lord of the broad estate and the Hall,/ Dropt off gorged 
from a scheme that had left us flaccid and drain’d.’ By ‘Sea Dreams’ (1864) the ‘heated pulpiteer…with 
the fat affectionate smile/ That makes the widow lean’ is a straightforward fat oppressor. 

I outline how this reversal might be explained by using the approach taken by Catherine 
Gallagher in The Body Economic: Life, Death, and Sensation in Political Economy and the Victorian 
Novel (2009): in Tennyson’s later poetry food plenitude is both symbolic of economic and political 
unease, and its consequence. 

In ‘The Miller's Daughter’ of 1832, the ‘wealthy miller’ with ‘His double chin, his portly size/…So 
full of summer warmth, so glad,/ So healthy, sound, and clear and whole’ anticipates the corpulent 
hero of Pickwick Papers (1837) who is ‘like another sun’, and given to ‘sunny smiles’. 
I suggest that the so-called brunonian medicine of Dr John Brown, which is central to the argument of 
Clark Lawlor in his Consumption and Literature: The Making of the Romantic Disease (2007), can 
partially account for the linking of corpulence and benevolent heat-generation in early Tennyson and 
early Dickens. In the Elements of Medicine (1795), Brown had categorised ‘obesity’ as ‘sthenic’, an 
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over-heated or ‘phlogistic’ state. 
But from the mid-1840s, Tennyson’s food plenitude imagery reverses, from benevolence to 

oppression. He strangely quotes Proverbs in ‘The Golden Year’ (1846): ‘Cry, like the daughters of the 
horseleech, "Give,/ Cram us with all"; and I suggest this is echoed in the more explicitly negative leech 
image of ‘Maud’ (1854): ‘that old man, now lord of the broad estate and the Hall,/ Dropt off gorged 
from a scheme that had left us flaccid and drain’d.’ By ‘Sea Dreams’ (1864) the ‘heated pulpiteer…with 
the fat affectionate smile/ That makes the widow lean’ is a straightforward fat oppressor. 
I outline how this reversal might be explained by using the approach taken by Catherine Gallagher in 
The Body Economic: Life, Death, and Sensation in Political Economy and the Victorian Novel (2009): in 
Tennyson’s later poetry food plenitude is both symbolic of economic and political unease, and its 
consequence. 
 

Heather Hind (University of Exeter), hh402@exeter.ac.uk / hh16225@bristol.ac.uk 

‘“Pondering on that little circle of plaited hair”: unraveling Mary's hair bracelet in Wilkie Collins's 
Hide and Seek’ 

Turning away from the eighteenth-century fashion for concealing hair within jewellery, the nineteenth 
century saw the rise of table work: jewellery exposing hair rather than enclosing it. Table work meant 
that the hair could be openly seen, touched, and tangibly engaged with, its woven chains giving shape 
to the idea that hair readily connects one to the absent or departed body from which it came. Yet, in 
transforming hair into such elaborate new forms, table work simultaneously performs a contrary 
unlinking of hair from the body. How is the person from which the hair came to be recognised, to be 
positively identified, in an intricately table worked piece? It is this question that underlies the 
uncertainty with which Matthew Grice views his dead sister’s hair bracelet in Wilkie Collins’s Hide and 
Seek (1854). Assuming the role of detective in his own family’s hushed-up history, Mat continually 
turns to the hair bracelet and the bodies it represents as he searches for the missing links in his sister’s 
story. The bracelet, originally a mourning bracelet in memory of Mary’s sister, Susan, has since had 
the hair of another person worked into it. As Mat attempts to unravel the mystery of this missing man 
he finds that the hair bracelet, as a redesigned piece of table work, proves difficult to untangle. In this 
paper I will consider the hidden bodies and narratives that this peculiar piece of hairwork signifies. 
Reading Hide and Seek as a narrative that dramatises what may be hidden and what may be sought in 
hairwork, I argue that the hair bracelet at the centre of the novel hides bodies and their relations even 
when it appears to aid their seeking. 
 

D 7: Steampunk (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 14 & 15) 

Megen De Bruin-Molé (Cardiff University), DeBruinMJ@cardiff.ac.uk 

‘“Not your typical Victorian”: performing Victorian masculinity in Steampunk music’ 

Steampunk’s neo-Victorian appropriation of nineteenth century clothing and behaviours takes many 
forms, but for some, Steampunk represents the chance to ‘recreate the Victorian practically freed 
from the constraints of history’.7 In other words, Steampunk is often framed as a subculture that 
‘unbinds’ the Victorians, proverbially bringing them into the twenty-first century and liberating them 
from legacies of colonialism, industrialism, and sexism. In reference to Judith Butler’s work on 
performance and performativity, this paper explores how several subgenres of steampunk music 
perform Victorian masculinity, ‘liberating’ the Victorian man from various stereotypes that are 
perceived to define him.  

                                                           
7 Elizabeth Ho, Neo-Victorianism and the Memory of Empire (London: Continuum, 2012), p. 148. 
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Steampunk is a highly diverse subculture, often defined by its aesthetics and driven by the 
utopian image of the self-made man.8 Its many craft and performance cultures include numerous 
musical groups, which range from pop, to Goth, to hip-hop. These groups are tied together by their 
self-identification as Steampunks, and by their embrace of Steampunk’s Victorian costuming and 
performance conventions. Following a brief introduction to Steampunk music, I will demonstrate how 
three different steampunk bands parody, subvert, and deconstruct stereotypes of the Victorian man.  
Steam Powered Giraffe, a trio of singing robots built in 1896, explores how masculinity is literally 
‘constructed’, through the public transformation of one band member from a male to a female robot. 
Professor Elemental is a ‘chap hop’ artist who performs in a safari suit and pith helmet, parodying the 
hypermasculinised cultures of both colonial conquest and contemporary hip-hop. The Men That Will 
Not Be Blamed For Nothing use the musical and subcultural conventions of punk rock to interrogate 
contemporary understandings of Victorian political, social, and religious beliefs—including what it 
means to be a ‘Victorian’ man. By framing themselves as Victorian men ‘unbound’, of course, all three 
groups indirectly reinforce the stereotypical and restrictive representations they react against. 
 

Helena Esser (University of Duisburg-Essen), helena.k.esser@gmx.de 

‘Ghosts in the machine: post-human Victorians, Steampunk cyborgs’ 

In Victorian discourse, the boundaries between human and machine were at once clearly defined and 
contested: In an age of rapid transformation, the intersection of what seemed to be binary opposites, 
namely the organic and the mechanic, became a prism through which Babbage assessed industrial 
manufacture and Marx defined ‘alienation’ when he re-framed the workman as a ‘living appendage’ 
of the factory, a ‘lifeless organism’.9  

Steampunk, a speculative aesthetic that re-envisions the nineteenth century through lenses of 
Neo-Victorianism, technofantasy and retrofuturism, re-purposes these debates in order to re-examine 
and challenge our relation with technology, industry, and post-humanism today. Mobilizing a Victorian 
design aesthetic, steampunk imbues the cyborg, traditionally a fusion of the organic human with 
digital information technology from mid-twentieth century science fiction, with the promise of 
tangibility and accessibility. Where the classical cyborg strives to configure human beings so they may 
be ‘seamlessly articulated with intelligent machines’,10 steampunk translates its human-machine 
fusions back into physical beings that are encoded as specifically ‘Victorian’ post-humans. This offers 
new perspectives on what Donna Haraway has called an ongoing ‘border war’11 between organism 
and machine. 

In my paper, I offer an analysis of the steampunk cyborg in literature and film as a cultural 
metaphor, using post-human theory and Victorian discourse in order to examine how the steam-
cyborg productively re-projects present-day anxieties about the boundaries of humanism into the 
nineteenth century, and how the neo-Victorian dimension can enhance the current debate about 
human-machine intersections. 
 

Marta Alonso Jerez (Universidad de Málaga), maj@uma.es 

‘From Victorian to Steampunk. From Brona Croft to Lily Frankenstein in Penny Dreadful’ 

                                                           
8 Rebecca Onion, ‘Reclaiming the Machine: An Introductory Look at Steampunk in Everyday Practice’, Neo-
Victorian Studies, 1 (2008), 138–63 (pp. 138, 151–152). 
9 Marx, Karl, and David McLellan. Capital. Oxford: Oxford U Press, 2008. Print. P. 258-261. 
10 Hayles, Nancy Katherine. How we became posthuman: virtual bodies in cybernetics, literature and informatics. 
Chicago: U of Chicago Press, 1999. Print. P. 3. 
11 Haraway, Donna. "A Cyborg Manifesto. Science, technology, and socialist-feminism in the late twentieth 
century." The Cybercultures Reader. New York: Routledge, 2000. 291-324. Print. P. 292. 
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The relevance of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries is such that many contemporary 
authors resort to it to adapt the most important works produced in those years. A clear example of 
this increasing interest in this period is the series Penny Dreadful (Logan 2014), which offers a more 
contemporary vision of some of the most recognisable characters in Victorian classics such as Oscar 
Wilde’s Dorian Gray or Mary Shelly’s doctor Frankenstein and his monster. Although the action takes 
place in the late 1800s, some of the features of the main characters, like their use of technology and 
their set beliefs, seem more appropriate of the twenty-first century. In this paper, I will analyse the 
transformation of Brona Croft into Lily Frankenstein and the many modifications that this brings to 
the personality and behaviour of this character in the series. For my analysis, Linda Hutcheon’s (2006) 
and Brian McFarlane’s (1996) ideas on the adaptation of literary works to productions of a different 
nature will prove highly useful. Moreover, given the change in gender performativity and power in the 
series, Judith Butler’s (2002) and Susan Kingsley Kent’s (2002) ideas on this issue also become relevant 
for my study. In this paper, I will prove that the character of Brona Croft portrays the Victorian 
stereotype of the deviant woman; however, once she transforms into Lily Frankenstein, she comes 
closer to the modern steampunk woman, sharing features such as strength and power with women 
of the new millenium. 
References 
Butler, Judith. 2002. Gender Trouble. Feminism and the Subversion of Identity. New York ; London: Routledge. 
Hutcheon, Linda. 2006. Theory of Adaptation. New York, NY: Routledge.  
Kent, Susan Kingsley. 2002. Gender and Power in Britain 1640-1990. New York, NY: Routledge.  
Logan, John. 2014. Penny Dreadful. USA; Ireland; UK: Showtime Networks.  
McFarlane, Brian. 1996. Novel to Film: An Introduction to the Theory of Adaptation. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 

 
2:00pm – 3:20pm: Panel Session E 

E 1: Romantic Connections (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 1) 

JingJing Zhao (Auckland University), jzha418@aucklanduni.ac.nz 

‘Emily Brontë and Carlyle's “Novalis” - the transmission of German Romanticism to Victorian 
England’ 

Emily Bronte’s inheritance from British Romanticism has long been recognised and established by the 
critics. But the possible influence of German Romanticism on Emily Bronte’s writings still waits to be 
further unravelled. Though similar themes and images deployed in both Emily Bronte’s and Novalis’s 
writings have been noticed by the critics – one even described the connections as ‘uncanny’ – there is 
still a lack of a more detailed account of the lineage between these two authors. 

In this paper I’d like to argue that Emily Bronte received possible influence from German 
Romanticism through a third party – Carlyle’s writings, and in particular, the essay on Novalis in The 
Foreign Review in July, 1829. This article has been described as “the most important critique of 
German Romanticism to appear in nineteenth-century Britain”12. More significantly, it not only gives 
a comprehensive account of Novalis’s life and philosophical ideas, but also includes extracts from his 
major published works such as Pupils at Sais, Christianity or Europe, Hymn to the Night, Heinrich von 
Ofterdignen, and a series of writings under the title of Fragments.  

Given the popularity of Carlyle in Bronte’s time, and the strong and long-standing literary 
interests in the Bronte household, Emily Bronte would have had easy access to the article. What’s 
more, the striking parallel themes and ideas contained in Carlyle’s introductory article on Novalis and 
Emily Bronte’s writings manifest more links and affinities between the two authors. The paper will go 
on to explore these in more detail. 
 
Jayne Thomas (Independent Scholar), jaynekthomas@outlook.com 

                                                           
12 The Carlyle Encyclopedia, p 351. 
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‘“The dead man touched me from the past”: Tennyson's In Memoriam and its unacknowledged 
borrowings from Wordsworth’ 

This paper will explore the unacknowledged or inadvertent borrowings from Wordsworth in 
Tennyson’s great elegy, the 1850 In Memoriam, examining the effects of an ‘unbound’ Tennyson on 
established Romantic and Victorian periodisations. Tennyson was sensitive to the claims by critics that 
he ‘borrowed’ ‘similes and expressions’ from other writers, taking the suggestion as an imputation of 
carelessness at best, or, more damningly, a suggestion of mere impersonation: ‘They allow me nothing 
… For instance, ‘The deep moans round with many voices’. ‘The deep’, Byron’; ‘moans’, Horace; ‘many 
voices’, Homer; and so on’ (Rawnsley 71). But borrow indiscriminately from other poets Tennyson did, 
including Wordsworth, and this paper argues that Tennyson’s inadvertently borrowed language allows 
him to steer a course through the crisis of self, emotion and event that is In Memoriam, helping him 
both to express this crisis and at times to mitigate it (I will show, for instance, how section XCV of In 
Memoriam draws on Wordsworth’s 1807 ‘A WHIRL-BLAST From Behind the Hill’ for its sense of 
immediacy, that sense of how ‘all at once’ the living soul flashes on the speaker). But the paper also 
examines how Wordsworth inadvertently helps Tennyson both to stabilise his ‘public’ voice in the 
poem and to develop the pastoral elements of elegy. In Memoriam totters unsteadily toward 
consolation, faltering where it should firmly tread; many of the Wordsworthian poems from which 
Tennyson borrows are elegies, and act as poetic models therefore, as poems that do articulate grief 
and do work toward consolation, even if this consolation is elided as in Wordsworth’s 1807 ‘Elegiac 
Stanzas’. The paper suggests that Tennyson’s inadvertent borrowings from Wordsworth thus allow 
the later poet to reshape and reconfigure his poetic inheritance, but reveals how he is also reshaped 
by it in turn; an ‘unbound’ Tennyson therefore challenges our notion of Romantic and Victorian 
boundary settings, placing Wordsworth at the heart of In Memoriam in a way not previously 
recognised.  
 
E 2: Book History (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 2) 

Jean Smedley (Independent Scholar), jean.smedley7@gmail.com 

‘Inglis Memorial Hall library’ (read by W. Jack Rhoden) 

Inglis Memorial Hall Library (Edzell, Angus, Scotland) has been described as one of the best-preserved 
examples of a late-nineteenth century public library surviving anywhere in the UK; there is possibly 
only one other anything like it in the country. Its book stock, supplied by Sotheran’s (today the longest 
established antiquarian booksellers in the world) and selected from amongst what was most popular 
in the Capital at the time, has direct connections to Victorian London, whilst its catalogue has been 
described as one of the best 20 surviving examples of a library catalogue from over 800 catalogues 
produced for libraries in Scotland during a 170 year period. The building’s opening in 1898 hugely 
enlarged the boundaries of library provision for the small village and today, with the extra-ordinary 
survival of its rare Cotgreave Indicator, it holds exciting (yet largely untapped) research potential for 
a range of disciplines across the country. 

This paper challenges assumptions we perhaps make about what merits our study and 
highlights the paradoxical and complex nature of boundaries. It provides a case study to demonstrate 
the intersections between boundaries and asks the question ‘whose boundaries are they?’ It gives 
examples of how boundaries can simultaneously restrict and enable, enable and restrict; of how 
intended deliberately-set barriers do not necessarily create black and white boundaries and how 
unintended factors may also create barriers; it looks at what happens when boundaries are enlarged, 
and shows that even in the most ordered world of the Victorian Library boundaries can be complex, 
unclear, and undefined. The paper brings attention to a little-known, yet significant Victorian gem, it 
discusses the library in the context of boundaries, encourages us to consider what boundaries we 
ourselves might create, and hopes to help this national Victorian resource to become more ‘unbound’. 
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Matthew Poland (University of Washington), mjpoland@uw.edu  

‘Rags, waste, climate: an obscene history of the Victorian book’ 

Bibliography and publishing history, longtime constituents of Victorian studies, have been 
reinvigorated recently by book history’s culturally inflected, materialist approach, and by new digital 
access to archives of nineteenth-century print. This work has created the intellectual space for an 
“obscene” history of the book which considers Victorian Britain’s dust heaps, steam-powered paper 
mills, and poor, laboring bodies as constitutive of print culture in industrial capitalism. If the “scene” 
of book history has been print production and reception, this paper argues that “obscene”– in media 
theorist Jussi Parikka’s etymologically close sense of “off-stage” – book history connects these 
processes to economic and environmental networks which operate out of view.  

Beginning with a survey of the circulation of waste, paper, novels, and bodies in periodical 
journalism by Dickens, Henry Mayhew, Harriet Martineau, and R.H. Horne, I then consider Dickens’ 
Our Mutual Friend, arguing an obscene book-historical approach to these texts allows us to read the 
inscription of economic displacement of people in industrial capitalism on the page and within the 
paper which constituted their first editions. I show that thinking of Victorian cultural artifacts as 
materially implicated in coal and steam energy regimes highlights connections between book history 
and environmental history, such as Andreas Malm’s recent direct linking of nineteenth-century steam 
power to global warming, which he suggestively describes as the “final falling in of history on the 
present.” Attending to the formal and informal economies underlying the production of the Victorian 
book encourages historical scholarship to be directly politically engaged with the still-pressing issues 
of industrial capitalism and anthropogenic climate change. 
 

Jim Cheshire (University of Lincoln), jcheshire@lincoln.ac.uk 

‘Repackaging Romantic poetry: Moxon and Wordsworth’ 

From humble beginnings, Edward Moxon established the preeminent poetic publishing house in 
Victorian England. By the time of his death in 1858 he was the main publisher for Wordsworth, Shelley, 
Keats, Coleridge, Campbell, Rogers and Moore. While to scholars of Victorian poetry, Moxon is 
perhaps remembered as Tennyson’s publisher, he also had a crucial role in marketing Romantic poetry 
to Victorian England. This paper will explore how Moxon repackaged Wordsworth’s poetry for the 
Victorian public thus establishing a series of connections and discontinuities with the Romantic period. 
Moxon courted Wordsworth for a decade, before finally persuading him to reject his longstanding 
publisher Longman and Co. In the years following 1836, Moxon published Wordsworth’s poetry in 
several different formats and his efforts resulted in a substantive increase in the poet’s income. During 
this period, both Wordsworth and Moxon protected their commercial interests by lobbying political 
figures about the commercial rights of authors, agitation that led to the 1842 Copyright Act. This paper 
will argue that Moxon was instrumental in enhancing Wordsworth’s reputation and proposes that 
Wordsworth’s literary fame was not just the consequence of aesthetic superiority but the result of 
astute publishing and marketing decisions. This paper will suggest that the distinctions between 
Romantic and Victorian poetry can be understood as commercial as well as aesthetic: it was not just 
the style of poetry that changed but the way it was printed, bound and sold to the reading public.  
 

E 3: Politics and Medievalism (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 10) 

Rayanne Eskandari (Stockholm University), Rayanne.eskandari@littvet.su.se 

‘Where work ends and life begins: mediality and politics in Ruskin's Stones of Venice’ 

Where can one draw the border between work and politics? From Plato and Aristotle through to 
Hegel, there is a tradition that believes political order ends with, or is limited by, work. For such a 
tradition, those who work should not and cannot also engage in politics: their orientations to life are 
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unsuitable for political duties, and their schedules, so to speak, are not conducive to participation. This 
view is problematic in that it is a symptom of a refusal to engage with the permanence of work, and 
work’s role not just in the life of individuals but in the life of the community. 

In order to think through the porous borderland between work and politics, this paper will 
focus on one nineteenth-century visionary’s engagement with work as a matter of politics. Focusing 
on John Ruskin’s treatment of what I call mediality, I argue that in The Stones of Venice (1851-3), 
Ruskin attempts to extricate stonework from the narrative of instrumental rationality by eschewing 
‘ends’ and embracing the middle. Ruskin’s particular contribution to the discussion of work is twofold: 
firstly, by outlining the ways in which instrumental activity is not always determined by ends, but might 
dwell on means; secondly, in his advocation that the critic of architecture is, first and foremost, a 
reader of work. Ruskin describes the practices of working, reading, and responding to the text of the 
stones by resituating the focus onto the workers themselves. While Ruskin has generally been thought 
an advocate of reactionary inegalitarianism in politics by his critics, this paper will show that the 
working person appears as author or initiator throughout The Stones of Venice, thereby 
problematising the canonical border drawn between work and politics in nineteenth-century thought. 
 

Stuart McWilliams (Åbo Akademi University), stuart.mcwilliams@abo.fi 

‘Medievalist futures: temporalities of labour at the fin de siècle and beyond’ 

As we enter what has been described as the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”, which is expected to be 
characterised by a new level of disruptive automation, our capacity to imagine the future of work 
(including the relationship between humans and machines) is on trial. Perhaps inevitably, both 
popular and intellectual commentators (from Nick Srnicek to Martin Ford) have drawn significant 
elements of their imaginary from science fiction and the speculative tradition, whether in utopian or 
dystopian forms. 

This paper will put such contemporary discourse in dialogue with the literary and journalistic 
accounts of technology and labour offered by William Morris and his circle in the last decades of the 
nineteenth century. In particular, the paper will attend to issues of speed and duration in Morris’s 
thought, and to the specific medievalisms which inform his utopian writing (such as his famous News 
from Nowhere) as well as his polemical nonfiction. As such, the paper aims to explore the ways in 
which the “medievalist gesture” exceeds the literary, aesthetic and religious spheres and participates 
in the discourses (and critique) of political economy. 

As well as considering the mechanical imaginary of late Victorian medievalism, this paper will 
also reflect on how the technology of the book itself — what Jacques Derrida calls "the paper 
machine" — operates within this matrix, both during Morris's later career (including his deployment 
of the Kelmscott Press) and in our own ostensibly digital and postindustrial age. 
 

E 4: Marriage and Unmarriage (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 9) 

Valerie Sanders (University of Hull), V.R.Sanders@hull.ac.uk 

‘Mrs Oliphant's unbound widows’ 

The novelist Margaret Oliphant (1828-97) was a widow for almost as long as Queen Victoria, her 
neighbour at Windsor, and therefore in a strong position to write with authority about the experiences 
of this marginalised class in a society preoccupied with marriage. While Oliphant, like her 
contemporaries, filled her novels with traditional marriage plots, she includes an unusually high 
number of young and middle-aged widows frustrated by the expectations of their families, 
disappointed with their children, unsentimental about their recently deceased husband, and 
determined to experience the freedom denied them in marriage. Furthermore, their condition is often 
a self-conscious performance which exaggerates or challenges the normal boundaries of widowhood. 
For example, Mrs Mortimer, in Miss Marjoribanks (1866) makes her first appearance as a veiled ‘mute 
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in black’ (like Olivia in Twelfth Night), while Nelly Brunton in ‘A Widow’s Tale’ (1893) appears in a 
revealing evening dress of 'thin black stuff, almost transparent, faintly showing her shoulders and 
arms..' Other widows make a show of proving to their children that they still have drive and energy. 
Forty-five year-old Mrs Warrender, in A Country Gentleman and His Family (1886) longs to leave her 
home and 'open her wings,' bringing with her 'a brightness, a sense of living, which was inappropriate 
to the hour and the place,' while Mrs Vincent in Salem Chapel (1863), defending her son from a parish 
scandal, is associated with the martial language of martyrdom and ‘flying the flag.’ 

Widows of course, have a long history as dangerous predators, both sexually experienced and 
'unbound' in the sense of being freed by their husband’s death from marital duties. When added to 
relative youthfulness and energy these qualities had the potential to upend more than just the 
gradations of dress and behaviour suitable for mourning dull husbands. This paper will consider how 
Oliphant, like George Eliot (in Middlemarch) used widows to reflect more widely on the restrictions of 
women's lives, by stressing not just their volatility as social loose cannons, but also their self-
dramatization in revising their role for public consumption. 
 

Rebecca Styler (University of Lincoln), rstyler@lincoln.ac.uk 

‘Marriage in matriarchy: matrimony in women's utopian fiction, 1888-1909’ 

This paper considers Victorian women’s vision of themselves ‘unbound’ from patriarchal marriage, yet 
continuing elements of traditional estimates of women’s nature and role. In the last decade or so of 
the nineteenth century, marriage came under substantial attack as an institution that, without radical 
reform, would keep women in a state of virtual slavery to men. Yet many voices claimed that marriage 
could be reborn as a fulfilling and non-oppressive partnership if its terms were thoroughly rewritten, 
with women’s interests at heart. A number of feminist utopia texts published in this era demonstrate 
the protests and aspirations of some women regarding matrimony, by presenting alternative worlds 
in which marriage suits the emancipated female. The focus is on Jane Hume Clapperton’s Margaret 
Dunmore: or, A Socialist Home (1888), Elizabeth Burgoyne Corbett’s New Amazonia: A Foretaste of the 
Future (1889), Amelia Mears’ Mercia, The Astronomer Royal: A Romance (1895), Florence Ethel Mills 
Young’s The War of the Sexes (1905) and Irene Clyde’s Beatrice the Sixteenth (1909). While political 
equality is taken as a given, these texts also address economic independence, divorce, the 
apportioning of housework, motherhood, and the place marriage has in women’s lives comparable to 
and independent vocation, other friendships, and engagement in community. 
Marissa Bolin (University of York), mnb514@york.ac.uk 

‘“I will answer at the Judgement bar”: fictionalizing Caroline Norton and the debate for divorce’ 

Prior to the 1857 Act, separation, or divorce à mensâ et thoro, was possible but gave women no legal 
rights after the destruction of their married lives. It isn't until 1857 that women were  able to apply 
for divorce, with the creation of the Divorce Court. Many novelist saw this legal change as an 
opportunity to once again provide commentary on how these legal changes altered the definition of 
the institution of marriage for married women. Caroline Norton’s Stuart of Dunleath (1851) and 
George Meredith’s Diana of the Crossways (1884) both provide essential evidence of the debates 
surrounding the 1857 Act as an examination of how the new legal reforms could both aid and harm 
married women's happiness. 

This paper will focus of the Caroline Norton’s trials between 1836 and 1875 in her battle for 
custody right, defense against adultery accusations, and her eventual freedo from her husband. 
Through an analysis of Norton’s own writing in Stuart of Dunleath and the portrayal of the legal 
process of applying for divorce, the illustration of letters being written to David Stuart allow Eleanor 
Raymond to create a testimony for her necessary divorce from her abusive, adulterous, and 
murderous husband. These letters show Eleanor’s realization of the necessity for divorce and her 
interactions with the legal system as well as her eventual submission to her husband when she realizes 
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that outside of marriage she will have no legal identity. It isn’t until 1857 that she will be given this 
opportunity. 

Seen as a response to Norton’s persecution by her husband, Meredith’s Diana of the 
Crossways emphasizes the strength that writing of such legal oppression has for married women. 
Diana Warwick narrates experiences in “the arena of the savage claws, flung there by the man who of 
all others should have protected her.”  Just as Norton publishes the tragedy of her marriage for all to 
read, Diana becomes a novelist following her marital separation. Diana utilizes her writing to defend 
herself against the injustices of the legal system. 
 

E 5: Crime and Punishment (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 7) 

Jennifer Scott (University of Southampton), jaa1g09@soton.ac.uk 

'An Oscar Wilde Scrapbook: Penal reform debate and the seeds of Wildean regeneration as seen 
through the marginalia of an 1898 edition of The Ballad of Reading Gaol' 

In the foreword to a 1916 edition of The Ballad of Reading Gaol, Frank Harris stated: ‘Oscar Wilde’s 
condemnation of prisons and punishment must lead directly to their abolition.’13 This was a 
remarkable declaration. On his release from prison in 1897, Wilde’s very name was practically 
unspeakable; yet, almost from the moment of its publication in 1898, as this paper will show, The 
Ballad of Reading Gaol was invoked by those debating penal reform in the press, the House of 
Commons, British courtrooms and in private.  

It has been widely understood that the rehabilitation of Wilde’s reputation began 
posthumously with the publication of De Profundis in 1905 and the Collected Works in 1908. 
Scholarship in this vein, such as that by Kamran Ahmadgoli and Ian Small, however, whilst extremely 
valuable, does not fully take account of the more immediate successes of The Ballad of Reading Gaol. 
This paper, therefore, seeks to contribute to discussions about the regeneration of Wilde’s image by 
journeying through the unique ‘scrapbook’ marginalia of an 1898 edition of The Ballad of Reading 
Gaol, and making a detailed analysis of contemporary reader responses within public and private 
spaces. In so doing, it illuminates the poem’s importance to contemporary debate surrounding penal 
reform and argues that Wilde’s engagement with such an issue initiated his return to literary and 
political authority, if not social respectability, and positioned him on the brink of regeneration into a 
revolutionary icon. 

 
Guy Woolnough (Keele University), g.woolnough@keele.ac.uk 

‘The exercise of mercy: convicts’ petitions, 1870-1910’ 

This paper analyses petitions or pleas for mercy, addressed to the secretary of state by serious 
offenders and their supporters (TNA: HO144 series). Many murderers had their death sentence 
respited to one of Penal Servitude for life. The paper builds upon the dialectic between the convict 
who had no legal recourse other than to beg for release, and the arbitrary power of the secretary of 
state, whose decisions could not be challenged and required explanation in neither Parliament nor 
any court. 

Whereas the current concern of the criminal justice system is risk management, through the 
processes of the probation and parole system, there were no prescribed criteria to guide the Home 
Office or to advise petitioners in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Lifers often constructed their 
pleas in terms of their good behaviour in prison, the regrets and remorse they had for what they 
described as aberrant behaviour, and their desire to die a free person. Some maintained their 
innocence and a few made bizarre assertions. Several lifers were supported by family or others who 
believed in their cause. For the Home Office, the seriousness of the offence and the ‘bad nature’ of 

                                                           
13 Frank Harris in Oscar Wilde, The Ballad of Reading Gaol (New Jersey: Jos Ishill, 1916), Foreword.  
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the offender worked against release, but poor health might over rule these considerations; the 
decision was made upon a highly subjective appraisal. 

It was a clash of sentiment with practicality. Despite the imbalance of power many prisoners 
were shown clemency in their later years, but the paper concludes that petitions had little sway with 
the bureaucrats, and could even prove counter-productive for some lifers. 
 
Janine Hatter (University of Hull), j.hatter@hull.ac.uk 

‘Sensation unbound: white-collar crime in Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s periodical fiction’ 

In the 1870s Mary Braddon sought to break free from her reputation as ‘the author of Lady Audley’s 
Secret’ - a writer of bigamy, incarceration and murder. While still focusing on crime fiction - a genre 
balanced between breaking and regulating order - Braddon expanded her literary horizons by 
engaging with developments in business practice, but still with a focus on gender and genre (her two 
consistent topics). She had two strategies to achieve this. Firstly, she updated her representations of 
the position of women and criminal activities in line with her changing historical context. 1870 saw 
the passing of the first Married Women’s Property Act, which gave women more financial freedom, 
but also increased the potential for women, as well as men, to be the victim of ‘white-collar’ business 
crime, such as forgery, fraud and embezzlement. As Heather Worthington notes: ‘by the mid-century, 
fear of fraud had apparently overtaken fear of murder or robbery,’ (68, 98) and Braddon engaged with 
these fears in her post-1860s fictions as her criminal narratives expanded to include coining (‘Mr and 
Mrs de Fontenoy’ [1870]), embezzlement (Taken at the Flood [1874]), forged wills (‘Dr Carrick’ [1878]) 
and identity theft (The Cloven Foot [1879]). Braddon’s second strategy was a change in publication 
style: she began syndicating her work in provincial newspapers, rather than publishing in her London-
based journal Belgravia. This freedom from the London literary marketplace gave Braddon a wider 
geographical and social readership, meaning her warnings about white-collar crime and its effects on 
both men and women became far reaching. By combining her brand of ‘sensation’ with the changing 
context of criminal behaviour and the continuing agitation for women’s rights, Braddon continued to 
establish herself as reputable 'popular' author/celebrity. 

E 6: Thomas Hardy 2 (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 11 & 12) 

Lucy Morse (University of Exeter), lm526@exeter.ac.uk 

‘“The Encompassing Estate”: Measuring Sovereign and Common Life within the Forest, the trauma of 
Norman Afforestation, and the flawed project of Nineteenth-Century Scientific Forestry in Thomas 
Hardy’s The Woodlanders (1887)’ 

In Forests: The Shadow of Civilization, Robert Pogue Harrison introduces the provocative notion that 
in the wake of William the Conqueror’s vast “afforestation” and violent enclosure of forest territories 
in the early Norman period, an “essential dimension of the king’s personhood belonged to the 
forest”—defined and extended into “the wilderness beyond the walls” (Harrison 74).  This extension 
of the sovereign identity into the originally enclosed and stolen common forest spaces for the purpose 
of the deer hunt and the consolidation of Norman power immortalized the kingly person within English 
nature.  In The Woodlanders, Hardy explores how this territorial identity evolved as British landed 
gentry subsumed and expanded woodland areas through parliamentary enclosures in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries.  The gentry, with the backing of the Victorian State, defined themselves 
through their property bounds created for foxhunting, and for the fashionable and economic project 
of reforestation for shipbuilding, afforesting once common lands and dabbling with the appeal of 
“scientific forestry” and plantation forests—all of which feature prominently in Hardy’s novel.  Indeed, 
the continuing violent effects of afforestation and attempts to bodily claim what falls within the 
bounds of the forest space are experienced in the figures of Edred Fitzpiers and Felice Charmond—
with French-Norman and Industrial backgrounds—who formulate and measure their selves with the 
brains, hair, and the “flayed” bodies of labourers and trees.  Notably the influence for Greater Hintock 
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was the historical “Melbury Estate,” whose “owners had played a part in the highest ranks of British 
society since the Middle Ages” (Bullen 106); their property still encapsulates a large deer park 
“enclosed in sturdy metal gates,” a reminder of the original Norman class divisive enclosures for the 
hunt.  In contrast to the ‘kingly’ identity extended into the woodlands, the expelled body of the late 
Victorian labourer became grotesquely mortal, spiritually and legally bound and subsequently 
divorced from the land through “lifeholds” and enclosures that allowed mass property envelopment 
into “the encompassing estate(s)” (Hardy 90).  Yet in peculiar acts of agency, these labourers both 
plant on what should be their own common land, but also perversely defy the bounds of the forest 
defined as “use-value” for timber and the hunt through their alliance with persecuted arboreal and 
animal bodies.   

This eco-historical paper will explore the histories of afforestation boundaries and the de-
wilded plantations and measuring of “scientific forestry,” and examine how characters perversely 
measure their posthuman identities in relation to the forest space in defiance of “the fragile life 
measured by law” and the State in Hardy’s novel.  These identities are notably posthuman, created 
either through a perverse extension of the landowning body into the forest and reliant on the 
subsumation of forest bodies, or aligned with the nonhuman life of the abused arboreal and hunted 
wild creatures.  I will examine the way in which bodily sovereignty and the labourers’ identities are 
defined alternately by the law, the timber industry, and the consuming ‘kingly bodies’ of Felice 
Charmond and Edred Fitzpiers, in opposition to the fatal imaginative agency which allows the 
woodland-bound workers to define their own existences.  I will explore Hardy’s harkening back to the 
original crime of Norman afforestation and the nineteenth-century “lifehold,” which defined small 
landowner’s bodies as linked with their surroundings through legal discourse.  I will further examine 
the effects of the rise of “scientific forestry” in nineteenth-century Britain, which was obsessed with 
the collective economic value of oak and larch timber especially over the individual body of a tree or 
dispossessed commoner, and with the measuring of forest territory, which threatened to strip the 
woodlands of their sacred wildness. 
Works Cited 
Bullen, J.B.  Thomas Hardy: The World of his Novels.  London: Francis Lincoln, 2013. 
Hardy, Thomas. The Woodlanders. Ed. Patricia Ingham. London: Penguin, 1998. 
Harrison, Robert Pogue. Forests: The Shadow of Civilization. Chicago: U Chicago Press, 1992. 
Tsouvalis, Judith. A Critical Geography of Britain’s State Forests. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2000. 

 

Neil Addison (Tokyo Woman's Christian University), NeilAddison@lab.twcu.ac.jp 

‘“Immortal shades” and the Victorian imagination romantically unbound in Thomas Hardy’s elegaic 
verse’ 

Much has been made of Thomas Hardy’s debt to the Victorian writers of his generation, and his verse is 
commonly placed within a Victorian rationalist and pessimistic context. It should not be forgotten, 
however, that his earliest literary heroes were the Romantic poets Shelley and Keats; Hardy’s “Cestius” 
featured a tomb that directed travellers towards the Roman resting place of those two “matchless 
singers” and “immortal shades” (95), while Hardy’s verse was also frequently underpinned by the 
creative power of the imagination. While Hardy, in poems such as “A Gentleman’s Second-hand Suit” 
and “Old Furniture”, represented empirically observed objects, he also projected his imagination onto 
commonplace things, creating a symbiosis that linked the boundaries between Victorian realism and 
Romanticism. Hardy imaginatively recreated Keats’ embarkation for Rome in “At Lulworth Cove a 
Century Back” yet corporeally depicted him as “an idling town-sort; thin; hair brown in hue” who “looks 
up at a star” (570). Hardy’s treatment of the past was therefore nuanced, appearing both realistic and 
imaginative, noting, in The Early Life of Thomas Hardy, that there is a “going to nature” (Hardy 198) 
while also insisting that art is significantly guided by “abstract imaginings” (272). While late-Victorian 
conviction in life after death had, like Arnold’s ‘sea of faith’, receded, Hardy created forms of artistic 
escapism in his poetry, where the perished, such as his first wife Emma, could be brought back to life as 
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imaginative and yet quasi-real figures. This paper will thus discuss how Hardy’s poetic recreation of the 
past can be understood as embodying a unified combination of Romantic and Victorian influences, and 
how Hardy the poet can be seen as a Victorian unbound.   
 

Catherine Charlwood (University of Warwick), C.J.Charlwood@warwick.ac.uk 

‘“Personally I prefer the whole of a poem to be quoted”: Thomas Hardy’s words out of context’ 

Quotation is necessarily metonymic – a part stands for the whole. However, fighting charges of 
‘pessimism’ for his whole career, Thomas Hardy is a writer who suffered particular misreadings as a 
result of a partial approach to his poetry. As William H. Morgan has pointed out, few readers 
experience Hardy’s verses in the meticulously ordered form which made up his collections: here, I am 
interested in what happens if one takes not just a poem out of the surrounding context of its 
collection, but phrases out of the context of their original poem. 

Using little-known archival materials, this paper interrogates the difficulty of words which are 
no longer bound by the sense of the whole poem, and what happens when poem becomes cultural 
product. As Hardy’s fame increased, he was called upon not only to comment on contemporary events 
(and become a soundbite himself) but to select his own favourite lines/passages from other authors. 
Focusing more on Hardy’s later years, a shift can be seen in the way that the media marshals Hardy’s 
words in and out of the spotlight. This paper is particularly interested in pushing towards the idea that 
such quoting can alter the way a poem, and a poet, is remembered – just as Hardy himself feared. 
 

E 7: The Body Inside Out (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 3) 

Kumiko Tanabe (Osaka University of Pharmaceutical Sciences), loppy@kcc.zaq.ne.jp 

‘The first dental surgery with anaesthetic given in England’ 

An American botanist Francis Boott watched dental surgeon James Robinson administer the first ether 
anaesthetic in England on 19 December 1846. Then, two days later, Robert Liston operated on 
Frederick Churchill at University College Hospital and a medical student William Squire administered 
the anaesthetic.  

Between 1835 and 1845, many people administered anaesthetic agents, which were not open 
to public and did not have an impact on medical practice. The first public demonstration of ether 
anaesthesia took place by the anaesthetist William Morton and the surgeon John Warren in Boston in 
October 1846. Another surgeon Jacob Bigelow present in the room wrote a letter to a friend in London 
which described the process. The letter was carried on a mailboat, which docked in Liverpool in mid-
December 1846. 

Then in Dumfries and London, ether anaesthetics were given on 19 December 1846. Though 
it is believed that the patient died in Dumfries, a dentist named James Robinson removed a tooth of 
a patient under ether anaesthesia in London, at 52 Gower Street, the home of an American botanist 
Francis Boott. Before this, speed was the only determinant of a successful surgeon. The suffering was 
intense, and most patients were held or strapped down: some people would faint from their agony 
and many died on the table or post-surgery. 

The history of anaesthesia began in 1298, when Italian physician had used sponges soaked 
with opium. In Victorian Age, on 17th July 1841, the first issue of Punch published several items related 
to unorthodox uses for Chloroform. The demonstration of ether anaesthesia in 1846 was the great 
medical improvement in dental surgery or surgery in general in Victorian age. 
 

Ariane De Waal (University of Innsbruck), ariane.de-waal@uibk.ac.at 

‘(Un)bound by the skin: redefining bodily borders in medicine and literature’ 
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Victorian impulses to construct, challenge, and redefine boundaries significantly shaped the contours 
of corporeality by determining the functions and properties of the border that separates the self from 
the world: the human skin. The “most highly complicated organization” of the cutis presented itself 
as “a spectacle of marvellous beauty and interest” (Innis 1849) to early derma-tologists, who 
developed an increasingly sophisticated system of classification to decipher the skin’s structure and 
secretions. Interest in the functions of the skin soon spread from the medical realm into public 
awareness and bath houses; instructions on proper skin care became widely dissemi-nated through 
newspapers, conduct books, sanitary rhymes, and public lectures. 

As Claudia Benthien (2002) has demonstrated, the ontological status of the skin as a border 
seems to have persisted in the 18th and 19th centuries, in spite of the advances of clinical-anatomical 
medicine and technologies that probe underneath the skin. Nevertheless, Victorian subjectivities 
variously transgress and transcend cutaneous boundaries. While the frequently reiterated demands 
to keep the skin free of dirt, blemishes, and excessive make-up may be associated with the imperative 
to make one’s ‘true skin’ (and, by extension, one’s character) legible, the Victorian imagination 
abounds with figures whose skin is marked or disfigured in ways that elude interpretation. The porous 
and at least partially permeable boundary of the body is thus at the heart of debates surrounding “the 
legibility of Victorian surfaces” (Flint 2000, 21). 

This paper explores to what extent Victorians are ‘bound’ or ‘unbound’ by their skin. Departing 
from the rapid proliferation of dermatological knowledge around mid-century, I will trace the cross-
fertilisation between medical, popular, and literary conceptions of skin. Using George Eliot’s 
Middlemarch (1871-72) as a case study, the paper will demonstrate the centrality of the skin for 
Victorian constructions of (inter-)subjective boundaries. 
Works Cited 
Benthien, Claudia. (1999). 2002. Skin: On the Cultural Border between Self and World. New York: 
Columbia University Press. 
Flint, Kate. 2000. The Victorians and the Visual Imagination. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
Innis, Thomas. 1849. The Skin, in Health and Disease: A Concise Manual. London: Whittaker. 

 

Evelien Lemmens (Queen Mary, University of London), e.c.g.lemmens@qmul.ac.uk 

‘“Demon of dyspepsia”: digestion unbound in Victorian Britain’ 

Victorian Britain can be characterised as obsessed with nervous and digestive disorders, and 
discussions on the relationship between digestion and emotion pervaded publications during this 
time. Analysing a wide variety of published source material – including medical journals, periodicals, 
newspapers, and didactic literature – this paper examines the prominent unravelling of the digestive 
tract during the nineteenth century. From William Beaumont’s first experiments on the living human 
stomach in the 1830s through the heightened awareness (and fear) of dyspepsia at the end of the 
nineteenth century, this paper traces a story of increasing awareness and confusion around the 
working of the digestive system and, more importantly, how the gastrointestinal came to pervade the 
social. Working with twentieth century theories that posit the gastrointestinal lumen as belonging to 
the exterior world (the ‘not self’), despite it being located so deeply within the anatomical body, I aim 
to unsettle dichotomies of inner-outer, biology-culture, and self-‘not self’. The socialisation of 
indigestion is exemplified in nineteenth-century didactic literature prescribing cheerfulness while 
eating and never dining alone, as well as evidence of a peculiar social fear of embarrassment, should 
one’s failing digestion betray them in the company of others. This ‘fear of flatulence’ reflects a wider 
societal concern with digestive ill health, which was thought to reveal not just a physical ailment, but 
also individual faults in terms of morals and habits. Far from being neatly bound within the body, the 
Victorian gastrointestinal tract invaded individuals’ social lives through the emotional aetiology and 
symptomatology of chronic functional digestive disorders. This paper will consider how these 
socialised emotional narratives of dyspepsia were informed by medico-scientific research, as well as 
by advertisements for patent medicines, and didactic literature. 
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E 8: Neo-Victorian Brontë (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 14 & 15) 

Amber Pouliot (Harlaxton College), amber.t.pouliot@gmail.com 

‘The Brontës under glass: Serena Partridge’s “accessories”, inter-war biofiction, and the romance of 
the archive’ 

This paper considers the historic and contemporary connections between Brontë biographical fiction 
and drama and Brontë relics, those lost and accounted for, in archives, museums and private 
collections. It argues that despite betraying a fascination with the material remains of the Brontë 
family, biographical fiction from the interwar period ultimately insists on and celebrates the 
unknowability of the Brontës, and in this, they might be thought of as unlikely analogues to Serena 
Partridge’s ‘Accessories’, which featured in the Brontë Parsonage Museum’s contemporary arts 
programme. 

Between February 2016 and January 2017, the Brontë Parsonage Museum was home to 
‘Charlotte Great and Small’, a contemporary arts exhibition exploring ‘the contrast between 
Charlotte’s constricted life and her huge ambition’.14 It featured Serena Partridge’s ‘Accessories’, a 
collection of pseudo-relics that explore the tension between the restrictions Charlotte faced and her 
unbounded imagination: a tiny nightcap embroidered with constellations; a pair of mourning shoes 
stitched with Emily’s hair; gloves embroidered with a map of places Charlotte visited. These objects 
were presented as museum acquisitions – exhibited in a display case alongside authenticated Brontë 
relics and interpreted with mock museum labels. Partridge intended to ‘blur the boundaries between 
fact and fiction’. 

I argue that ‘Accessories’ does more than blur distinctions between fact and fiction. It 
functions in much the same way as Brontë biographical drama and fiction, combining so-called facts 
with speculation to explore counterfactual possibilities and shed new light on Brontëan experience. 
The emergence of Brontë biographical fiction roughly coincides with the opening of the Brontë 
Parsonage Museum in 1928. Several works directly refer to the museum and nearly all incorporate 
Brontë artifacts such as Emily’s burnt comb and Branwell’s famous group portrait. But alongside their 
openness to interpretive possibility, these works betray an almost postmodern belief in the 
unknowability of the Brontës, through fact, fiction, or artifact. This paper explores how ‘Accessories’ 
and earlier works of biographical fiction function as alternatives to standard biography, challenging 
our misplaced faith in relics and records. 
 

Kimberley Braxton (Keele University), k.j.braxton@keele.ac.uk 

‘The Victorian seduction - an exploration of the erotic re-writings of Jane Eyre’ 

The relationship between Jane Eyre and erotic fiction is far more extensive than the plethora of 
retellings which have emerged since the publication of Fifty Shades of Grey. Since its publication critics 
have commented on the romance and passion of Jane Eyre. Drawing on David Kunzle’s notions of 
female fetishism I shall explore how the Victorian period, and corsets in particular, play an intrinsic 
role in the popularity of these erotic retellings. Garments which were once underwear are now 
outerwear and associated with the erotic and fetishism. I shall argue that in today’s society of sexual 
liberation we are drawn to the restrictions and limits of the Victorian period as a method of seduction. 
The corset is the physical representation of these restrictions but, as with the sexual restrictions of 
the Victorian period, these modern writers tear open the corset with their sexual freedom. Whilst 
corsets do not appear to be prominent in the source material, Brigitta Berglund has argued how of all 
the sisters Charlotte showed the most attention to clothing in her work and actually criticised those 

                                                           
14 From the Brontë Parsonage Museum website [https://www.bronte.org.uk/whats-on/225/charlotte-great-
and-small/232] 
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who did not tight lace. I shall discuss how the narrative of Jane Eyre loans itself to these erotic and 
fetishistic tropes due to its similarity with sadomasochism: the young girl in a role of submission to 
her older dominant master. However, I shall argue, Jane is accessible to a wider readership as she also 
breaks away from this domination. 

 

Claire O’Callaghan (Brunel University), claire.ocallaghan@brunel.ac.uk 

‘The Brontës unbound in neo-Victorian biodrama’ 

December 2016 saw the broadcast of Sally Wainwright’s much anticipated biodrama, To Walk 
Invisible, the latest screen remake of the lives of the Brontës It was widely praised as a ‘bleak’ but 
‘brilliant’ portrayal of the family that illuminated ‘the extraordinary challenges faced by ordinary 
people’ (Mangan, The Guardian, 2016). Wainwright’s production is not the first (nor will it be the last) 
in a line of neo-Victorian Brontë biodramas that have emerged since the twentieth-century. Indeed, 
across fiction, television, film and contemporary theatre, the lives and works of these literary siblings 
continues to fascinate the cultural imagination. But neo-Victorian returns to Haworth have not always 
been so gritty. Many Brontë biodramas - fuelled by Brontë mythology (itself instigated, as Lucasta 
Miller has valuably shown, by Charlotte’s input into Elizabeth Gaskell in The Life of Charlotte Brontë ) 
– have been bound by a nostalgic imagining of these three extraordinary northern women that has 
simplified the complexity of their lives. Such a sentimentalised interpretation can be found, for 
instance, in Curtis Bernhardt’s film Devotion (1946). As this proposed paper will suggest, more recent 
neo-Victorian biodramas have sought to complicate such romanticised views by privileging the gritty 
realism of nineteenth-century gender and cultural politics. Focusing primarily on Wainwright’s 
production in conjunction with Polly Teale’s stage production, Brontë, I seek to examine how the 
Brontës are unbound in neo-Victorian biodrama. Through a focus on violence and its many guises 
(gendered, familial, emotional, domestic), I suggest that neo-Victorian biodrama illuminates how 
agendas of the new millennium, such as the recent age of austerity, financial depression, and a revised 
feminist movement, facilitate a renewed return to Haworth. 
 
3:40pm – 4:40pm: Panel Session F 

F 1: Sculpture: Connections and Intersections (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 1) 

Katie Faulkner (Courtauld Institute of Art), Katie.r.faulkner@gmail.com or 
Katherine.faulkner@courtauld.ac.uk 

‘Photography “after” sculpture: the boundaries between photography, sculpture and performance in 
the works of Julia Margaret Cameron’ 

This paper will explore boundaries between photography, sculpture and performance in the work of 
Julia Margaret Cameron. Cameron’s photographs pushes against the categories such as accuracy and 
authenticity, idealism and truthfulness or sculpture and flesh. 

Julia Margaret Cameron is one of the most discussed photographers of the nineteenth-
century, but her engagement with sculpture has rarely been discussed. Sculpture, with its associations 
of perfection and permanence, and photography, a much newer technology, able capture fleeting 
details with unflinching objectivity, have often been cast as oppositional modes of artistic production 
in the nineteenth century. In Cameron’s photography, however, the boundaries between sculpture 
and photography are distinctly blurred.  

Although she had no formal artistic training, Cameron was exposed to classical and renaissance 
sculpture through her associations with artists such as G.F. Watts and there are clear parallels between 
her photographs and sculptures such as the Parthenon Marbles and the reliefs and tondos of 
Michelangelo and Lucca Della Robbia. Beyond these formal similarities, Cameron plays with sculptural 
tropes in her photographs – emphasising drapery, depth and relief, clearly defined outlines and 
texture and tactility. The poses and gestures of her models also mimic those of sculpted figures – a 
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trend seen in British art in the 1860s and 70s more widely, including the work of Frederic Leighton, 
Albert Moore and Lawrence Alma-Tadema. Cameron’s models posed in costume and in character as 
goddesses, madonnas or saints. In the photographs were the models are imitating sculptures, another 
layer is added, taking on the role of a statue in order to be transformed by the camera into a new form 
of art. These photographs can be understood a records of intimate performances, directed 
meticulously by Cameron, celebrating and subverting beauty, femininity, realism and idealism. 
 

 
 
Jordan Kistler (Keele University), j.kistler@keele.ac.uk 

‘Walter Pater's archetype of the arts: transcendental morphology in The Renaissance’  

Walter Pater’s interest in, and knowledge of, Victorian science has been explored by a number of 
critics, though his work is often read as a negative reaction to the decentring of humanity apparent in 
Darwin’s theories. His infamous ‘hierarchy’ of the arts theorized in The Renaissance—which places 
music at the pinnacle of artistic achievement, as the perfect fusion of form and content, and situates 
sculpture at the bottom, as the mere presentment of ‘hard form’—has not been considered as what 
it truly is: a taxonomy. Pater’s apparent denigration of sculpture in ‘Luca Della Robbia’ has puzzled 
scholars who have considered this essay only in the light of Victorian aesthetic theory. Pater’s thinking 
becomes far clearer in the light of the scientific inspiration for this system of classification. 

This paper will demonstrate that Darwin and his supporters were not the main source for 
Pater’s scientific knowledge. Rather, his hierarchy of the arts is modelled quite closely to systems of 
classification and taxonomy in natural history on display in the museums of Britain. This paper will 
offer a reinterpretation of Pater’s taxonomy of the arts in the light of the transcendental morphology 
practiced at the British Museum and other centres of scientific research, focusing particularly on 
Richard Owen’s theory of the archetype to suggest that the ‘mere form’ of sculpture actually functions 
as the archetype from which all other arts evolve. It is not, therefore, the lowest form, but the 
transcendental ideal of art.  
 

F 2: National Figures, National Forms (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 2) 

Monika Mazurek (Uniwersytet Pedagogiczny, Kraków), mmazurek@up.krakow.pl 

‘“Did Guy Fawkes ever live?”: the evolving perspectives on the figure of Guy Fawkes in Victorian 
literature’ 

In the 19th century the literary depictions of Guy Fawkes could be grouped in two categories, seemingly 
drifting further and further apart. The straw man, ritually burned on Guy Fawkes Night,  became a 
figure of mockery gradually dissociated from the actual man executed in 1606. Douglas Jerrold in his 
“Recollections of Guy Fawkes” (1842), reminiscing about the fascination the figure of Guy Fawkes 

Julia Margaret Cameron, Version of Study after 

the Elgin Marbles, 1867, albumen print from wet 

collodion glass negative. V&A Museum, London. 
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exercised over him and his young friends, repeated the question they allegedly asked themselves, “Did 
Guy Fawkes ever live?” The question acquires a symbolical significance, taking into account that the 
Victorian 3celebrations of Bonfire Night, if the newspaper reports are to be believed, were gradually 
losing much of their animus, and in 1859 the observance of 5 November was removed from the Book 
of Common Prayer and from the official list of holidays. On the other hand, the real man, on the rare 
occasions he made appearance in Victorian fiction, seemed to undergo a kind of rehabilitation. In 1840 
Harrison Ainsworth published his novel Guy Fawkes, in which the title character is a tragic and 
ultimately sympathetic figure. However, the two men: the effigy and the man known for centuries as 
a traitor and rebel, occasionally met in the moments when anti-Catholic sentiments became revived, 
like in Pictures from Italy, where Dickens compares the Pope being carried in sedia gestatoria to the 
effigy of Guy Fawkes or in the cartoons published in Punch in 1850, the year of the so-called Papal 
Aggression. My presentation is going to explore the mutual influence and tension between these two 
Guys in Victorian literature. 
 

Carolyn Berman (The New School), BermanC@newschool.edu 

‘Decomposing forms: national literature in Our Mutual Friend’ 

This paper explores the metaphorical salvage of national literature in Charles Dickens’s Our Mutual 
Friend.  Early in Dickens’s career, Parliament debated the value of literature, weighing the national 
interest in promoting advances in knowledge through cheap print publication against the (contrary) 
national interest in promoting enduring works of art by literary authors, whose treasures could 
galvanize a sense of national pride.  Dickens’s late novel, written in the lead-up to the Reform Act of 
1867, rekindles these debates, as an illiterate dust-man, Noddy Boffin, hires a street pamphlet-seller 
to read to him from the Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire since, as he laments, “all print is shut to 
me.”  Boffin’s attempt to extract the enduring gold of literature from closed bindings and paper (or 
the waste he perceives) is, in turn, inverted by the attempts of his chosen “literary man – with a 
wooden leg” to seek hidden gold in the mounds of actual dust (“coal-dust, vegetable-dust”) that Boffin 
has inherited. 

Recent criticism has emphasized the vital importance of salvage in Our Mutual Friend – from 
the scavengers of drowned corpses to the doll’s dressmaker reusing scraps of fabric.  Yet we have not 
yet examined the specifically national dimensions of the waste to be recycled.  How does the gold 
spent by Veneering on the borough of Pocket-Breaches relate to the “heap of ashes” piled up by “my 
lords and gentlemen and honourable boards . . . in the course of your dust-shovelling,” threatening to 
“bury us alive”? This paper sets out to follow the dust across Dickens’s writings.  I consider the coal 
mines targeted by Parliamentary Papers and the mounds of “literature” produced around them, 
alongside Dickens’s own reuse of materials from his letter to the Morning Chronicle on Mines and 
Collieries to “Our Honorable Friend” (the satirical sketch of an M.P.) and the half-digested metaphors 
of Hard Times, where “the national dustmen ... owe no duty to an abstraction called a People.” 
 

F 3: Dramatic Performance (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 10) 

Janice Norwood (University of Hertfordshire), j.m.norwood@herts.ac.uk 

‘“An elephant in the parlour”: Lucy Rushton’s transatlantic venture’ 

In 1869 Olive Logan, an American critic, recognised the unusual freedom that the theatre offered 
Victorian women and argued the two fields of work in which ‘men and women stand on an absolutely 
equal plane in the matter of cash reward’ were literature and drama. She was writing in an era when 
performers regularly crossed the Atlantic to seek greater profits. Recent scholarship focusing on the 
transnational exchange of theatrical practices, culture and performers emphasises the porous nature 
of the boundary between the American and British nineteenth-century stages, identifying the 
theatre’s hybridity as a precursor to globalisation. In this paper I use the experience of forgotten 
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English actress Lucy Rushton (1835?-1909) to examine the extent to which it was possible to challenge 
boundaries of gender or nationality. 

Rushton transgressed against mid-century expectations of dutiful motherhood by abandoning 
her husband and young daughter and undertaking a career on the stage. Having established herself 
as an actress in Manchester and London, ambition led her to pursue further success in America in 
1865. Within four months of arrival she opened her own theatre on Broadway. This might be viewed 
as a positive example of female empowerment, freedom of movement and transnational cultural 
exchange. Yet Rushton’s managerial endeavours received a hostile reception from the New York press 
and the business ultimately failed. I argue her difficulties were largely due to national prejudice in a 
period of anti-British sentiment following the American Civil War. Her inability to transcend such 
antagonism was compounded by her gender as she also fell foul of different regional ideas of beauty. 
I situate Rushton’s theatrical venture in the context of contemporary discourses and contrast her 
experience with other transatlantic performers and the later period of the ‘vaudeville chase’ 
(Schwietzer, 2015). 
 

Laura Monros Gaspar (Universitat de València), laura.monros@uv.es 

‘“Parler au coeur par les yeux”: female performers and epic in the nineteenth century’ 

The appealing dialogue between the eyes and the heart which was demanded by Jean Georges 
Noverre in his seminal work Lettres sur la danse (1760) permeated on the theatrical scene of the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth-century. The widespread revival of the ‘art du geste’ which 
dominated the aesthetics of the period equated ballet, opera and spoken drama inasmuch as they 
arouse emotions through the eloquence of the body. Against such a backdrop, new theatrical modes, 
such as attitudes, monodramas, the ballet d’action, and eventually hippodramas and burlesque, 
enabled playwrights and choreographers alike to emphasize the visual theatricality of certain 
characters on stage when performing epic. 

Against such a backdrop, early nineteenth-century stagings of epic developed new cultural, 
intertheatrical and semiotic systems which triggered the career of a number of actresses and dancers 
who found in epic the perfect means to prove their performing skills to the audiences. Taking as a 
starting point two particular case studies -the actress Elizabeth Macauley and the dancer Elizabeth 
Duchemin (later Deshayes)- I argue in this paper that performing Greek and Roman epic offered 
female performers a useful tool to fashion alternative theatricalities to predominant tendencies in the 
nineteenth century. This was especially accentuated by the inherent theatricality of particular myths 
on stage which easily melded with current debates on the woman question and provided a fruitful 
ground for female performers to break boundaries and create their own aesthetic niche.  
 

F 4: Gender and the Supernatural (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 9) 

Haythem Bastawy (Leeds Trinity University), haythem.bastawy@gmail.com 

‘Dracula Unbound: an Ottoman quest for a fourth wife’ 

Although the pseudo-Oriental genre had gone extinct in the early nineteenth century, Dracula is an 
example of how it lived on, disguised, in mainstream gothic literature. Dracula from the beginning of 
the novel is very much a Vathek-like figure, a dictator Lord feared by his fellow ‘Carpathians’ 
(Transylvanians), in a place on the shifting border with the ‘Turks’. The terms ‘East’ and ‘Eastern’ are 
often associated with an Islamic identity and in the case of Dracula, who comes from the fringes of 
the degenerate Ottoman Empire and has an unnatural dislike of crucifixes, the term ‘Eastern’ is taken 
to another level. Dracula’s human existence is traced back in the novel to Vlad the Impaler, someone 
who was kidnapped in his youth for many years and was nearly converted and turned Ottoman 
Janissary like many other captive Transylvanians and Balkans, if it wasn’t for a handsome ransom 
which bought him back to Transylvania. He is said to have been tainted by Ottoman cruelty during his 
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long years of captivity, his Ottoman experience somehow foreshadows his monstrous behaviour and 
beastly nature (1897:28). Furthermore, the scenes where Jonathan Harker tells Dracula stories of 
England, place Dracula in the shoes of the tyrant Schahriar of The Thousand and One Nights. I argue 
in the proposed paper two main points: First, I demonstrate that the pseudo-Oriental genre, after it 
went extinct, left its mark on mainstream gothic literature through less conspicuous ‘Oriental’ 
references and symbols; Second, I attest that Dracula is depicted as a Near-Eastern Muslim tyrant with 
a supernatural lust for women throughout the novel. I demonstrate here that within the context of a 
fin de siècle invasion paranoia, Bram Stoker successfully resurrected the decrepit ‘Eastern’ enemy of 
old, the European Ottoman, and presented him in a new ‘cape’ as an invader unbound, with the full 
vigour and virility of an ‘Oriental’ harem-keeping tyrant. 

 

Fern Ennis (University of Liverpool), F.Ennis@liverpool.ac.uk 

‘The waif and the woman: the gendered soul in Wuthering Heights’ 

Through reference to the spectral appearances of the first Catherine Earnshaw, ‘The Waif and the 
Woman’ argues what may be gained when manifestations of gender in Wuthering Heights are read as 
part of Emily Brontë’s vision of transcendental existence. While this paper situates itself within a 
network of feminist Brontë criticism, it also proposes a critical re-evaluation of one of the most 
common positions within the field: namely, it contests the idea that Brontë's novel understands 
gender as frail and arbitrary societal classifier, and frames the allegedly ‘androgynous’ state of 
childhood as a prefiguration of the eschatological freedom that can be attained after death. Turning 
to the ghost story that brackets the novel, where the supernaturalized body of Catherine finally 
appears as a mature woman on the autumn moors, this paper will instead consider how Brontë’s 
eschatological imagination complicates any straightforward narrative of gender as a societal construct 
that is superfluous to a world of sublime experience. Spectrally defined through her embodiment of 
her gender in the years after her name is lost to the children of Gimmerton Kirk, the ghostly Catherine 
is emblematic of a narrative where the ideal of a supernaturalized existence that is ‘hardy and free’ is, 
at all points, preceded by an insistence on its first Catherine being incarnated as ‘a girl’. Reading the 
ghost as a manifestation of the soul, and as a vision of unbound existence, this paper will suggest that 
this connection between spectral gender and Brontë’s interest in eschatological transcendence allows 
gender to exist in dialogue with her focus on soul, self and psyche, and will consider the positive 
interrelations that can be gleaned from this dialogue when Wuthering Heights is approached as a 
counterpoint to poststructuralist feminist criticism in nineteenth-century literary analysis, where the 
incarnation of gender is separated from these concepts. 

 

F 5: Lincoln Connections (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 7) 

Sue Bishop (University of Birmingham), smbishop2006@yahoo.co.uk 

‘The family of Edward Benson at Lincoln Chancery 1873-1876: converging and separating identities’ 

In 1873 Edward Benson became Chancellor of Lincoln Cathedral moving into the Cathedral close with 
his wife Mary, six children and long-term nanny Beth. Mary was undergoing a spiritual and mental 
crisis and unable to turn to her husband with his certainties. Instead, a woman came to the rescue of 
both Mary and her marriage. Deeply evangelically influenced Edward remained the fearsome, 
sensitive, driven head of a respectable Anglican family.  His ideas on what constituted appropriate 
masculine and feminine behaviour were clear. This had profound effects on the identities of his wife 
and children. Edward was also on a fast-moving ecclesiastical trajectory ultimately becoming 
Archbishop of Canterbury in 1883. 
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This paper uses some of the experiences at Lincoln to foreshadow the lifestyle choices of 
Edward’s wife and non-marrying children against a nineteenth century contesting of Anglican cultural 
authority. 

Just twenty-two years before Benson’s appointment at Lincoln, census results had famously 
shocked clergymen with the realization that Anglicanism did not represent the whole nation.  Over 
half a century, dissenters had become enfranchised.  The effects of the rise of Catholicism, Anglo-
Catholicism and the Oxford Movement were felt in the Benson family.  Hugh, youngest Benson son, 
became a Roman Catholic priest in 1904.  Spiritual crises and sometimes loss of faith featured among 
the great dramas of the age.  Yet biblical language and influence remained embedded in society well 
into the twentieth century.  

Evangelicalism and associated gender identity formations are key to this paper. I aim to show 
the cultural and familial pressures that queered identities.  Individual Bensons contributed to and 
reflected the preoccupations and new thinking of the wider society occupying significant positions of 
liminality, transgression and alienation.  This paper draws on their prolific written legacies which are 
replete with disclosures and silences that reflect their times. 
 

Joshua Mardell (ETH Zurich), joshua.mardell@gta.arch.ethz.ch 

‘“Dynasty” unbound: John Chessell Buckler's restoration of Lincoln Cathedral and the adamantine 
chains of “dynasty”’ 

John Betjeman once said of church historian M. D. Anderson, ‘she is an antiquarian and therefore 
chiefly interested in detail’. He had a point, as the subjects of this paper, the Buckler dynasty of C19 
architects and artists (1790-1901), attest. The paper will consider the work of John Chessell Buckler 
(1793-1894), a middle-generation dynast, as restoration architect to Lincoln Cathedral (1835-1870). 
From the mid-1850s, his restoration was vehemently criticized by the mainstream profession, 
especially Sir George Gilbert Scott. At odds with a new shift in emphasis from details to materiality, 
Buckler’s approach of ‘scraping’ the Cathedral to bring it back to a pristine state was unpopular. The 
paper will show how Buckler’s position was informed by his and his father’s seminal work as 
antiquarian and topographical artists in the earlier dawn of the Gothic Revival. 

In his essay ‘Of Turnerian Topography’ (1856) Ruskin discriminated between ‘Simple’ 
(historical) and ‘Turnerian’ (poetical) ‘facts’ in topographical media. Subscribing to the former position 
over three generations, the Bucklers’ drawings famously clarify lines and details. Analogous to 
Buckler’s Lincoln restoration, the vogue for ‘pleasing decay’, in its obfuscation of lines and details, put 
at risk the obfuscation of the archaeological record. Symbolising the conflict between the ‘simple’ (the 
Bucklers) and ‘Turnerian’ attitude (Scott and co.), therefore, the paper will show how J. C. Buckler, and 
other dynastic scions, had to confront the challenge of the rise of High Victorian and the 
professionalization of architecture, both tendencies going against antiquarianism. In short, the paper 
will consider the notions of the ‘bound’ and ‘unbound’ in reference to the phenomenon of ‘dynasty’. 
The ‘dynasty’ as an anti-professional model – sustained by an eighteenth-century model of patronage 
– safeguarded the increasingly outdated and unsatisfactory claims of the Bucklers. Conversely, they 
were left somewhat unbound to the whip of the contemporary profession. 
 

F 6: Ethics (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 11 & 12) 

Kazuo Yokouchi (Kwansei Gakuin University), yokouchi@kwansei.ac.jp 

‘The Book of Stubbs: Thackeray & bourgeois prometheanism unbound’ 

In William Makepeace Thackeray’s early burlesque, Stubbs’s Calendar (1839), the narrator-hero Bob 
Stubbs is arrested and flogged by Dr. Swishtale, headmaster of the academy to which he is entrusted. 
The scene is vividly illustrated by George Cruikshunk, for whom Thackeray’s text was originally written, 
and the image of the hero restrained and exposed to punishment might provoke a distant echo of 
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Prometheus Bound. His sin is having preyed on his schoolmates by lending money at high interest. The 
narrative series that follows his unremedied meanness assumes the aspect of a moral fable at the 
expense of the hero, and leaves behind a bitter impression. 

I would like to read this “dreary” (Gordon N. Ray) burlesque as a refection of Thackeray’s and 
the early Victorian age’s moral ambiguity towards the new ethics of the emerging bourgeois. On one 
hand, Thackeray is harsh against his fellow middle-class aspirants for upper ranks, and his subtle 
analysis of their social behaviours in The Book of Snobs (1848) as well as his fictions contributed to the 
Victorian definition and maintenance of her class society, in which any mean attempt to trespass the 
boundary was scornfully rejected or severely punished. But he sometimes appears sympathetic with 
those code-offenders, on the other hand, sharing their enmity towards the dominant classes, and 
when he lets Bob Stubbs at large seems to advocate a different kind of ethics with the regulative, 
prohibitive, and stabilizing principles of the public moralists of the times. I aim to read in Bob’s “moral” 
adventures, as he claims to have survived, the social uprisers’ vitality in the age of investment and 
speculation and their proto-Nietzschean logic of active force unbound. 
 

Athanassia Williamson (University of Oxford), nassiawilliamson@gmail.com 

‘Against egology: ethics and style in George Eliot and Emmanuel Levinas’ 

In the interest of bringing into relief the sceptical turn in George Eliot’s later work, the paper will 
explore the philosophical intersection of her fiction with the works of the twentieth-century 
philosopher Emmanuel Levinas. I will argue that the ethical pluralism characteristic of Eliot’s late 
writings anticipates Levinas’s rejection of legislative, deontological ethics in the early 1960s, especially 
from Totality and Infinity (1961) onward. Both Eliot and Levinas problematise an intellectualist or 
theoretical ethics that fails to attend to our moral experience as an embodied and affective process. 
They are both sceptics of their inheritances of moral theory, and in their work attempt to self-
consciously re-orient or reconstruct that inheritance. The paper will implement a Levinasian reading 
of Eliot’s late fiction, Daniel Deronda and Theophrastus Such, with some attention also to her earlier 
novella ‘The Lifted Veil’—the three texts least associated with the ‘moral realist’ mode Eliot was and 
remains best known for. By putting in dialogue the ethical phenomenology of Emmanuel Levinas and 
Eliot’s later fictions, the essay will unpick the ethical re-orientation of Eliot’s works from a normative 
ethics grounded in sympathy and compassion for others to the late narratives’ experimentation with 
different ethical modes of being. Like Levinas’s ‘Ethics of Ethics’, Eliot’s late moral philosophy engages 
the ethical complexity of the self-other relation—interweaving dialectically an ethics of responsibility, 
which privileges being for the other over the individual’s self-concern, and an ethics of sensibility, 
which relies on (and cannot dispense with) egoistic self-concern in the making of moral judgements. 
In staging this critical encounter between Victorian literature and 20th-century ethical philosophy, the 
paper has the ambition to challenge disciplinary boundaries and put pressure on the normative ethical 
categories with reference to which Eliot’s ethics has been generally conceived. 
 
F 7: Business and Finance (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 3) 

James Taylor (Lancaster University), james.taylor@lancaster.ac.uk 

‘“The nimble ninepence and the tardy pound”: financial advice in Victorian Britain’ 

This paper derives from the AHRC-funded project The History of Financial Advice, which provides the 
first thorough study of a genre of writing that has amassed a huge readership but which has remained 
largely neglected by historians and by literary critics alike. The paper charts the history of financial 
advice literature as it developed in Britain in the later Victorian period. 

The expansion of the market for company shares, fuelled by new technologies, legal changes 
such as limited liability, and rising standards of living, prompted the development and refinement of 
the investment manual as a genre of financial writing. Produced in increasing numbers from the 1860s, 
these ‘how-to’ guides were an important instrument of the democratisation of finance, encouraging 
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those with no previous knowledge of investment to become involved. But they had to overcome 
significant obstacles, including the association of the stock market with gambling and fraud. How these 
guides addressed the different categories of ‘saving’, ‘investment’, ‘speculation’, and ‘gambling’, and 
negotiated the boundaries between them, is this paper’s central focus.  

It has three main sections. First, it looks at authorship, identifying two main types of author: 
financial journalists, and ‘outside brokers’, stockbrokers not on the Stock Exchange, who were allowed 
to advertise their services. Second, it explores the different forms these guides took, how the authors 
established their authority and credibility, and how they represented the activity of buying and selling 
shares. Some guides counselled extreme caution, while others sought to create dissatisfaction with 
safe investments, encouraging readers to become bolder speculators. Though the impact of these 
guides is hard to gauge, the final section of the paper uses legal reports and letters to the press to 
shed light on who read the guides, why they did so, and how the guides influenced their behaviour. 
 
Victoria Garlick (Independent Scholar), victoria.h.garlick@manchester.ac.uk 

‘“A man of many parts”: William Henry Broadhead, his life and work’ 

Born in 1848, William Henry Broadhead embodied many of the ambiguities of the Victorian era -  a 
deep-seated belief in progress, new technology and self-improvement, whilst simultaneously 
upholding established movements such as rational recreation, temperance and non-conformism. 
Originally trained as a joiner, he established a thriving business in Manchester encompassing all 
aspects of the building trade, yet it was an unforeseen move to Blackpool that triggered his renowned 
career as the owner of a variety circuit. Between 1896 and 1913, Broadhead opened seventeen places 
of entertainment throughout the North-West of England, all of which ran concurrently until his death 
in 1931 and many until the 1950s. 

This paper will provide an introduction to the unusual or ‘unbound’ aspects of Broadhead’s life 
and work. Anomalous amongst contemporary theatre circuit owners from his background ‘in trade’, 
he continued to develop a remarkable persona, rising to prominence on Blackpool’s council, whilst 
simultaneously mapping a new livelihood in Manchester, reversing a current trend. Additionally, 
Broadhead placed his venues in liminal areas, home to heavy industry, poverty and pockets of gang 
violence rather than in the city centre or newly-developed suburbs. There will be exposition into how 
his circuit redefined the city’s theatre topography through location, as well as design and 
entertainment, and ultimately provided a sense of identity to an otherwise marginalised audience, the 
legacy of which is still remembered today. 
 
F 8: Creating Neo-Victorian (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 14 & 15) 

Catherine Redpath (University of Lincoln), credpath@lincoln.ac.u 

‘Corsets, Contraptions, and Convergences: towards a politics of the apolitical in Steampunk’ 

Steampunk notoriously defies attempts to define and categorise it.  Frequently referred to as an 
aesthetic, a style, a movement, neo-Victorian cosplay or a form of sub-culture, the only point of 
convergence in Steampunk scholarship is that it is characterised by the impossibility of definition. The 
Steampunk community therefore seem to exist in a discursive liminal space. Moreover, in recent years 
Steampunk has found itself under attack.  Accused of perpetuating hegemonies of Empire, idealising 
the injustices of Victorian cultural practices, reinforcing conventional definitions of women’s roles and 
reinforcing neo-Victorian dimorphism in its positioning of the body, it has been critiqued as 
propagating harmful stereotypes.  As Rebecca Onion argues, any ‘movement’ which is framed via a 
particular aesthetic is particularly exposed to misunderstanding. This paper argues that by 
interrogating Steampunk via the lens of this apparent impossibility of definition it is possible to identify 
clear elements of counter-culturalism despite the apolitical ethos of the community as a whole.  
Counter-culture emerges from a middle class ethos to establish an ideological framework offering the 
individual a choice in what they will oppose and support. Subculture arises as a group phenomenon 
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based upon a style to form an aesthetic shared by the group. Thus I suggest that Steampunk may be 
viewed as a ’fusion culture’ which allows for the playful subverting of those stereotypes of which it 
has been charged with perpetuating.  In the spirit of Steampunk which prides itself on its diversity and 
inclusivity, this paper will not rely solely on scholarly citations, but will include ‘visual quotes’ in the 
form of members of the Lincoln Steampunk Society (LSS) in full regalia.  
 
Victoria Leslie (University of Chichester), victoriahopeleslie@hotmail.com 

The fallen woman and her watery ascension in Victorian literature and art 

The ‘fallen woman’ occupied a central position in the literature and visual culture of the nineteenth 
century. Artists and writers were obsessed with depicting the moment before the fall, of women on 
the brink, often close to the water, symbolising the watery grave that potentially awaited them. At 
the same time, the water women of myth: sirens, mermaids, nymphs and selkies frolicked in the water, 
decorating gallery walls with examples of unbridled female sexuality. Both the water woman in her 
many guises and the fallen woman were defined by their ‘unnatural’ appetites, the former due to her 
physical hybridity or her vampiric need to devour men and the latter for running contrary to the 
passive feminine ideal. The water woman wasn’t confined solely to the water either, her siren 
attributes could be seen to resonate with musical and therefore vocal women. Singing women in 
literature and art became conflated with mermaids and sirens, temptresses in the drawing room. This 
paper seeks firstly to explore the fluidity between the fallen women and the water woman, especially 
in terms of silence and voice. Secondly, to reflect the interdisciplinary nature of my thesis, I propose 
to respond to the critical material with an imaginative piece, drawing on many of the tropes and 
symbolism inherent in these representations. The finished piece of writing will attempt to look back 
at the complex and multifaceted face of femininity positioned in or beside the water in the nineteenth 
century, as well as considering social and environmental changes that have taken place since and 
ultimately why these mythical associations with the water are now redundant.    
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Day 3:  Thursday 24th August 2017 

G 1: Working Conditions (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 1) 

Lauren Butler (University of Sheffield), lmbutler1@shef.ac.uk 

‘“If this sort of foolery is to go on, why the Duke is no longer master of his own house”: policing the 
household at Victorian Chatsworth’ 

Few institutions are more evocative of hierarchy and social order than the Victorian country house, 
with its ‘army’ of servants ranked by number and distinguished by their black-and-white uniforms. 
This image has been reinforced in popular culture through photographs, novels, films, television and 
costumed actors at heritage sites, most of which have tended to focus on the late-Victorian and 
Edwardian periods. However, little attention has been paid to the formation of this inter-servant 
hierarchy, and the transition, witnessed in many country houses over the course of the nineteenth 
century, from self-sufficient rural community to diverse professionalised workforce.  

In the summer of 1846, the housekeeper at Chatsworth House in Derbyshire was found to 
have been throwing parties for her friends in the Duke of Devonshire’s private apartments. The 
extensive correspondence, and witness statements gathered for evidence in this case, offer a rare 
glimpse into the ways in which Chatsworth was managed and policed in the absence of its master. The 
disruption of social order which resulted from the actions of the housekeeper not only reveal the 
expectations of the Duke, but also the boundaries upheld and enforced by members of the country 
house community on his behalf. In particular these documents reveal the role of a middle-class couple, 
Sarah and Joseph Paxton, as the moral arbiters of an upper-class household. This paper focuses on the 
conflicts and tensions that resulted from the incompatibility of a newly mobile, ambitious and 
educated workforce, with the development of a hierarchical household structure.  
 
Victoria Clarke (University of Leeds), En14vjc@leeds.ac.uk 

‘How to conduct a Victorian protest: Chartism, rebellion and etiquette’ 

Since the revival of Chartist studies in the 1960s, thanks to Asa Briggs and Dorothy Thompson, much 
research has been devoted to the organization of Chartist protest: Katrina Navickas’ recent book 
mapping spaces and places of protest (2016), as well as Janette Martin’s thesis covering Chartist 
lecture tours (2010), as well as the wealth of work on radical press traditions by Joan Allen, Owen 
Ashton, and Aled Jones (2005). While we largely know the where and how of Chartist agitation, how 
did the Chartists build upon Radical tradition, from the uses of space – both physical and written - to 
establish a Chartist methodology of activism? 

In the spirit of the linguistic turn, I will use discourse analysis to explore the ways in which the 
Chartists negotiated leadership and authority in order to establish a clear strategy for protest. If the 
act of protest is to challenge the status quo, how did it become bound to convention? Using material 
from the Readers and Correspondents column of the movement’s leading paper, the Northern Star, I 
will examine how the ways in which dialogue was used to debate methods of political propaganda and 
rules for writing: defining acceptable content in terms of libel and legality, emotion, register, and 
quality. The Northern Star aimed to legitimize political protest, thus rendering it reliant on both radical 
and mainstream conventions – to what extent could it therefore be truly anti-establishment? 
I will argue that the Chartists, far from protesting the status quo, conformed to it, refining and re-
appropriating established boundaries to fit their own needs and force themselves into a new space 
while maintaining a firm working class identity, creating new traditions and conventions for protest. 
In labour disputes, to what does dissent assent? 
 

G 2: Victorian Illustrations (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 3) 
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Karita Kuusisto (Cardiff University), KuusistoKA@cardiff.ac.uk 

‘The role of the illustrator: Sidney Paget and the Strand Magazine’ 

While late Victorian periodicals were usually illustrated, very little information has survived on the 
process of making and printing the illustrations for them. The recruiting process of illustrators, the 
time limits, the freedom as to choice of subject, and the relationships that illustrators had with editors, 
writers and engravers, are only some of the areas in which information is either missing or scattered. 
This lack of records and information is quite puzzling, as illustrations were such an important part of 
publications’ success.  

In this paper, I will examine the role of the illustrator in the publication process of one late 
Victorian periodical, the Strand Magazine. I will consider the role of the illustrator in the process of 
making an illustrated periodical and the illustrator’s influence on the success of the stories they 
illustrated. My research will approach this subject through the works of the artist and illustrator Sidney 
Paget, whose relationship with the Strand Magazine will act as a case study. Paget is perhaps best 
known for having illustrated the Sherlock Holmes short stories, but his contributions to the Strand 
Magazine, and other periodicals of the era, were numerous.  

The paper explores how much freedom illustrators had in choosing which scenes to illustrate 
and what restrictions the process of making and printing an illustration imposed on the artist. The 
study also looks at how much contact, if any, the illustrator and the author had in the creation of an 
illustrated short story and how this process may have differed from that of making an illustrated novel.  
 
Brandiann Molby (Loyola University Chicago), bmolby@luc.edu 

‘Dickens, Phiz, and the reader: illustration, narration and interpretation in Charles Dickens's Bleak 
House’ 

While scholars have long remarked on the proliferation of illustrated books that swept Victorian 
society and marked its culture, scholarly discussion has yet to address the nature and function of these 
illustrations and the extent to which their inclusion deliberately draws on the reader’s act of 
interpretation to expand the traditional constraints of word and image. Drawing on the work of John 
Frizee, Michael Steig, and Mary Cowling, my paper examines the illustrations for Charles Dickens’s 
Bleak House, which were developed by Dickens’s longtime illustrator H.K. Browne over the course of 
the novel’s serial publication, and which rely on the heavily-problematic Victorian visual conventions 
of physiognomy for much of their expression of the characters’ social class and individual personalities 
and shift decisively towards an expressive use of light and shade towards the end of the novel. I 
contend that these illustrations effectively function as a third narrative perspective, which, in keeping 
with the nature of illustration as a genre, both interprets and augments the two textual strands of 
narration provided by both the third-person narrator and the character of Esther Summerson. Bleak 
House’s structure thus requires the reader to bring together the three strands of narrative, both verbal 
and visual, as part of the interpretive process. The act of reading Bleak House’s composite verbal-
visual narrative thus implicates the reader in all of the social, institutional, and ethical problems of 
Dickens’s fictional society, while simultaneously prompting the reader towards greater charitable 
activity outside the world of the text. Bleak House, along with other Victorian_2 illustrated books and 
hybrid media, therefore entirely relies on the reader’s act of interpretation to efface and even 
transcend the boundaries of the verbal and visual arts. 
 
G 3: Affect and Reception (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 10) 

Ann-Marie Richardson (University of Liverpool), A.Richardson3@liverpool.ac.uk 

‘Divided devotion: Maria and Christina Rossetti's sisterhood and the dissent of faith and fantasy’ 

Maria Rossetti’s influence upon her sibling’s art has is scarcely studied, rather she has been made a 
footnote of literary history as “the Rossetti who became a nun”. Although this is true, this dismissive 
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attitude towards the self-evidently pious Maria often overlooks the psychological, and therefore 
creative, stimulus such a decision imposed upon her siblings. Her agnostic brothers, Dante Gabriel and 
William Michael, feared that, in forgoing a literary career, Maria was disengaging herself from the 
family. For Christina, however Maria’s sacrifice of poetic joys presented a much greater theological 
issue, and instigated a period of self-exploration and apology. 

As her contemporary critic, Stuart Curran, wrote: ‘Christina Rossetti’s universe was settled 
before she came of age and it neither changed nor developed’, the contending beliefs of her parents: 
her father an orator and scholar, her mother prominently religious – a trait which she passed on to 
her less doubtful daughters. However, Frances Rossetti desired, along with her husband, for her 
children to be ‘distinguished for their intellect’. It was agreed that the siblings would become writers, 
therefore when Maria deviated from this plan, Christina began to question her own faithfulness. So 
much so, her depictions grew less benevolent, as Virginia Woolf stated: ‘…if I were bringing a case 
against God, [Rossetti] is one of the first witnesses I should call.’  
 

Yui Kajita (University of Cambridge), yk312@cam.ac.uk 

‘Haunting Walter de la Mare's texts’ 

‘What are we all but ghosts — of something? And who’s telling this story for you, pray, but your 
ghost of me?’ (‘Pretty Poll’) 

‘Unless, indeed, we are mere machines, these bodies of ours are themselves 
haunted houses’. (‘The Supernatural in Fiction’) 

In a perspective that never took anything at face value, Walter de la Mare wrote innumerable short 
stories that question one’s sense of reality, of the self, and of consciousness. They subtly explore what 
is beyond the edge of experience, beyond the surprisingly flexuous boundaries of the known. 
Although he accrued considerable fame on both sides of the Atlantic during his long literary career 
from 1895 until his death in 1956, he came to be somewhat belittled as a writer of children’s rhymes 
and ghost stories — becoming, perhaps, one of the most undervalued writers of this period. His stories 
are full of ghosts, certainly; but they are never mere apparitions that are accountable in their causes, 
effects, and aims. Hovering between the supernatural and the preternatural, the ghostly in de la Mare 
always has a touch of inexplicability — whether he is depicting the ghost of a voice, something left 
unspoken, or a vague presence that looms in the shadows of memory. One of the ‘masters of 
whispering’, as George Steiner calls him, (1989, 190) de la Mare often creates this haunting 
atmosphere through expressions of sound: actual, remembered, imagined, or textual. By listening to 
the voices and echoes that resound in his texts, as well as addressing the ‘ghostly sensations’ that he 
mentally and physically felt in the act of reading, (The Supernatural in Fiction) this paper explores how 
de la Mare may have redefined the boundaries of the ghostly in his fictional and essayistic writings. 
His notion that one’s body is a haunted house is particularly significant in considering how he 
conceived the self, the possibility of a world beyond the living present, and literary experience. 
 
Leanne Waters (University College Dublin), leanne.waters@ucdconnect.ie 

‘Unbound feelings, unbound genres: melodrama and religious affect in late-Victorian fiction’ 

Bestselling religious novels such as Hall Caine’s The Christian (1897), Marie Corelli’s The Master-
Christian (1900) and Robert Hichens’ The Garden of Allah (1900) demonstrate the emergence of what 
Peter Keating has interpreted as a vaguely religious – yet doctrinally-undefined – atmosphere that 
existed in early bestseller culture. They speak to the way in which bestselling fiction at the end of the 
nineteenth century engaged readers in wider cultural discourses on morality and values that had 
distinctly religious undertones. This is unsurprising, given the extent to which religious subject matters 
and theological debates dominated much of Victorian literature. What one discovers by the end of the 
century is a lingering sense of the sacred that had not yet fully been extinguished, and which was felt 
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more than thought. With a focus on ‘unbound genres’, this paper addresses the ways in which late-
Victorian authors challenged boundaries of form and genre by incorporating familiar melodramatic 
formulae into their novels. It also attempts to highlight the significant narrative intersections between 
the corporeal and the emotional (how feelings play out on the body, or, how Victorian feelings also 
become ‘unbound’). The paper provides an analysis of the ways in which religious feelings are 
rendered corporeally, and the role of the melodramatic mode in that representation. In such fiction, 
the body physically performs religion by transforming an emotionally-charged, religious impulse into 
material action. Through such melodramatic techniques as emotional excess, gestural hyperbole, 
tableaux, and non-verbal registers of the sign, the religious body becomes a narrative tool for 
generating affect in late-Victorian fiction. 
 
G 4: Women Poets (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 7) 

Anna Barton (University of Sheffield), a.j.barton@sheffield.ac.uk 

 ‘Mary Elizabeth Coleridge, unbound and bound’ 

 Pure are they as the light; they never sinned, 
      But when the rays of the eternal fire 
 Kindle the West, their tresses they unbind 
      And fling their girdles to the Western wind, 
       Swept by desire. 
   (“The White Women”) 
 
Mary Coleridge’s poetry was not written with publishers’ bindings in mind. She wrote the majority of 
her poems for her friend, Violet Hodgkin, including them in letters and transcribing them into a small 
white notebook, which she presented to Hodgkin as a gift. Hodgkin later copied the contents of the 
white notebook into two red notebooks, which she passed to Robert Bridges. According to Edith 
Sichel’s memoir, it was at Bridges’ urging that Coleridge began to prepare her poetry for publication. 
Fancy’s Following by “Anodos” came out with the Daniel Press in 1895.  

Coleridge’s poem, “The White Women,” published in Fancy’s Following, imagines a community 
of maiden mothers, who live unbound by patriarchal constraint. This paper reads Coleridge’s poem 
alongside the bibliographic history of the “white notebook” in order to think about the relationship 
between lyric production, female friendship and epistolary exchange. It goes on to think about what 
happens to the feminine lyric voice when the bonds of intimate friendship are breached by editorial 
intervention and the demands of the printed page. 
 
Izumi Nagai (Osaka City University), izu@dp.u-netsurf.ne.jp 

‘Poets of boundaries: reception of Christina Rossetti’s “Goblin Market” by Japanese Poet Hiroko 
Katayama’ 

Christina Rossetti is considered a poet who transcended boundaries, seamlessly moving from one 
world to another. She wrote poems about mortality and death from the perspective of the dead and 
also about meeting supernatural beings like goblins or ghosts. 

This paper will examine the reception of such elements of Rossetti’s works in Meiji-era Japan, 
focusing on tanka (a type of traditional thirty-one-syllable Japanese poem) poet Hiroko Katayama 
(1878-1957) and the representation of Rossetti’s ‘Goblin Market’ in her works. Hiroko Katayama was 
born in 1878 in Tokyo; her father was a diplomat, and she was educated in a mission school. In 1899, 
she married a banker, and they had two children. She was not only a poet but also a translator, under 
the pseudonym Mineko Matsumura, who mainly translated Celtic Revival literature, including works 
by W. B. Yeats and J. M. Synge, into Japanese. 

In Meiji-era Japan, English literature scholars tended to note the elegance in ‘Goblin Market’, 
which dealt with the affection between sisters. ‘Goblin Market’ was first translated into Japanese in 
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1904 by poet Ariake Kambara and was titled ‘Sisters’. In contrast, Hiroko Katayama seemed to have 
been attracted to another view of the poem. She wrote a tanka that included words such as ‘goblin’, 
‘blood’, ‘frantic’ and ‘death’, which indicates that she was probably influenced by ‘Goblin Market’. In 
recent times, in Japan, several of her tanka—in which she described her soul wandering among this, 
the previous and the subsequent worlds—have been re-evaluated. Thus, this paper argues that she 
was a boundary poet and that her works exhibited elements similar to Rossetti’s. 
 
Irmtraud Huber (University of Cambridge), ih321@cam.ac.uk 

‘Struggling in the bonds of time(s) - the rhythms of Augusta Webster's Portraits’ 

Augusta Webster has only recently entered the canon, and is best known today for her socially aware 
dramatic monologues, especially those which are assembled in her collection Portraits, first published 
in 1870. Issues of gender play a central role in her work and it is not surprising that recent critical 
interest has profitably emphasised this aspect.  

In my paper, however, I will take a different angle in approaching Portraits. I will focus on the 
way in which the conflicted selves presented by Webster’s monologues struggle in and against various 
conflicting time-frames: social, natural, biological, divine, aesthetic and prosodic. Webster’s 
characters feel they are no longer or not yet themselves, they feel left behind or dragged along by 
temporal frames beyond their control. Taking my cue from Caroline Levine (Forms. Whole, Rhythm, 
Hierarchy, Network, 2015), who reminds us that rhythms can “on the one hand, [...]produce 
communal solidarity and bodily pleasure; on the other, they can operate as powerful means of control 
and subjugation” (49) I will argue that Webster’s dramatic monologues explore this tension both on 
the level of content, by staging self-conflict along temporal lines, and on the level of form, in her 
handling of blank verse and the genre of the dramatic monologue. Just as conflicting rhythms and 
temporal orders serve to circumscribe and restrict the presented selves, while at the same time 
affording them with a limited amount of freedom and agency, the poems themselves struggle in and 
against generic and prosodic orders.  

By taking account of the multiple rhythms and temporal orders that structure Portraits, I will 
throw a new light on Webster’s important contribution to the genre of the dramatic monologue and 
take a step towards an exploration of Victorian experiences of time. 
 

G 5: Travel 2 (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 11 & 12) 

Celia Brown (Independent Scholar), celia.brown@t-online.de 

‘Alice Unbound: Lewis Carroll projected global trends onto his malleable heroine’ 

It is often supposed that Lewis Carroll’s fantasy landscape in Alice’s Adventures in in Wonderland 1865 
was sheltered from major world events, drawing its imagery from the bounded world of parochial 
Oxford. Yet maps were hanging on the walls of the shaft Alice descended into a purportedly 
subterranean territory. Carroll projects global trends onto his intrepid child explorer, allowing her to 
feel what it is like to be part of a changing world.  Her body becomes unbound, stretched to such limits 
that she has difficulty communicating with her feet – her Antipodes. Carroll expects his readers at a 
time of emigration to Australia and New Zealand to recognize his hints about falling through the earth 
to the place where people walk upside-down. This is also a reference to St Augustine, who found the 
notion of crossing the seas to such distant lands unbelievable in the 5th Century AD. The expanding 
geographical horizons of the Victorian world lead Alice on her journey to cross borders into a terrain 
that hovers between the unbelievable and the possible. In Through the Looking-Glass 1871 the 
innovations of the Victoria era come to the fore. Alice travels by the recently invented train and is 
joined by the horse, whose role in transport is being usurped. Like the Italian poet Petrarch viewing 
the changing horizons from Mont Ventoux in the 14th Century on the brink of a new epoch, the Red 
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Queen surveys the world as a chessboard, where the old encounters the innovatory in a coded 
confrontation between contemporary technical and scientific paradigms and older belief-systems.     
 

Richard Byrom (Independent Scholar), richard@byroms.net 

‘William Fairbairn and the Introduction of Iron Steamships to the Central European Lakes: Diffusion 
and Imitation’ 

William Fairbairn (1789-1874) was one of the greatest of nineteenth century engineers - in the 1860s 
the best-known living engineer. This paper traces the networking which led to the first iron steamships 
on the Central European Lakes, from Albert Escher’s pupilage at Fairbairn’s Manchester works in 1824, 
to his being drawn back from Zurich to Manchester by his love for a daughter of Fairbairn’s patron 
John Kennedy, when he saw iron steamships under construction at Fairbairn’s works. By then he had 
built the engineering department of Escher Wyss to 400 people, and in 1834 he arranged for Franz 
Caspar and Johann Lămmlin of Zurich to commission an iron steamboat from Fairbairn. The Minerva, 
108ft long, was powered by two high-pressure engines. On completion in Manchester she was 
dismantled, conveyed by canal to Selby, reconstructed and steamed down the Ouse, across the North 
Sea and up the Rhine to Basel, where she was dismantled again. She crossed Switzerland on ox-carts, 
and the rivers on wagon-ferries. At the Zurichsee Escher re-assembled her. She made her maiden 
voyage in July 1835, the first iron steamship on the Central European Lakes. A year later Escher himself 
built an iron steamship - a classic illustration of technological transference leading to imitation. Within 
eight years Escher had built nineteen steamships, some with Fairbairn engines, and opened a shipyard 
on the Danube. During the next hundred years Escher Wyss built 600 steamships and many marine 
engines. Today Sulzer Escher Wyss are a worldwide engineering group. Fairbairn sent subsequent iron 
steamboats, or engines, to Lakes Constance, Lucerne, Geneva and Maggiore. There is a literary 
reference to the steamships on the Zurichsee in John Barrow’s Tour of Austrian Lombardy and a 
painting of a Fairbairn steamboat on Lake Maggiore by James Baker Pyne - plenty of connections and 
intersections!  
 
Richard Leahy (University of Chester), r.leahy@chester.ac.uk 

‘Trains and brains: railways and psychology in sensation fiction’ 

This paper will study the relationships between mid-nineteenth century developments in the 
understanding of psychology and the influence of rail networks. It will take a selection of Sensation 
fiction as its case study, a genre that has already been detailed to have an intimate relationship with 
the railways. Considered by some cultural commentators to be ‘railway literature’ in itself, this genre 
depicts what Nicholas Daly calls ‘the modernisation of the senses’. Railway travel, and the rapidity of 
new modes of modernity, often dictate the movement of Sensation narratives, and this paper aims to 
explore the psychological effects of such innovation on the psyches of key characters within the 
chosen texts.  

Critical analysis will be mainly focused on three texts, each from a different author in order to 
show the diverse representation of railway travel’s links with issues of the mind and self. Mary 
Elizabeth Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret will be analysed with the mental states of both the titular 
Lady Audley and her investigator Robert Audley, and their use of rail travel, in mind. Wilkie Collins’s 
No Name will be examined in terms of the effects that rail travel has on identity, as well as how the 
technology is used as a plot device within the sensation narrative. Finally, Émile Zola’s La Bête Humaine 
will be analysed to show how discourses of rail travel and insanity often converge in the character of 
Jacques Lantier. While not traditionally considered a Sensation text, Zola’s novel contains many of the 
essential attributes considered to be a part of the genre – something the paper will also address.  

Bolstering the literary analysis will be an examination of the effect of the railway on social and 
individual psyches, as detailed by both historians and contemporary commentators. The paper draws 
many ideas from the work of Wolfgang Schivelbusch’s text The Railway Journey: The Industrialization 
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of Time and Space; of particular interest are his Marxist interpretations of the space of the train 
carriage, and the essential liminality associated with it. As well as this, nineteenth-century psychology 
will also be addressed, including the influence of industry and networks on Herbert Spencer’s theories 
of Social Darwinism, and Sigmund Freud’s notion of the fugueur – a figure that emerged through his 
research and writing on trains and rail travel that subsequently influenced the quintessentially 
nineteenth-century idea of the flâneur. My paper will attempt to expose the psychological influence 
of rail travel on the individual self through an analysis of Sensation fiction, and how discourses of the 
two phenomena (railways and psychology) often seemed to share conceptual frameworks and lexical 
fields. 
 

G 6: Neo-Victorian (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 14 & 15) 

Muren Zhang (Lancaster University), m.zhang6@lancaster.ac.uk 

‘“Place and placelessness”: the “unbound” Other in Julian Barnes's Arthur & George’ 

This paper explores the neo-Victorian representation of the relationship and connection between 
place and human subjects who inhabit it. It examines the ways in which the Victorian and Edwardian 
landscapes are represented in Julian Barnes’s 2005 novel Arthur & George and its 2015 TV adaptation 
respectively. Through a comparative reading, this paper demonstrates that unlike Barnes’s literary 
text where there is a marked lack of description of landscape, the TV adaptation pro-actively involves 
the audience in the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century landscapes through the characters’ 
corporeal movements and the spectator’s ‘virtual mobility’, a concept I take up from Sarah Gibson.15  
Through a close examination of the TV adaptation in the first section of the paper, I argue that the 
‘immersive’ pleasure afforded by the drama celebrates the perceived notion of the English landscape 
and its role in the construction of English identity. In the second section, I shift the focus to Barnes’s 
characterization of the protagonist George, a half-Indian solicitor who is presented as a habitual 
walker and regular train commuter. By examining the way in which the text foregrounds George’s 
peculiar or ‘queer’ (as in Barnes’s word) relationship with the landscape through which he passes, I 
propose that the text frustrate the reader’s desire to ‘enter’ and enjoy the simulated landscape of late 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century England in the manner of any number of Merchant and Ivory 
films. I also argue that by presenting George as a kind of outsider who does not connect with the 
English landscape, Barnes’s text encourages the contemporary reader to reflect upon the dynamic 
between the activity of walking, the idea of English countryside and the issue of English identity.  
 

Barbara Franchi (University of Kent), B.Franchi@kent.ac.uk 

‘Mapping boundless seas: travellers, naturalists and storytellers in neo-Victorian fiction’ 

The narration of maritime voyages and their role in scientific explorations represents a key 
intersection between nineteenth-century travel writing and science. The legacy of ‘the “great age” of 
scientific travel’ (Pratt, Imperial Eyes 38) finds fruitful terrain in its neo-Victorian renditions, where the 
connection between travel culture and the making of science is complicated further by the 
chronological distance between nineteenth-century past and its twentieth- and twenty-first-century 
recuperation. 

This paper analyses how, in Graham Swift’s Ever After (1992), A. S. Byatt’s The Biographer’s 
Tale (2000) and Amy Sackville’s The Still Point (2010), the retracing of Victorian scientific expeditions 
creates a literary and intertextual legacy between contemporary readers and their Victorian 
ancestors. In particular, the protagonists of these novels are either literary scholars (Byatt), or direct 
descendants of Victorian scientists and travel writers (Swift and Sackville) who embark on literary-

                                                           
15 Sarah Gibson, ‘English Journeys: The Tourist, The Guidebook, And The Motorcar in The Remains of the Day’, 
Journeys, 5.2 (2004), 43-71 (p. 63). 
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biographical quests in the footsteps of three Victorian explorers and polymaths. Driven by a desire to 
establish a taxonomic classification of their nineteenth-century subjects’ writings, naturalistic 
specimen and memorabilia, the neo-Victorian heroes build an ‘imaginative history’ (Beer, Darwin’s 
Plots 6), where storytelling becomes a form of literary travel across seas of textualities and material 
culture connecting the present to the past.  

These neo-Victorian storytellers eventually abandon their search for truth and authenticity by 
writing themselves into the narratives they seek to recuperate. The recuperation of the past in the 
archive therefore enables epiphanic discoveries of one’s own sense of self in the present and allows 
to break free from the heavy, inherited past. By crossing the boundless seas of texts and by rewriting 
Victorian narratives of travel and scientific discovery, neo-Victorian heroes pave the way for a new 
future, related to – but equally at a distance from – one’s past. 
Bibliography: 
Beer, Gillian. Darwin’s Plots: Evolutionary Narrative in Darwin, George Eliot and Nineteenth-Century Fiction. 
Cambridge: CUP, 1983. Print. 
Pratt, Mary Louise. Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation. London and New York: Routledge, 2007. 
Print. 

 

Molly Clark Hillard (Seattle University), clarkhim@seattleu.edu 

‘“Never read what is old with a modern ear”: Zadie Smith re-maps the Victorian novel’ 

Taking to heart this year’s conference theme, I propose a paper that considers the binding of 
contemporary British literature to its Victorian antecedents. It would argue that certain twenty-first 
century novels do not merely make a boundary crossing into Victorian literature, but defy the very 
notion of such borders. This paper is part of larger work in progress that explores certain 
contemporary British novels (Ian McEwan’s Saturday, Kazuo Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go, and Zadie 
Smith’s White Teeth) as works whose authors absorb Victorian preoccupations with such binding 
concepts as history, continuity, and nation, but who also follow Victorian literary patterns of resistance 
to periodic and national bindings. 

As its title, White Teeth, indicates, bodies and embodiment are integral to the novel, and never 
more than when those bodies invoke past literatures.  In one scene, a dim English teacher proclaims, 
“Never read what is old with a modern ear” (Smith 227). The novel itself exuberantly rejects this 
injunction. Smith’s multiplot structure pays homage to the Victorian triple-decker; her alternate 
cartographies of London owe a debt to Dickens and Gissing; her omniscient narrator rejects interiority 
in favor of displacing internal conditions onto external bodies, features, and objects; she experiments 
with explicitly Victorian conventions—epistolarity, the uncanny, and an uneasy perception of scientific 
discourse as a kind of millennial prophecy. However, Smith herself called the novel “the literary 
equivalent of a hyperactive ginger-haired tap-dancing ten year old.” Her (Dickensian) analogy, which 
compares her multicultural tour de force to the body of an irritating, frenetic, and explicitly white 
child, suggests both her awareness of and discomfort with Victorian allegiances. Finally, throughout 
White Teeth, Smith binds together human and literary bodies in ways that problematize and even 
undo linear, progressivist notions of history. With an epigraph from E.M. Forster’s Where Angels Fear 
to Tread acting as a clever boundary crossing between Victorian and modern literature, White Teeth 
perceives a more hybrid or networked view of history: “when you say of a thing that 'nothing hangs 
on it,' it sounds like blasphemy. There's never any knowing—how am I to put it?—which of our actions, 
which of our idlenesses won't have things hanging on it for ever” (2). From this epigraph onward, 
Smith materializes, spatializes, and temporalizes the novel to “hang on” a Victorian framework. This 
paper will focus upon the ways in which Smith’s cartography of London leads us to a variety of 
explicitly Victorian institutional spaces. Following the contours of such scholars as Bruno Latour, Rita 
Felski, and Leah Price, I want to consider White Teeth as a network of reading, handling, and circulating 
Victorian texts and narrative strategies. 
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11:50am – 1:10pm: Panel Session H 

H 1: Radicalism (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 1) 

Oliver Goldstein (University of Cambridge), oliverhgoldstein@gmail.com 

‘“Cunningly cemented, while the elements boil beneath”: Carlyle's radical conservatism’ 

Thomas Carlyle is estranging. This is hardly to say anything new, and yet my paper begins with an 
account of how Carlyle estranges—through his prose style, politics, and eclectic mixture of often 
incompatible interests—in order to position him as a radical counter-progressive. In particular, I argue 
that Carlyle’s counter-progressiveness arises especially from our acquaintance with his prose 
technique, which estranges, more often than not, our sense of the present, such that we become 
uncertain regarding both the status of our experience and the status of things in his writing. 
Considering how Carlyle’s prose cements heterogeneous things together, from past and present, 
‘while the elements boil beneath’, I examine Carlyle’s usage of Monk-Latin in Past and Present as 
orchestrating a confrontation with the past’s continued claim on the present. Placing Carlyle in the 
context of other prose styles which integrate Latin into English, as well as his near-contemporaries 
Pugin and Ruskin, I argue that Past and Present’s stuttering interpolations of Latin, described by 
Teufelsdröckh as consisting in ‘[i]nnumerable dead Vocables’, insist on a past that can neither be 
escaped nor forgotten. This leads me to suggest a productive connection with Marx’s use of Latin tags 
in Capital, particularly at the end of ‘The Working Day’, and to argue that we consider Carlyle as a 
radical conservative precisely for the way his writing cuts across the boundaries which are meant to 
demarcate various political formations. 
 

Owen Holland (University of Oxford), owen.holland@jesus.ox.ac.uk 

‘The Paris Commune and eternal return in Chesterton's The Napoleon of Notting Hill and Wells’s When 
the Sleeper Wakes’ 

In a period of renewed crisis of pan-European identity, it is an apt moment to revisit episodes in the 
history of the continent in which anxieties about social stability and fragmentation have loomed large. 
The brutal suppression of the Paris Commune of 1871 -- which Algernon Swinburne supported with 
the assertion that the Communards should be shot down 'wherever met like dogs' -- exemplifies what 
Jacques Ranciere has characterised as the 'hatred of democracy' on the part of ruling elites. The 
Commune provoked a variety of cultural responses in Britain. For some, such as Matthew Arnold, the 
Commune represented a dangerous (and potentially contagious) threat to civilisation. For others, 
including Positivists and later socialist revivalists, the Commune heralded the dawn of a new liberty. 
In this paper, I will examine some of these British responses to the Commune in an attempt to reframe 
current debates about the so-called rise of populism. Although the contemporary moment is animated 
by quite different tensions, attending to the Commune's British reception can help to recover a longer 
history of British anxieties about Europe, by focusing on the way in which such anxieties have been 
culturally produced, particularly during periods of instability both within and beyond the nation's 
borders. 
 
Kristof Smeyers (University of Antwerp), kristof.smeyers@uantwerpen.be 

‘Stigmatised. The millenarian prophet Mary Ann Girling (1827-1886) unbound’ 

In the months leading up to June 1837, John Thom would frequently tell his devout followers that he 
would sit at young Victoria’s right hand during her coronation. He would write about his prominence 
in the self-published journal The Lion. It would be distributed from the mental asylum in Maidstone, 
where Thom was detained after a series of cumulatively bizarre and transgressive events. When 
released from the asylum, however, he did not move to London to sit at the young Queen’s hand, but 
presented himself to the people of Kent as Jesus reincarnate, gathered a following and organised a 
social revolution that was to ‘bathe the streets [of Canterbury] with blood’. 
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Half a century later, Mary Ann Girling, also an incarnation of the Divine, managed to lead her 
followers into the New Forest to await the Second Coming. Her trajectory had by then been turbulent: 
repeatedly harassed and evicted from her home in Suffolk to various locations across London, the New 
Forest was to be the Girlingites’ final destination. In a tent camp on the edge of the forest, she 
organised her community along radically proto-communist and egalitarian lines while descending into 
increasing poverty and radicalism.  

What connects these two ‘fringe Victorians’, seemingly so different, is how they have been 
treated by their contemporaries and by historians. Both claimed to have the stigmata, the wounds of 
Christ. Both were stigmatised by the ecclesiastical and local authorities for their disruption of a status 
quo—not in the least because their following was comprised across traditional class and gender 
divides. By comparing the response to both characters, I aim to show how different segments of 
Victorian society dealt with such ‘difficult’ figures, but also how cases like these challenge the 
traditional binaries of Victorian studies—man-woman; faith-reason; city-countryside; progressivism-
conservatism. 
 
H 2: Texts for Children and Child Readers (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 3) 

Gavin Budge (University of Hertfordshire), G.Budge@herts.ac.uk 

‘Defining Victorian children's literature: the intersection between child and adult readers’ 

The category of ‘children’s literature’ in the Victorian period is a hard one to define, because of shifting 
classifications in fiction itself during this period. Whereas the Victorian novel of the mid nineteenth 
century was deliberately written for a family readership, developments during the 1860s and 1870s, 
such as the rise of the sensation novel and the impact of French realism, meant that the suitability of 
fiction for a younger audience could no longer be assumed, and led to the rise of ‘children’s literature’ 
as a category defined separately from adult literature. 

In this paper, I would like to explore the issue of how children's literature was defined in the 
Victorian period by examining an 1887 guide to suitable books for inclusion in a parish library, What 
Books to Lend and What to Give by the popular writer and educationalist Charlotte M Yonge, published 
by Anglican educational body the National Society. From a modern perspective, what is strikingly 
absent from this guide, I will argue, is any clear sense of demarcation between child and adult 
audiences. In defining categories such as ‘tales fit for the growing maidens who are beyond the child 
story’, to which she assigns much of her own writing, Yonge seems instead to have a much more 
general category of ‘unsophisticated reader’ in mind, whilst being mindful of class and the potential 
for being regarded as patronizing. The paper will suggest that the symbolic, or typological, fictional 
mode which characterizes not only much of Yonge’s own writing, but also the writing of other authors 
such as Charles Kingsley, who similarly straddle the divide between child and unsophisticated adult 
readerships, can be understood as a strategy for addressing these diverse readerships. 
 

Hannah Field (University of Sussex), H.Field@sussex.ac.uk 

’Against the Wall: (not) reading panoramic papers in the Victorian nursery’ 

 
Image: In the final panel of Dean and Son’s Playtime 
Panorama (ca. 1880–1900), a panorama picture book 
appears en abyme next to other toys, including a Noah’s Ark, 
in a well-appointed nursery. 
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This paper is about the boundaries of the Victorian children’s book—both the boundaries of the book 
as a material object, and the boundaries of book usage. It centres on a popular type of printed novelty 
for children: the panorama picture book, whereby a long, concertinaed foldout was bound between 
covers. Many Victorian children’s panoramas mapped temporal progression onto left to right 
movement, unfolding a visual story across panels. Others, however, grouped pictures more loosely, 
as in a mid-century series of panoramas published by the Leeds firm of Webb and Millington, which 
presented variations on individual themes—a Panorama of Horses and a Panorama of the Sea, for 
instance. Such refusals of narrative may owe less to the panorama’s generic preferences, than to its 
physical shape. Children’s panoramas adopt the form in which many posters have reached their 
audiences: as ‘graphic highlights detachable for purposes of exhibition in the home’, to quote Jeffrey 
Schnapp. Such potential uses of the children’s panorama in social space—pasting panoramas up on 
walls—in turn affect panoramic texts: the panorama as nursery decoration, as opposed to hand-held 
book, does not demand reading, let alone a sequence or narrative. 

Drawing on rare children’s panoramas from the Opie Collection of Children’s Literature at the 
Bodleian Library, literary accounts and material records of nineteenth- century nursery wallpaper, and 
design manuals that arbitrated children’s interactions with their spaces, this paper shows how middle-
class children navigated print on the walls of their nurseries, as much as in their own hands or the 
hands of caregivers. Speculatively unbinding the juvenile panorama can in turn trouble the boundaries 
of children’s print culture in the nineteenth century—boundaries between books and ephemera; 
between children’s literature and the material culture of childhood; between reading and not reading; 
and between models of the child herself as agential or disempowered. 

 
Liwen Zhang (Queen Mary, University of London), liwen.zhang@qmul.ac.uk 

‘The spelling-book dilemma: Great Expectations and the tenacity of moral fable’ 

In Great Expectations, Herbert dislikes Pip’s first name Philip, for ‘it sounds like a moral boy out of a 
spelling book’. Instead, he proposes ‘Handel’, namesake of the famous composer. The brevity of this 
renaming episode implies that most of Dickens’s contemporary readers knew what their spelling 
books looked like. Such knowledge is no longer shared by modern readers, however, and questions 
arise with regards to Dickens’s disapproval of them. What kinds of spelling books is he referring to? 
Why is it important for him to announce departure from them? To what extent has he managed to 
distinguish his protagonist from a moral boy, and his novel from a spelling-book moral fable? 

Dickens’s references to spelling books are usually unflattering. In Nicholas Nickleby (1838-39), 
Wackford Squeers makes his students perform ‘dull, drawling, hesitating recital of those stories of 
engrossing interest which are to be found in the more antiquated spelling-books’. In Bleak House 
(1852-53), Dickens praises Allan Woodcourt’s empathetic way of speaking to the poor woman Jenny, 
while lashing out at its opposite, one characterized by condescension and childishness typical of ‘little 
spelling books’. These outspoken criticisms and derogatory representations seem to send a crystal-
clear message that spelling books, or at least antiquated ones, are inadequate to cultivate either moral 
sensibility or intellect. However, this paper suggests that the relationship is more complicated than 
has been acknowledged, revealing a complex intertextuality between Dickens’s novels and the spelling 
books of his time. Dismissive as they are of spelling books, Dickens’s novels unexpectedly bear a great 
deal of thematic and tonal resemblance to them. As this paper will argue, his anxiety to keep a distance 
from spelling books reflects an underlying affinity to them. Great Expectations epitomizes this anxiety 
of influence, as its protagonist’s life story both resembles and diverges from the spelling-book moral 
fable. 
 

H 3: Humour and Nonsense (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 10) 

Alina Ghimpu-Hague (University of Hertfordshire), Alina.Ghimpu-Hague.2001@live.rhul.ac.uk 

‘From Camelot to Wonderland: nonsense, Tennyson and the Pre-Raphaelites’ 
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The poems and stories of Edward Lear and Lewis Carroll have traditionally been treated as distinct 
bodies of work with very few (and very broad) common features: they belong to the same historical 
period, were written primarily for a juvenile audience, and display a similar sense of humour reliant 
on an appreciation of incongruity. This approach stemmed from a confluence of factors that ranged 
from their formal difference from each other and the lack of written evidence suggesting a common 
artistic purpose to the perceived singular, quirky eccentricity of each of the two authors. This view has 
survived largely unchallenged due mainly to the determination of friends and family members on the 
one hand, and early twentieth century scholars on the other, to emphasise this perceived eccentricity 
at the expense of the authors’ humanity and to present a selective account of the reality of their 
everyday existence. A closer look at Lear and Carroll’s social and professional circles, however, reveals 
a significant degree of overlap and numerous points of mediated contact between the two authors. 
Further analysis suggests their respective outputs fit very comfortably alongside each other within a 
shared framework built partly thorough sustained interaction with an informed common audience, 
and that it may be more fruitful to view their respective bodies of work as complementary rather than 
as distinct. Central to this mediated exchange between the two authors is Alfred, Lord Tennyson and 
his wife, Emily, and the purpose of this paper is to trace their influence on the development of both 
the genre of Victorian Nonsense itself and of the audience that consumed it, with particular emphasis 
on the relationship between Lear, Carroll, Tennyson and the Pre-Raphaelites. 
 

Martin Dubois (Newcastle University), martin.dubois@ncl.ac.uk 

‘Nonsense and empire: Edward Lear's India’ 

The recent critical turn to consider Victorian poetry beyond national borders has highlighted various 
ways in which Victorian poets manifest what Jason R. Rudy terms ‘transcultural thinking’. As it 
concerns empire, this interest in transculturalism substitutes the centre-periphery model of earlier 
scholarship for the newer concepts of network, web, and circuit, by which colonial relations are seen 
to proceed by multiple and shifting routes, not all of which are organised hierarchically. This paper 
offers a new perspective on such relations by examining the nonsense Edward Lear composed when 
visiting India in 1873-5. Studies of Lear are not numerous, and little attention has been given to these 
poems, just as scant commentary exists on the relationship between Lear’s own travelling, made in 
cause of his painting, and described in the travel books that he published, and the journeys desired 
and undertaken in his nonsense. In one way Lear’s Indian nonsense aligns with the fluid and intricate 
picture of colonial relations advocated in recent scholarship, but I want to suggest that such nonsense 
also complicates this picture, for the fun of the poetry Lear wrote in India plays upon the distance 
between imperial margin and centre, even as his act of writing these poems would appear to imply a 
less rigid set of relations. The paper will survey Lear’s Indian art and writing and give particular 
attention to ‘The Cummerbund’, the last and most important of Lear’s Indian nonsense pieces.  
 

Brittany Carlson (University of California, Riverside), bcarl005@ucr.edu 

‘Victorian Puzzle Addiction: 'The Final Problem' as a mathematical puzzle’ 

"Victorian Puzzle Addiction: 'The Final Problem' as a Mathematical Puzzle" examines the social 
conditions leading to the popularity of the Sherlock Holmes canon and the Victorian fascination with 
puzzles found in both detective fiction and recreational mathematics. This paper argues that Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle's "The Final Problem," uniquely functions as both detective fiction and a mathematical 
puzzle, forcing its audience to think beyond the text to derive a solution to what game theoretical 
scholars term the "Holmes-Moriarty Paradox.” In “The Final Problem,” Holmes and Moriarty allegedly 
arrive at their untimely deaths, with no witnesses, at Reichenbach Falls. The “Holmes-Moriarty 
Paradox” arises out of the tensions leading to their deaths at Reichenbach Falls when the audience is 
confronted with the question of who will prevail and how: Professor Moriarty, who is an unstoppable 
evil genius, or Sherlock Holmes and his untouchable facilities of logic. Since many Holmes fans have 
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become accustomed to observing his methods, they do not actively use them and generally react in 
one of two ways. Logicians, mathematicians, and puzzle enthusiasts can approach "The Final Problem" 
as a puzzle, similarly to those found in both mathematical and popular Victorian publications. 
However, the vast majority of the Victorian readership is distressed by Holmes's death, suffers media 
withdrawals from the Holmes canon, and do not make an attempt to solve this puzzle. This paper also 
examines a game theoretical solution to "The Final Problem," which is statistically inconclusive; thus 
frustrating the majority its audience, since a clear and logical solution cannot be deduced even with 
the help of advanced statistical methods. This paper further asserts that although Conan Doyle 
attempts to transcend the bounds of the short story genre with a witty paradoxical puzzle to distract 
his fans from the loss of Holmes, it is a failure, forcing Conan Doyle to eventually revive him in “The 
Empty House.” 
 

H 4: Transgender (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Room 7) 

Ann Heilmann (Cardiff University), HeilmannA@cardiff.ac.uk 

‘“A Mystery Still” (1867): Victorian transgender and All The Year Round's foundation myth of James 
Miranda Barry’ 

When retired Inspector-General Dr James Barry died in 1865, sensational rumours arose as to his sex. 
Had this most senior of colonial medical officers of the British army, pugnacious humanitarian and 
sanitary reformer decades before Florence Nightingale, been ‘a woman’? The enigma of ‘Doctor 
James’ prompted considerable medical and literary interest at the time and has since inspired four 
biographies, four biodramas and over ten biofictions. The first of these fictional explorations, ‘A 
Mystery Still’, published in the form of a ‘witness account’ as a newspaper article two years after 
Barry’s death in Dickens’s All the Your Round, became the foundation myth of the Barry tale. Not only 
did it leave its imprint on late-Victorian and turn-of-the-century literary and sexological 
representations, the tropes established by this story also resurface in twentieth-century illustration 
and reverberate, ironically as documentary source material, through modern and contemporary 
biographies. Like the myth of Barry itself, ‘A Mystery Still’ is marked by conceptual and generic 
instability. The comic flamboyancy of the character construction may raise speculative questions 
about the potential involvement of Dickens, while the text’s performative genre crossings (from mock-
heroic to sentimental) offer a reflection of James Barry’s act of gender crossing. Addressing three of 
the conference strands (‘Victorians on the edge’, ‘Revising & reimagining gender’ and ‘neo-
Victorianism and adaptation’), this paper will examine the emergence of the ‘Barry mythos’ and its 
impact on later life-writing through a close reading of ‘A Mystery Still’ as a text that in constructing 
the figure of the eccentric and gender rebel also engages with Victorian debates of women’s rights. 
While this early story affords different readings of the trans/gender individual, later life-writing 
predominantly recast Barry as a woman in disguise. 
 
Billie-Gina Thomason (Liverpool John Moores), b.thomason@2012.ljmu.ac.uk 

‘The man-woman of Manchester: Harry Stokes unbound’ 

‘The most remarkable woman of this century was “Harry” Stokes, the bricksetter who committed 
suicide in the sluice of the river Irwell’ wrote the Salford Weekly in October 1859. Harry Stokes lived 
in Manchester and Salford during his adult life, where he was married twice and was a ‘master 
bricklayer’. He gained notoriety in his community. Harry Stokes was biologically female.  
Using my own conceptional framework of the ‘three Cs of passing’, I will explore how Harry’s bound 
body was Confidently viewed as masculine, how he was Committed to his male gender identity and 
how his Consistency in performance enabled him to be popular within his community. All of this was 
evidenced through his entrepreneurial skills, private and public relationships and his employability. 
Harry Stokes was bound and true to his masculine identity, albeit at the expense of unbinding his 
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biology. In my paper, I will therefore be unbinding the perception that gender identity was rigidly 
reinforced in the nineteenth century.  

This paper will explore how Harry Stokes was physically bound up within his struggle for a 
masculine persona. This was evidenced through him forcibly concealing any female or visible biological 
characteristics. Harry bound his female form each day through restrictive clothing. For instance, 
Salford Weekly wrote that, ‘She was very full-breasted but the shape of her womanly make was 
distorted by a broad strap which buckled around her body under the arms’. I will also consider how 
Harry was forced to unbind his identity during his first court appearance in 1838 when his wife 
revealed him to be biologically female. By examining this court case and reports covering Harry 
Stokes’s suicide, I will demonstrate how he performed his gender through his clothing, personality and 
relationships. 
 
Rachel Egloff (Oxford Brookes University), rachel.egloff-2015@brookes.ac.uk 

‘Transnational intertextuality through a transgender voice: a means of cultural transfer’ 

It is daily more and more affirmed, that in England we care nothing for what passes upon the 
Continent; that the more grave events become, the more we seem to find a sort of proud 
pleasure in announcing to the world our satisfaction at our own ignorance, and our utter 
indifference to whatever may happen to our neighbors. 
 

This passage, which could have been printed during and in the aftermath of the 2016 British EU 
referendum debates, was in fact written by the little known nineteenth-century author Blaze de Bury 
in her book published in 1850/51 called Germania: its Courts, Camps and People (p. ix). This paper 
looks at how transnational intertextuality (for example the use of German literary extracts and 
references in English texts) could be used to increase cultural understanding and enable cultural 
transfer. Intertextuality can re-contextualize meaning, which in turn can lead to ideological and 
political change. In particular, it will be examined how the little known Victorian author Blaze de Bury 
harnessed transnational intertextuality in Germania to educate and enlighten the otherwise ‘ignorant’ 
British about the German-speaking world – particularly about its politics. Blaze’s use of transnational 
intertextuality, however, serves a double purpose. Not only does it build a bridge for cultural transfer 
and change beyond the text itself but it also allows Blaze to ventriloquize well known and esteemed 
male authors, to support her authority and to underline her credibility as a female writer of 
‘unfeminine’ German culture and international European politics. In so doing Blaze creates a 
transgender voice through with which she strives to promote transnational cultural understanding 
within Europe. 
 

H 5: Soldiers and War (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 11 & 12) 

Beth Gaskell (University of Greenwich), bethjgaskell@gmail.com 

‘An officer and a gentleman: negotiating the bounds of gentlemanly behaviour in the Victorian 
military press’ 

Nineteenth-century military masculinity has received increased academic attention in recent years. 
Much of this research has drawn on archival research, using diaries, letters and photography to gain 
new perspectives. These studies have challenged long-entrenched ideas about idealised Victorian 
masculinity and the effects of growing militarism in the lead up to World War I. However, an area that 
has yet to be explored is the role that the professional military press played in negotiating what it 
meant to be a military male. 

The emergence of military periodicals from the beginning of the nineteenth-century coincided 
with a movement towards professionalization within the army. A crucial part of the debate regarding 
what it meant to be a ‘professional soldier’ involved societal expectations of masculine behaviour; 
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particularly whether a man could be both a soldier and a ‘gentleman’. Both military and civil society 
struggled with ideas of violence, domesticity and male friendship. 

This paper will explore how these debates were framed, adapted and discussed within the 
public spaces of the military periodical. It will investigate different types of idealised military 
masculinity such as ‘the hero’, the ‘sportsman’ and the ‘Christian soldier’ alongside more challenging 
aspects of military life including drink, gambling, dishonourable behaviour and cruelty. It will 
demonstrate how domesticity played a central role in the almost exclusively male environment of the 
army, and how soldiers formed strong bonds of friendship and ‘family’. Finally it will challenge the 
assumption that the military and the civilian were two separate spheres, showing how men bridged 
the two, balancing seemingly conflicting expectations. 
 
Tai-Chun Ho (National Chung Hsing University, Taiwan), hotaichuntw@gmail.com 

‘The spectres of Thomas Hardy's Boer War poetry’ 

Scholars have long recognized the particularities of Thomas Hardy’s Boer War poetry. Using Hardy’s 
‘Drummer Hodge’ to title his seminal study (1978), Malvern Van Wyk Smith makes a case for the 
poem’s departure from Alfred Tennyson’s ‘The Charge of the Light Brigade’ (1854) and foreshadowing 
of the anti-war poetry of the First World War. More recently, Tim Kendall (2009) has highlighted the 
ethical challenges facing Hardy ventriloquizing the pain of others to impose his anti-war sentiment on 
the reading public. This paper goes even further to trace the anti-war poetry written by the civilian 
poets of the Victorian wars with a focus on the relationship between Hardy and his mid-century 
predecessor. It argues that Hardy’s poetic response to the outbreak of the Boer War—which 
constitutes the bulk of his war poems collected in his second volume Poems of the Past and Present 
(November 1901)—is haunted and unwittingly shaped by the anti-Crimean War poetry of Sydney 
Dobell, one of the most experimental yet ignored civilian poets, who published Sonnets on the War 
(1855) with Alexander Smith and England in Time of War (1856). It will first briefly look at the afterlife 
of Dobell’s war poetry during the Boer War, explore Hardy’s invocation of soldier phantoms and 
haunting voices in his works, and provide a parallel reading of Dobell’s ‘Home’ (1855) and Hardy’s ‘A 
Wife in London’ (1899), both of which dramatize the tragedy of a recurrent war episode: a woman 
awaiting the return of her soldier lover. Although the Crimean War and Dobell are rarely associated 
with Hardy’s poetry, this paper will show that both Hardy’s questioning of the British government’s 
prosecution of war in South-Africa and problematization of home are eerily haunted by the calamity 
of the previous military campaign and the voice of earlier war poet. 
 

Simon Mackley (University of Exeter), S.Mackley@exeter.ac.uk 

‘“Any fool can annexe”: the conquest of the Boer Republics and the politics of imperial expansion’ 

At first glance, the South African War of 1899-1902 stands as a clear-cut example of the Victorians’ 
unbound imperial ambitions. Coming at the height of African partition and marking the zenith of the 
‘new imperialism’, the British conquest of the South African Republic and the Orange Free State 
transformed the map of the region, laying the groundwork for the Union of South Africa and securing 
British hegemony for half a century. Yet the annexation of the two states was no simple matter. Quite 
apart from the challenge posed by Boer guerrilla operations against the imperial occupation, the 
prospect of annexation caused considerable unease within British political life. The extension of formal 
authority over previously self-governing white settler communities gave fresh life to concerns over 
the role of race ascendency, despotism and greed in the practices of British imperialism. 

This paper surveys the British political debates over annexation, charting the transition from 
the expressed disavowal of annexation as a war aim to the near-universal acceptance of annexation 
by the time of the 1900 General Election. Focusing particularly on the rhetoric of leading Liberal 
politicians, it demonstrates that the pivot from opposing to supporting annexation was more than 
simply the acceptance of an ‘accomplished fact’. Rather, the arguments first deployed against the 
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prospect of annexation – for instance, the destruction of Boer independence and the damage to white 
racial equality – were repurposed so as to frame annexation as an act of necessity, compatible with 
the goals of the war and the expressed ideals of British imperial rule.  In this way, the episode serves 
as a case study for the complex dynamics of Victorian imperial expansion: British territorial ambition 
may have been unbounded, but imperial actors nonetheless had to operate within the constraints of 
an idealised imperial politics. 
 

H 6: Charles Dickens & Robert Browning (Constance Stewart Hall, Teaching Rooms 14 & 15) 

Gal Manor (Levinsky College, Tel Aviv), galmanormail@gmail.com 

‘“Grow old along with me!”: Robert Browning's Hebraic conception of old age’ 

Robert Browning often explored the concepts of old age and dying in his poems, and surprisingly 
enough, some of these most striking poems use Hebraic sources as intertexts. This paper will explore 
Robert Browning’s idea of old age as it is conveyed in “Rabbi Ben Ezra”, “Pisgah Sights” and “Jochanan 
Hakkadosh”, three poems in which Browning turns to Hebrew sources in order to explore 
philosophical and mystical alternatives to the emerging Victorian conception of old age which 
emphasized physical and mental deterioration. 16  

In “Rabbi Ben Ezra” of Dramatis Personae (1864), Browning conjures up the figure of the 12th 
century famous Jewish scholar Meir Ibn Ezra, whose works he probably encountered in his father’s 
extensive and unusual library.17  In the poem, Browning emphasises the spiritual advantages of old 
age in relation to the mystical Jewish idea of the marriage of “flesh” and “soul”.  In “Jochanan 
Hakkadosh” and “Pisgah Sights” Browning alludes to Hebraic and Kabbalistic  narratives which 
question the Victorian assumptions about old age and dying.  

The representations of old age in these poems reflect Robert Browning’s biographical old age, 
which introduced long awaited popularity and critical acclaim, and established him as a “religious and 
philosophical teacher”, especially after the founding of the Browning Society in 1881.18  After years of 
frustration over the mostly hostile criticism of his poetry, in his last decade of life Browning was finally 
recognized as one of the most unique and intriguing voices of the Victorian age.  
 

Michaela Mahlberg (University of Birmingham), m.a.mahlberg@bham.ac.uk   & 

Peter Stockwell (University of Nottingham), peter.stockwell@nottingham.ac.uk 

‘What is dickensian about Dickens? A cognitive corpus stylistics of ambience’ 

Not all literary writers achieve adjectivisation. Shakespearean, Miltonic, Byronic, Lawrentian, 
Woolfian, and Kafkaesque sound well-formed and apt, while others that have occasionally been used 
appear, perhaps, rather peculiar or clumsy: Marlovian, Brontë-esque, Austenian, Gaskellian? One of 
the most commonly encountered eponymous adjectives, however, is ‘Dickensian’, a term that has 
extended its meaning far beyond a simple sense of pertaining to the novels of Charles Dickens. First 
used in 1881 in the Athenaeum, ‘Dickensian’ (and the other literary eponymous epithets) also has a 
qualitative aspect that goes beyond the mere material inventory of objects, encompassing tonal and 
atmospheric effects of literary ambience. 

Ambience is a difficult stylistic feature to account for systematically. In this paper, we deploy 
a principled integration of cognitive poetics and corpus stylistics in order to arrive at a new 
understanding of ambience, specifically in Dickens’ works, but also with relevance to wider concerns 
of Victorian and other literatures. Cognitive poetics draws on our current best understanding of 

                                                           
16 Teresa Mangum, “Growing Old: Age” in A Companion to Victorian Literature and Culture, ed. by Herbert F. 
Tucker (London: Blackwell, 1999), p. 97-109. 
17 John Woolford, Robert Browning (Horndon: Northcote, 2007), p.5-6. 
18 Adam Roberts, Robert Browning Revisited (New York and London: Twayne and Prentice Hall, 1996), p.129. 
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language and mind to explore the workings of readers and audiences; corpus stylistics uses 
computational techniques to explore large extents of literary texts in relation to the language system 
at large (see also Stockwell & Mahlberg 2015, Mahlberg et al. 2016). We use these approaches in an 
inter-validating way in order to explore what readers mean when they have the ‘Dickensian’ in mind, 
and what that mental schema means for their readings of Dickens’ works themselves. 
The paper speaks directly to the notion of Victorian ‘unboundedness’, not only in our approach that 
embodies explanatory classification and systematicity, but also in our interdisciplinary, intertextual 
and intersectional interest. In addition to the theoretical contribution of the paper, we will illustrate 
corpus techniques that are applicable beyond the Dickensian examples.  

The research on the CLiC Dickens project is supported by the UK Arts and Humanities Research 
Council. Grant Reference AH/P504634/1 also see http://clic.bham.ac.uk. 
References 
Mahlberg, M., Stockwell, P., de Joode, J., Smith, C., O’Donnell, M. Brook (2016). CLiC Dickens –  
Novel uses of concordances for the integration of corpus stylistics and cognitive poetics, Corpora, 11 ( 3), 433-
463. http://www.euppublishing.com/toc/cor/11/3 
Stockwell, P & Mahlberg, M. (2015). Mind-modelling with corpus stylistics in David Copperfield,  
Language and Literature, 24 (2), 129-147. 
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0963947015576168 

 

Glynnis Cox (University of Edinburgh), Glynnis.Cox@ed.ac.uk 

‘A funny and frightening sermon: the role of humour in Dickens’s A Christmas Carol’ 

“Marley was dead, to begin with.” With this unexpected, humourous line Dickens begins his novella A 
Christmas Carol in Prose: Being a Ghost Story of Christmas. Although A Christmas Carol is unlikely to 
be classed within the genre of comedy, the narrative is framed and interspersed, as this first line 
attests, with Dickens’ particular brand of humourous observation and incongruous juxtaposition. Its 
very title represents a humourous incongruity: what is “A Ghost Story” that is also a “Christmas Carol”? 
This conflict is indicative of the disparate aims and techniques of A Christmas Carol: it is simultaneously 
an instructive holiday sermon and a spooky tale that is also framed by humour. This paper will argue 
that Dickens’ use of humour in A Christmas Carol is incongruous, but not in conflict, with its moral 
goals—indeed, humour is a key technique in conveying his didactic agenda. Andrew Stott observes 
that “Even though comedy often seems to be suspending, inverting, or abandoning dominant norms, 
these inversions are produced in relation to the cultural orthodoxies from which they must always 
begin.” Essentially, what a joke reveals, if one “gets” it, is certain knowledge, expectations, or attitudes 
that the hearer has about the topic or situation in which the incongruity is addressed or foregrounded. 
This paper will explore how Dickens’ use of humour in A Christmas Carol interacts with and ultimately 
supports the text’s didactic goals by highlighting and reifying the boundaries of accepted thought even 
as it would seem to push against and seek to overturn them. 
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BAVS Annual Conference 2017 

Victorians Unbound: 

 Connections and Intersections 

 
Day 3: Thursday 24th August 2017 at 10:30am (The Venue) 

 
1:15pm – 2:30pm: President’s Panel (The Venue) 

Chair: Professor Hilary Fraser (Geoffrey Tillotson Chair of Nineteenth-Century Studies Executive 
Dean, School of Arts, Birkbeck, University of London) 

Professor Patricia Pulham (Professor of Victorian Literature, University of Surrey) 

Professor Katherine Newey (Chair in Theatre History, University of Exeter) 

Professor Brian Maidment (Professor of the History of Print, Liverpool John Moores University) 
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BAVS Annual Conference 2017 Online 
 

Website: https://bavs2017.co.uk/ 

 

Twitter: @bavs2017 #bavs2017 

 

BAVS Annual Conference 2017 WI-FI Access 
 

On campus, you can register by using your Eduroam login. 

Otherwise, you can access Wi-Fi on campus using the following details: 

Network Name: BGU Guest 

Username: bguguest01 

Password: bguguest01 

 

If the 01 log-in details do not seem to work. The issue will be caused by an excessive 

demand, so you can use alternative details as follows: 

Username: bguguest02 

Password: bguguest02 

 

Username: bguguest03 

Password: bguguest03 

 

 

Photographs and videos 
 

The Conference Organising team and PGR/ECR bursary award holders will take photographs 

and film short video clips throughout the conference for use in social media (and possibly 

print media). If you do not want to appear in photographs or video clips, please email us at 

bavs2017@bishopg.ac.uk 

https://bavs2017.co.uk/
mailto:bavs2017@bishopg.ac.uk
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